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F lntshlng a Fundamentals 
of Design project, June 
Pfaff portrays a metallic object 
with paint. Many students stayed 
up all night before the SO-hour 
project was due. 
opening 
campus life 
academics 
sports 
mini-mag 
organizations 
graduates 
index 
closing 
A s one of the favorite gath-ering places on campus, 
the plaza ts the site of the latest In 
gossip. Jim Hyatt, Dana Berry, 
Juan Lewis and Mark Miller com-
pare theories about the World Se-
rles after lunch. 
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fom Wltdl 
very year. the process is the same. We set 
goals for ourselves. and we try our best to 
accomplish them. We strive to achieve in 
many ways: we work hard to succeed in 
our classes; we form special bonds with our 
friends; we maintain our health and build up our 
physical strength; we develop our 
spiritual selves; and we mature as we 
try to survive on our own. To do this. we 
do whatever it takes; we utilize 
whatever resources are available. We 
try to succeed in our own way and we 
help others to succeed in theirs. What 
we want. most of all, is to come 
through 1989 ... 
With Flying Colors. 
S even credits in Natural Sciences are 
requi red of most majors. Casey Jenkins 
experiments with photosyn th esis in Biology 
Lab. 
W on with a last secon d shot over Bucknell, 
Flyer basketball team 
members celebrate. As 
the first year In the Mid -
western Collegiate Con-
ference the Flyers began 
the season with an emo-
tional victory . 
w T H e F L Y NGeCOLORS 
OPENING 5 
e begin each semester in hopes of beginning 
anew. We all have expectations that the · 
semester will bring changes for the better. 
Perhaps we will: 
• Get a higher grade point 
• Turn assignments in on time 
• Go to class more often 
• Become more involved on campus 
• Care more about others 
• Make new friends 
•Renew old friendships 
I • Try something new 
• Not procrastinate 
•Eat well 
Logan Studios 
ll nder construction after a December 1987 rtre. St. Joseph Hall Is scheduled to be re· d ed In June 1989. 
W Ith pencils Amy Plnlzzotto and Steven Tines sketch while Jenny Porter studies 
rtgure drawing techniques during an Introduction to 
Drawing class In Rike Center. 
• Find the library 
• Call Mom and Dad 
• Spend less money 
• Enjoy life . .. 
With Flying Colors! 
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christmas on campus 
family affairs 
homecoming 
living arrangements 
turnabout 
"crimes of the heart" 
distinguished speakers 
CIA on campus 
0 ft en the walk from Marycrest to V. W. Kettering Hall consists of a visit to friends or a meal In the cafeteria. Lisa Matejlck Joins a couple of friends 
on a campus walk. 
U nllke freshmen, seniors spend much of theJr ttme dis-cussing the future. Beth Carney. Kelty Nelson. Jenny Dirk sing. Laura Gorman. John Groene and Craig Lees-
man try to decide on plans for Homecoming after lunrh In the 
F'ood Court. 
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THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF SHARING CHRISTMAS 
... · - ristmas on Campus 
_ ,.. .... !il>..·,_"has become an 
-~_...annual tradition in 
Dayton. What began in 
1963 as an idea to 
celebrate Christmas as a 
community has developed 
into a major undertaking 
which extends the hands 
and hearts of everyone 
involved. The event, 
-sponsored by University 
Activities, is planned by 
an average of eighteen 
students with help from 
the Director of Kennedy 
Union and the Assistant 
Director for University 
Activities. 
Over the years, 
Christmas on Campus has 
taken many ideas and 
themes. The theme that 
remains central to this 
gigantic gift ts that of the 
children. The entire 
process is geared toward 
I n celebration of Christ's birth, 
a re-enactment of the Nativity 
was performed In the Plaza for 
the enjoyment of the thousands 
of people who flooded campus. 
University Activities Director Te-
resa Paumler-Cusma and her 
family portayed the Holy Family. 
creating an environment 
which will enable 
underprivileged kids, who 
might not have a 
Christmas otherwise, to 
have the night of a 
lifetime. The eager looks 
of anticipation that 
. abound on the night of 
December eighth make all 
of the effort that goes into 
planning the event more 
than worthwhile. 
Twenty-fifth 
anniversaries are 
traditionally remembered 
as special occaisions, full 
of festive cheer and fond 
memories. The twenty-
fifth annual Christmas on 
Campus was no 
exception. The memories 
were wrapped in silver, 
the kids came in bus 
loads, and the surprises 
never seemed to stop. 
CHRISTMAS ON CAMPUS 
''The eager looks 
of anticipation 
that abound in the 
eyes of the 
children on the 
night of December 
eighth make all of 
the effort that goes 
into planning the 
event more than 
worthwhile." 
S haring Is what Christmas 
on Campus Is all about, 
and with the arrival of two thou-
sand children, students willing to 
share with those not as fortunate 
suddenly became parents for the 
evening. Rob Gettings shares his 
time with his adopted "son." 
Logan S tudios 
I n recognition of twenty-five 
years of service to the com-
munity through Christmas on 
Campus, December eighth was 
proclaimed "Ellie Kurtz Day" In ·~ 
the City of Dayton. Before the · 
lighting of the tree, she was also 
presented with a large placque 
commending her work for the 
University. 
W Ith a little bit of luck 
and a lot of good cheer, 
a little boy tests his skill In bean 
bag toss. The games, held In the 
PAC, were sponsored by the ser-
vice organization Circle K. 
.,. 
Logan Sotdroi; 
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12 
The happiness of a small 
chtld Is found In the arms 
of Mrs. Claus. Although he might 
be a bit too young to actually un-
derstand the meaning of Christ-
mas on Campus, the smtle on his 
face says It all. 
B efore the candlelight pro-
cession can begin, the lu-
minaries that were strategically 
placed on sidewalks around cam-
pus must first be lit by two vol-
unteers. Hundreds of students 
and faculty volunteered to make 
the evening a complete success. 
CHRISTMAS ON CAMPUS 
Scott et r n 
Logan Studios 
D eslgned and decorated by 
a commltte of volunteers, 
the lobby of Kennedy Union 
shone brightly as the focal point 
of Christmas on Campus. A great 
deal of the decorations were do-
nated by companies throughout 
the Dayton area. 
THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF SHARING CHRISTMAS 
.. A Mass in the ··reparations for the -~,&-·l988 Christmas on 
Chapel ended the - ·' .:::::campus started in 
·ght d th early April when Co-
lli ' an as e Chairs Diane Paulus and 
children's Wade Turner picked the 
l ht f d d th committe members. 
aug er a e ' e Over next four months, 
lights on the tree workers ran about in 
and the Plaza , search of answers to ques-
tions like "Where are all of 
shone brightly on, the pieces to the fake 
as does the spirit trees?" Gradually, posters, 
buttons and sweatshirts 
of Christmas on appeared and organiza-
Cam pus.•• tions began designing dec-
orations. With the delivery 
It's all In the asking. because 
Santa knows who's been 
naughty or nice. A small boy tells 
his secret wishes to Santa Claus 
In hopes of getting all that his 
young heart desires. Without 
Christmas on Campus, many of 
Dayton's underprlveleged chil-
dren would go without any sea-
of 4,000 candles, the first 
campus candlelight pro-
cession in over a decade 
became a beautiful and 
heartwarming reality. 
Over 1,200 children ar-
rived in "C" lot at 5:30 pm 
on December 8th, and 
~ sonal festivities. 
" "' 
; <D K~ILVER ~D 
were greeted by over 2,000 
students, and by 6:00 pm, 
the candlelight procession 
was converging on the pla-
za. A re-enactment of the 
nativity preceded the light-
ing of the seventy-foot tree 
and the declaration of De-
cember 8th as Ellie Kurtz 
Day in the City of Dayton. 
The three hours that fol-
lowed were full of excite-
ment as kids and hosts 
hustled about to see all of 
the festive sights. A Mass 
in the Fieldhouse ended 
the night, and as the chil-
dren's laughter faded and 
the bells of the Chapel 
rang in December 9th, the 
lights on the tree and the 
Plaza shone brightly on, as 
does the spirit of Christ-
mas on Campus. • 
-Juli Harding 
•I 
CHRISTMAS ON CAMPUS 13 
P revlously worn ~nly In the 
gymnasium, sweatshirts 
have become an ever-popular 
mainstay In the average college-
student' s wardrobe. In class, Te-
resa Keller remains warm, com~ ;,: . 
fortable, and In style In the ,)': 
sweatshirt she purchased at the, 
Bookstore. 
Logan Studtos 
JACKETS, SWEATS, SCARVES, BOXERS, THE LIMITED 
<l's. They are every-
here and involve 
ne. This year was 
full of fads as is every year. 
Scarves were the state-
ment of '88 and '89, and 
no outfit seemed to be com-
plete without one. They 
were worn in many ways 
to express one's mood and 
attitude. 
Most of the years' fads 
were followed by both sex-
es, especially the ever-
popular leather jacket. For 
those who wanted to avoid 
that look, men· s long coats 
were the answer, prefera-
bly those purchased from 
thrift stores. 
The look of outfits varied 
throughout the year, rang-
ing from the vintage look of 
thrift-store shopping to 
14 FADS 
hitting the plaid scene. 
"The Limited" look was 
definitely unlimited on 
campus. 
Boxer shorts made their 
way into being one of the 
biggest fads, often with 
spandex running pants 
worn underneath. 
Greek items became in-
creasingly popular, bear-
ing various patterns and 
configurations of Greek 
letters. 
Accessories, coats, 
Greek paraphenalta, and 
boxers: all a part of the big-
gest fads of the year. Some 
will fade quickly while oth-
ers will live on for many 
years to come. The only 
question is: "What's in 
store for 1990?'' • 
-Colleen Kiszka 
Some of l 989's 
fads will fade 
quickly, while 
others will live on 
for many years to 
come, becoming a 
piece of fasl).ion 
history. The only 
question is: 
"What's in store 
for 1990?'' 
F ound on both males and fe-
males everywhere, jean 
jackets are worn continuously 
throughout the school year. Anne 
Comella and Jackie Bancanskl 
show that jean jackets can be 
worn with dress pants or with 
sweatpants, proving their verslt-
llty as an Item of fashion. 
·<DK PURPLE~n 
I n order to keep the chill of 
winter off so he can stay In 
the Plaza, Kirk Likins sports a 
trendy wool coat. Often available 
In resale shops, long wool coats 
can be purchased for as little as 
five dollars. 
No longer reserved for 
World War One flying 
aces, leather bomber-type jackets 
have proven to be one of the more 
expensive fads of the year. De-
pending on place of purchase, one 
can pay up to $300 for a hip and 
cool leather coat. 
•I 
Logan Studios 
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I n between classes Is the per-
fect time to catch up on some 
gossip or some sun. Before head-
ing Into Sherman Hall, many stu-
dents wait until the last possible 
minute to run Inside In order to 
enjoy maximum free time outside. 
Mtke Melanson 
JUST HANGING OUT WASTING TIME 
the dismay of 
many . hanging out is 
not a major at the 
University, although a lot 
of people spend a majority 
of their time doing it. 
One of the most popular 
places to hang out is the 
library, where you can gos-
sip for three hours, read 
for twenty minutes, and 
still feel like you've done 
something. 
Some of the best hang-
outs are dorm hallways. 
There, you can meet your 
neighbors and count the 
cockroaches as they crawl 
by. 
When it's warm, stu-
dents and Ghetto dogs can 
be found hanging out in 
the Plaza. As the weather 
gets colder, they shift in-
side to the Food Court. 
You'd think that waiting 
in one of the many lines 
HANGOUTS 
(Registration, the Bur-
sar's, the Food Court at 
noon) wouldn't be an ideal 
place to hang out, but 
sometimes you can strike 
up a conversation with the 
person behind you that 
can make your day. 
Looking into the Torch 
Lounge, you can see many 
students hanging out, 
catching up on sleep, or 
putting in those last ten 
minutes of cramming be-
fore dashing off to an ex-
am. 
Hanging out is an essen-
tial aspect of campus life. 
While doing so, you catch 
up on the latest gossip, 
strike up an interesting 
conversation, contemplate ·. 
the meaning of life, and 
sometimes learn more 
than you do in class.• 
-John Deverey 
''Hanging out is 
the essential 
aspect of campus 
life. While doing 
so, you can catch 
up on the latest 
gossip, 
contemplate the 
meaning of life, 
and sometimes 
learn more than 
you do in class.'' 
Warm weather tends to 
bring the entire student 
population to the Plaza. Classes 
also tend to be missed because 
people spend their entire day 
hanging out there. On a warm 
spring day, Senior Joe Burns 
takes time out of his busy day to 
sit back and enjoy his lunch In 
the Plaza. 
W aiting In line may not feel like ' 'hanging out,'· 
but many new friends can be 
made and conversations can be 
formed , especially while waiting 
In long lines like this one at the 
Anderson Computer Center. 
Lines for the computer can some-
times be an hour long. 
L lfe In a dormitory Is never 
boring because there are 
always floormates to hang out 
with . Instead of studying, resl-
d en ts of Stuart Hall Mike 
Harbold, Mike Elsass, and Chad 
Cook hang out with a few buddies 
and compare muscles. 
Mike Melani 
Michael Burdi 
HANGOUTS 17 
18 
B efore joining the line 
Inside the Registration 
Office, Sandy Choice checks the 
closed listings one last time. 
Those who had to register during 
the last weeks were usually left 
with little choice with their 
professors or class times. 
Prices haven't decreased In 
the Bookstore, where the 
cost of a schoolbook can often be 
steep. In order to help with such 
expenses, Gina Pate helps 
Christine Hiney while working 
part-time In the Bookstore. 
PRICE WISE 
Mtchael Burdett 
Mtchael Burdett 
MONEY MATTERS ON CAMPUS: THE COST OF A 
DIPLOMA 
''As of now, ~ only get what you ay for, and when 
approximately 85 tion bill finally arrives in your mailbox, 
per cent of the 
you might be in for a bit of 
a surprise. The University 
is again raising the cost of 
student population a diploma. 
For the second term of 
takes advantage of 1988-89, tuition for a full-
time undergraduate 
some form of student was $3,290. Not 
to mention the cost of 
financial aid, room and board, which, in 
the residence halls and 
ranging from apartments, ran 
anywhere from $785 to 
grants, bank $1070. The cost of a 7-day meal ticket was $860, 
loans, and and the minimum deposit for declining balance was 
scholarships.'' $250. "The cost of a meal ticket, even declining 
balance, was too much for B ecause he Is just a me, so I didn't even bother 
freshman, Greg Rizzoso had to get anything. Whenever to wait until the last week to 
register for classes. Since most of I eat on campus, I just pay 
his first choices were already cash," said junior Amy closed, Greg had to consult the 
composite book and make a few Roth. 
minor adjustments to his schedule. 
_ For the Fall term of 
<11 KGREEN ~D 1989, tuition rose to an all-time high of$?, 700. 
Michael Burdett 
Room and board also rose. 
The cost of a double in 
either Marycrest, 
Founders, or Stewart is 
currently $835, while the 
cost of an apartment in 
either Garden Apartments 
or the Campus South 
became $1020. "If they 
keep on raising the cost of 
University Housing, I 
might be forced to live in a 
sub-standard landlord 
house, and I'm not looking 
forward to doing that," 
commented sophomore 
Ellen Dundon. 
As of now, 
approximately 85% of the 
student population takes 
advantage of some form of 
financial aid, ranging 
from grants, bank loans, 
and scholarships. Because 
of the 12.5% rise in 
tuition, this number is 
very likely to increase. 
Unfortunately for some, 
the rising educational 
costs may lead to higher 
transfer rates. • 
-Carolyn Fain 
I n consultation with the 
Financial Aid office, 
freshman Amy Plnlzzotto asks 
advisor Frances Hatfield about 
her qualifications for a student 
loan. Many more students will 
require loans because of the 
12.5% Increase In tuition. 
:~ 
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A ssumtng an unusual po-
sition, Jen Wilson per-
forms during Dance Ensemble's 
second semester show. The 
troupe performed eight different 
pieces during the evening, 
D edlcated to~ memory of 
Dance Ensemble mem-
ber, .Gall LaPlante, a piece enti-
tled "Tapping Feet" was per-
formed by a total of 14 dancers. 
The concert gave talented stu-. 
dents an opportunity to show 
their abilities to the community. 
20 DANCE ENSEMBLE 
Michael Burdett 
Michael Burd ett 
W Ith Janet Sllfka and 
Maureen Waller stand-
ing by, sophomore Chris Polom-
sky uses his body motions to 
create art. This was Dance En-
semble's second series of perfor-
mances this year. 
THE ABILITY TO CREATE ART WITH THE HUMAN BODY 
''During the 
course of the 
evening, eight 
different and 
unique dance 
pieces were 
performed; each 
creating its own 
atmosphere and 
mood.'' 
he abi~i~y to dance is 
the ab1hty to create 
-- art with your body. 
Every movement is 
precise and holds a 
special meaning for both 
the dancer and the 
audience. Dance 
Ensemble's Spring 
Concert of 1989 gave 
trained students the 
opportunity to show their 
artistic talents to l;>oth the 
University and the Dayton 
community. 
Only performed for two 
nights in early April, the 
program was 
choreographed by Jeni 
Engel-Conley and was 
directed by a large crew 
that included .Eric J. 
Miles, Camille Izard, 
Janet Slifka, Maureen 
W Waller, Mark Cummings, rapped In a sheet to re- Sharon Austin, and semble a shapeless 
form, Kathy Baker stands alone Kathleen Moffett. 
on stage. The members of Dance During the course of the 
Ensemble have trained for years ~ to perfect their art. evening, eight different 
"' . and unique dance pieces UK INDIGO ;>( ll>were performed; each 
creating its own 
atmosphere and mood. 
Titles of the pieces ranged 
from "There is Water 
Nearby" to "Walking the 
Witch," to the finale , 
which was entitled, " Flux 
Vox. " 
The entire show was 
dedicated to the memory 
of Dance Ensemble 
member, Gail LaPlante, 
including a special tap 
dance number entitled 
"Tapping Feet." 
"When I first saw the 
concert, I couldn't believe 
the talent we have on this 
campus,'' stated Dance 
Ensemble fan Elena 
Alverez. "As the evening 
progressed, I simply sat 
back and became a part of 
the performance.'' 
With talent like this at 
the University, Dance 
Enemble will continue to 
be a source of artistic 
talent for all to enjoy.• 
-Carolyn Fain 
DANCE ENSEMBLE 
<I' 
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A s Brother Fitz shakes the hand of a parent, others 
mingle and get to know each oth-
er better. 
C elebratlon performs In front of a room full of Im-
pressed parents In Kennedy Un-
ion Ballroom durln~ one of the 
dinners on Parent's Weekend. 
FAMILY RELATIONS 
y Marifr di 
Amy Marifredl 
ENTS 
MOM AND DAD ARE COMING FOR THE WEEKEND 
·-~ ..... ,..., .... ~~ -· 
''Weekends are set : ~;:../\.-. fter the first month 
_ "~of classes, students 
id . S t . .,_ , ·,.'.; . really begin to miss as e Ill ep em- good old Mom and Dad, 
especially Mom's cooking 
ber, October, and and the comforts of home. 
Because of this, four 
b -'" weekends are set aside in Novem er ior par- the Fall for parents and 
siblings to visit the 
ents and siblings campus. 
When they come to visit 
to visit the cam- on one of the three 
Parent's Weekends, either 
pus.'' 
0 nee the parents arrived 
on campus, they picked 
up their Par~rit's Weekend pack-
ets. There were three fall week-
ends set aside for parents to visit 
the campus. 
<1] J< GREEN ~D 
B efore the fun could begin 
for all of the siblings that 
arrived on campus on September 
16, they had to first be registered 
by Jennifer Whardon. 
in September, October, or 
November, Mom and Dad 
receive discount tickets 
for a football game, and 
are invited to a cocktail 
party and dinner held in 
Kennedy Union. They are 
also given a chance to 
meet and talk with 
University President 
Brother Raymond L. Fitz, 
SM. 
'Tm really glad that my 
parents were able to come 
down, since I live about 
eight hours away," said 
Amy Burbach. "I finally 
got a chance to introduce 
them to all of my friends :~ 
and show them what the 
ghetto is really like." 
The weekend of 
September 16th was 
specifically planned for 
the siblings of students. 
The weekend provided a 
chance for brothers and 
sisters to re-unite away 
from the watchful eyes of 
Mom and Dad. 
"I remember going to 
visit my sister on Little 
Sib's Weekend, and what 
fun it was to be away 
from our parents and 
doing whatever we 
wanted. I really loved 
college then," said 
Freshman Steve Okuley. 
• 
-Carolyn Fain 
Amy Marifredi 
.FAMILYRELATIONS 23 
24 
THE FIFTIES: PAST AND PRESENT 
'lt'.f.:~ne anxious fans 
. ~ ¥¥·- tried to catch a 
· · · ~ . .. :, glimpse of the 
victor, the announcer 
proudly presented the 
1988 Homecoming Queen, 
Miss Shelly Orr. "It was 
such a memorable event," 
said Orr. "The people 
involved are the ones that 
made it so special, 
though." 
A group of fourteen 
chairpersons came up 
with the "We Go 
Together" theme, based-
on the film Grease. "We 
really wanted something 
we could work with for a 
whole week," said 
Chairperson Andy 
Selesnik. "We planned a 
weeks' worth of activities 
around a film, and it 
worked well.'' 
Based on the theme, 
Homecoming skits called 
W bile taking a break 
.from dancing, Pam 
Stautberg and Mark Sargent rem-
inisce about one of their favorite 
50's tunes. 
HOMECOMING 
for performances from 
candidates Michele 
Garland, Monica Brown, 
Jeff Ditmire, Shelly Orr, 
Mary Beth Beggy, Paul 
Logan, and Jo Morelli. 
Following the pageant, 
"Rock Around the Clock" 
with the candidates was 
held. "It gave me a chance 
to meet the candidates. 
It's important for me to 
know who is going to 
represent our school as 
Homecoming Queen," said 
Laura Ulrich. 
Grease, the film, was 
shown and a pink 
Cadillac was parked in the 
Plaza all week. 
Once the week was 
over, 430 couples met at 
the Dayton Convention 
Center, ready to "Bop." • 
-Jeff Ditmire, Carolyn 
Fain 
"A group of four-
teen Chairpersons 
came up with the 
Grease theme and 
a pink Cadillac 
was parked in the 
Plaza all week." 
0 vlously enjoying them-
selves, Natalie Wolf and 
Michelle Lomont take advantage 
of the decorations at the dance by 
using the balloons as a backdrop 
for a photo. 
<DK BLUE~n 
Michael Burdett 
B efore she Is crowned Homecoming Queen , 
Shelly Orr enjoys a dance with 
her date Paul Josllng. This year 
the dance was held at the Dayton 
Convention Center for the first 
time. 
A t the Homecoming skits, 
candidates Michele Gar-
land, Jo Morelli, Jeff Dltmlre, 
Shelly Orr, Paul Logan, Monica 
Brown, and Mary Beth Beggy get 
an opportunity to show off their 
talents. Eacl1 candidate was 
dressed In proper '50's attire. 
HOMECOMING 
:~ 
25 
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 1988 
~~~88 was a year for 
· ~ -~~)~!ffany important 
.. -. ·:,~:~;.events, but the most 
important event was one 
that will shape the lives of 
everyone in the world. In 
1988, we elected the 4lst 
President of the United 
States. 
Republican George Bush 
defeated his rival 
Democrat Michael 
Dukakis. The Vice 
President led in 40 states 
and gained support in all 
regions of the country. 
Throughout the 
campaign, Bush 
addressed the needs of 
students and both 
nominees addressed the 
issue of education. In the 
future, Bush proposes the 
expansion of income-
contigent loan programs 
for college students. 
A heated debate, co-
sponsored by Student 
Government Association 
and Alpha Phi Alpha was 
held in the McGinnis 
P residential candidate Mi-
chael Dukakis addresses a 
large crowd at the Dayton Inter-
national Airport. 
26 ELECTION 
Center, giving students 
from both parties a 
chance to air their 
opinions. The debate was 
designed to inform, 
educate, and motivate 
students. The panel 
included three volunteer 
student Democrats, three 
student Republicans, and 
four guest speakers. 
After the election, 
Dukakis told his 
supporters that Bush 
"will be our president, 
and we will work with 
him." Dukakis was 
interrupted by shouts of 
' " 92, '92," urging the 
Massachusetts governor 
to try his luck again in the 
next election. 
"The Democrats didn't 
have a viable candidate, 
so the people just voted for 
the name they knew: 
George Bush," said Junior 
Sonya Hackney. • 
-Paul Falcone and 
Rachael Brown 
'' 1988 was a year 
for many impor-
tant events, but 
the most impor-
tant event was one 
that will shape the 
lives of everyone in 
the world.'' 
P laying their parts In the 
democratic process, Jill 
Cyranowski and Steve Becker 
cast their votes for the next Pres- , 
ident of the United States. George 
Bush won the election In a land-
slide, carrying all of Ohio's elec-
toral votes. 
<DK BLUE~D 
Mtke Melanson 
Mike Melanson 
Michael Burdett P reparlng to vote, Joe Tasto 
must first register before 
he enters the booth. Tasto, a sen-
ior, has been eligible to vote In 
two elections. 
While visiting Xenia, 
Ohio, presidential can-
didate George Bush waves to his 
crowd of followers. In the campus 
mock election, sponsored by 
SGA, Bush beat Dukakls by a 
wide margin. 
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D. ennls Miller, of "Saturday Night Live" fame, ap-
peared to a crowded audience In 
the Fieldhouse on April 8th. This 
year, SGA sponsored more events 
than ever. 
W hile the band 
"Windjammer" takes a 
short break, SGA member Andy 
Selesnlk makes an announce-
ment to a packed Pub as SGA 
president Jeff Pfeiffer looks on. 
"Windjammer" was Imported all 
the way from Daytona Beach, 
Florida for the event. 
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tchael urdett 
Michael Burde!! 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT WORKS TO BRING CAM PUS 
CLOSER 
"However, the most 
popular event sponsored 
by the Student 
Government Association 
seems to be the annual 
"Dayton to Daytona" trip 
that begins as soon as 
finals end.' ' 
I. n an effort to make students more politically aware, SGA . sponsored " Voter Registra-
tion Week." Students were urged 
to use their power to vote for the 
next president of the United 
States. ' 
A s the school year 
came to a close, the 
events of the Student 
Government Association 
proved successful .in 
bringing the campus 
community closer. The 
Beach Party kicked off the 
school year apd SGA also 
worked to bring 
''Windjammer' ' from 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
for more tropical fun and 
excitement. . 
SGA coordinated their 
efforts with other 
University organizations, 
including the Greeks and 
The Pub, to enhance the 
entertainment scene on 
campus. 
In an effort to make 
students more politically 
aware, SGA sponsored 
"Voter Registration 
Week" during which, 
students were encouraged 
to exercise their right to 
vote. Because of the 
Michael Buraett 
efforts, over 800 students 
registered to vote in the 
1988 presidential election. 
SGA followed up on the 
campaign by co-
coordinating the first 
student debate between 
college Democrats and 
Republicans. . 
Jack Hanna, the 
director of the Columbus 
Zoo, made an appearance 
in Boll Theatre, and 
Dennis Miller of 
"Saturday Night Live" 
fame also entertained 
thousands in the 
Fieldhouse. 
The mqst popular event 
sponsored by SGA 
annually is the "Dayton to 
Daytona" trip that begins 
as soon as finals end. 
All of these events work 
to carry out the feeling of 
unity that is so unique to 
the University. i . 
-Jeff Dttmtre, 1989 SGA 
Public Relations 
Coordtri.ator 
Made famous from his 
. many appearances on 
"The David Letterman Show," 
Jack Hanna, the director of the 
Columbus Zoo, came to Boll The-
a t re In the fall . Getting a little 
help from Programming Coordi-
nator, Joe Novello, Hann a un-
loads a unique baby white tiger 
before the show. 
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LIVING THE COLLEGE LIFE AT HOME AND ON THE ROAD 
-=a:T hen the decision commuter lounge in 
-:JllN to go to college is Kennedy Union, so I could 
-- finally made, go there to hang out, chat 
many other choices are with friends, eat lunch, or 
made to go along with that catch up on sleep. 
decision. Since I live so By sophomore year, I 
close to the University, thought it was time to see 
the most important one what campus living was 
for me, however, was really like. I moved into 
whether or not I should Marycrest and quickly 
live on campus. found out about sharing a 
I finally decided to ease bathroom with the 60 
myself into college life other girls, fire drills at 
slowly and live at home 3:00 a.m., noisy 
freshman year. Getting up neighbors, paper thin 
extra-early in order to walls, and cockroaches. 
make it to my 9:00 a.m. But I no longer felt like I 
class wasn't much fun, was missing out. Now I'm 
but as a commuter. l did closer to everything that 
have more freedom and goes on and it's easier to 
mobility than many first- get involved on campus. 
year students. It's also a Hopefully, I'll be living 
lot easier to get work done off-campus next year. I 
at home, without the love living on campus, but 
temptation of friends and there's no way I'll live in 
parties. Marycrest agatn! • 
The University has a -Laura Ulrich 
C ars are the lifeblood of the 
commuter student, for 
more than one-fourth of their day 
Is spent travelling back and forth 
to school. Suzanne Crabtree 
makes sure all of her books are 
safely Inside before she leaves 
campus for home. 
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"The University 
has a commuter 
lounge in Kennedy 
Union, so I could 
go there to hang 
out, chat with 
friends, eat lunch, 
or catch up on 
some sleep.'' 
The walk from the parking 
lot Is just part of a day In 
the life of a commuter at the Uni-
versity. Matt Murray begins the 
long, and often cold, walk to class 
from h is car parked In "C" Lot. 
<D.K AQUA )ID 
Michael Burdett 
'.~ 
Michael Burdett 
C ommute<s = oft= f~d ".'.il'~ .thkd y= ~ a rommut-
spendtng time between student, Jeff Furcon has a 
classes In the commuter lounge Pepsr'While reading for class In 
In Kennedy Union. Rose Saluke the commuter lounge. The Unl-
and Joy Riess use their break In verslty provides a microwave for 
the lounge wisely, taking time out those who wish to bring food from 
to study. home. 
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32 TURNABOUT 
S bowing her moves out on 
the dance floor, Vicki 
Novell boogies with a group of her 
friends. Two bands, Buck Naked 
and City Code, played until 1 :00 
In the morning, providng fun for 
all who attended. 
T Martin 
TtmMartln C tty Code, a local band com-
posed of University stu· 
dents with sophomore Tricia 
Doyle In the lead, performs In 
front of a filled-to-capacity dance 
floor at Stouffer's, 750 couples 
bought tickets for the dance. 
T urnabout is the perfect op- , 
portunity to socialize with 
your friends in · a completely dif-
ferent setting. Rich Kelly and his 
date Jennifer Balteen dress up for I 
night out on the town. 
Tim Martin 
"MUSIC OF THE NIGHT" TURNABOUT 1989 
"Across the board, ... 
students enjoyed 
themselves 
n·ea'rly February, when 
-~ fi rst sounds of 
usic of the Night ... 
Turnabout '89" began to 
echo throughout the cam-
pus, it was never antici-
pated that this spark 
would ignite into wildfire. 
Anxiously, a committe of 
twenty-five students de-
bated, planned, and organ-
ized the annual dance. 
immensely and 
conducted 
themselves in a 
mature manner 
expected of college 
students.'' 
After arriving at Stouffer's 
Plaza Hotel. Ted Reuth 
and Patsy Mullally take a short 
break between dances in order to 
rest their tired feet. This was the 
first year that Turnabout was 
held at Stouffer's downtown. 
<1JKRosE~D 
With hopes of turning 
around the Turnabout im-
age into an image of class 
and elegance, Co-Chairs 
Elizabeth Dwight and 
Doug Pessefall, along with 
their advisors selected a 
new Turnabout location. 
Stouffer's Plaza Hotel of-
fered the sophistication 
that the committee wished 
to provide. To further en-
hance an evening of glam-
our, the theme "Music of 
the Night," from 
"Phantom of the Opera" 
was chosen. 
When tickets finally 
went on sale, the commit-
tee had sold beyond the 
designated capacity in rec-
ord time. 
As Buck Naked opened 
the evening with their 
sounds of old time 
rock'n'toll, the fun and 
festivities unfolded. Later 
that evening, City Code en-
tertained the crowd of 
nearly 750 students that 
packed the dance floor. 
Across the board, stu-
dents enjoyed themselves 
immensely, and conducted 
themselves in a mature 
fashion. Taking full ad-
vantage of the bus trans-
portaion made available by 
the Turnabout committee, 
students were ensured of a 
fun and safe night. • 
-Elizabeth Dwight 
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D efendlng the rights of the 
handicapped while on 
stage, sophomore Dan Simon 
vents his anger toward sopho-
more Gary Kincaid. 
T he cast and crew (Front 
row:) Eric Smith. Gary 
Kincaid, Jennifer Wickham. 
Gabrielle Pacquette, Dan Simon ~ 
(Back row:) Jan Berg, Lisa ~ 
McDaniel, Jeff Edsel, Angela G~· ~ 
llneau. Susan McKenzie, Joe 2 
Fahey. Todd Pfeiffer. ~ 
THEY DANCE REAL SLOW 
SHOWING OUR DIFFERENCES 
... ..,..... _,.~ - °' ~ate 
''The play is the ' ':_:_:·:..,A··· .. · .... nd They Dance 
- "~Real Slow in 
story of how a ... .. , Jackson," 
written by Jim Leonard, 
young girl with Jr. and directed by Dr. 
Patrick Gilvary, was 
cerebal palsy is performed at the 
University in mid-October. 
viewed by her par- The play is the story of 
how a young girl with 
ents, the commu- cerebal palsy is viewed by 
her parents, the 
community in Indiana, 
nity' and herself.'' and herself. 
A ctors Gary Kincaid and Jennifer Wickham, get to 
know each other better while 
practicing religion class during 
"And They Dance Real Slow In 
Jackson." 
<[JJ{wmTE~D 
As the curtain rose at 
the beginning of Act I, 
Elizabeth Willow, 
portrayed by Senior 
Jennifer Wickham, sang 
'Tm a Little Sexpot" to 
the tune of 'Tm a Little 
Teapot." The song was 
met with giggles from the 
audience. When the 
curtain fell at the end of 
Act II the silence was 
deafening. 
The audience felt both 
pain and joy as Elizabeth 
lost her first love, played 
by Gary Kincaid. 
Wickham was forced to :~ 
present Elizabeth's 
growth from a young girl 
to a woman through the 
use of voice and upper 
body. 
· Joe Fahey and Susan 
McKenzie portrayed Ben 
and Beth Willow, 
Elizabeth's overprotective 
parents. The rest of the 
cast: Angela Gelineau, 
Gabrielle Paquette, and 
Daniel Simon played 
twenty roles without the 
use of dress or make-up 
change. 
''And They Dance Real 
Slow in Jackson'' dealt 
with the recurring themes 
of prejudice. • 
-Sue Malak 
P ortraylng the role of par-
ents Joe Fahey and Susan 
McKenzie reminisce about their 
daughter's growing up. 
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A s she prepares to leave, 
Chick, played by Lisa 
McDaniel has a final comment to 
say to Fred Gorney. "Crimes of 
the Heart" was the first play of 
the school year. 
Mtke Melanson 
STUDENTS PLAY ROLES AND TAKE CENTER STAGE 
~ stage emotions 
ere high as the 
.;,.Theatre Department 
presented the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning production, 
"Crimes of the Heart." 
Conflicting storylines com-
peted with inexperienced 
actors and overbearing 
southern drawls to make 
this one of the most dis-
appointing performances 
of the year. 
The story is of three Mis-
sissippi sisters facing. in-
dividually and collectively, 
some of life's more trau-
matic situations. Deborah 
Duning, a freshman thea-
ter major, portrayed Len-
ny. the sympathetic and 
loving sister. Her some-
what confused and slightly 
criminal sister, Babe, was 
played by Jody Bartman, 
also a freshman. 
The evening had one 
bright spot, however, due 
to Angela Gelineau's beau-
tiful portryal of Meg, the 
brassy, emotional sister. 
Gelineau not only mas-
tered the accent, but suc-
ceeded in entrancing the 
audience with her impres-
sive performance. 
The Theatre Depart-
ment made a valiant effort 
to provide the audience 
with a night of laughter 
and of tears. It is apparent, 
however, that they bit off a 
little more than they could 
chew . . ' 'Crimes of the 
Heart" was a brave at-: 
tempt, however unsuc-
cessful it may have been. • 
-Judy Butkiewicz 
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''The story is 
of three 
Mississippi 
sisters facing, 
individually 
and 
collectively, 
some of life's 
more 
traumatic 
situations.'' 
While facing anguish on 
the stage, Angela Ge-
lineau turns away and hides her 
face from Debbie Dunlng. As· a 
freshman, this was Dunlng's first 
play at the University. 
<DK RED ~D 
" Q ~.,...._ ... j 
_.,~ ... ~ 
---.. ~ Si 
ans n 
.. 
A ngr!ly voicing her opln~ 
Ions to Chick (Lisa 
McDaniel}, Angela McDaniel 
puffs on a cigarette and portrays 
a " tough-girl Image." "Crimes of 
the Heart" played In Boll Theatre 
s ix times. 
I ntense preparation went Into 
the six nights that "Crimes of 
the Heart" actually ran. In the 
kitchen, Lisa McDaniel and Deb-
bie Dunlng, the only actors on 
stage, converse around the table. 
a ·e$.::~QQY;f~ ~"'~p. 
.. .1.:;r,~~p~'.tlj~m:;_t.Pr: ·-·· · 
it."• -Ed Latek 
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W bile playing the lead 
role, Mary, In "Little 
Mary Sunshine,'' Junior 
Gabrielle Paquette performs a 
solo. "Little Mary Sunshine" Is 
one of many plays that Gabrielle 
has performed In at the Univer-
sity. 
W Ith croquet mallets In 
hand, Gretchen Wel-
shofer and other members of the 
chorus perform a comical song In 
"Little Mary Sunshine." The play 
ran during the second and third 
weekends In March. 
38. LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE 
I J I I I I ·l 
Mtlce Melanson 
Mtlce Melanson 
"LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE .. PERFORMED BY STUDENTS 
''Presented by 
the Theater 
Department, 
the play was a 
good old-
fashioned 
spoof on the 
old-time 
operettas, 
filled with 
songs, 
laughter, and 
a good deal of 
sap." 
P ortraytng an Indian chief 
and wearing the appropri-
ate dress, Sophomore Dan Simon 
sings to the audience as mountee 
Joe Fahey looks away. There 
were eight mountees In "Little 
Mary Sunshine.·· 
<1J K VIOLET ~D 
,...,...,._,That do you get 
-·••:;..;~•L when you cross a 
swe :)'oung gtrl, a group of 
mountees, a small tribe of 
lndlans, and a number of 
finishing school young la-
dies? You get a good old-
fashioned spoof on the old 
time operettas, filled with 
songs, laughter, and a 
good deal of sap. 
"Little Mary Sunshine" 
presented by the Theater 
Department, fit this oper-
etta style. It is a musical 
which revolves around Lit-
tle Mary Sunshine (played 
by junior Gabrille Pa-
quette), owner of an inn in 
the Colorado mountains. 
She is visited by a group of 
young ladles from Eastch-
ester Finishing School as 
well as a troup of stout-
hearted forest rangers . 
She is also plagued by the 
government which holds 
the deed to her inn, and by 
a young tndtan, by the 
name of Yellow Feather 
Mike Melanson 
(played by sophmore John 
Zajec) . Eventually she is 
rescued by Captain "Big 
Jim" Warrington (senim;; 
Joe Krumm) and his group 
of forest rangers. 
"Little Mary Sunshine" 
was a memorable experi-
ence for members of its 
cast. Freshman Kevin Sex-
ton said, "It was a great 
time. I had the chance to 
learn from people and im-
prove on myself. I also had 
time to make some strong 
friendships. ' ' 
It was a unique musical 
and cast. Dan Simon 
summed it up when he 
said, ''This was a very 
'fun' cast. No one tried to 
out-do one another. We 
were a very close cast.'' 
The closeness and the 
fun was carried over on 
stage, and brought to life 
the musical comedy, 
"Little Mary Sunshine." • 
-Pat Rybarczyk 
W htleshels being roman-
tically serenaded by a 
large group of mountees, Mary, 
played by Gabrielle Pacquet te 
holds a special place In her heart 
for a mountee played by Senior 
Jeff Edsell. 
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E ach carrying their person-alized Zeta Tau Alpha bag, 
a group of ZTA pledges surround 
their sister.Gall LaPlante, as they 
enter Kennedy Union after study 
hours. 
Michael Burdett 
OH, WHAT A TIME TO BE GREEK! 
.,?·::f~ining a fraternity or e, sorority has become 
~. "''·' .'.:''.':increasingly popular 
ori·campus, providing 
many opportunites to 
create lasting friendships. 
One reason for Greek 
popularity is its 
involvement in the 
community. Chances for 
involvement may include 
collecting cans for the 
poor, helping with 
Christmas on Campus, 
and Sigma Chi's Derby 
Days. About fraternlties, 
John Spencer, member of 
Phi Sigma Kappa said 
that, "Fraternities are 
only one of the few 
organizations that are 
involved in scholarship, 
service, and social 
events." 
Fraternities and 
sororities also create a 
sense of unity and 
40 GREEK LIFE 
belonging. It begins with 
rushing, where one gets a 
feel for the different 
organizations available. 
Once a decision has been 
made by both parties, a 
pledge period, lasting 
about six weeks, begins. 
During the pledge period, 
the group of 'pledges' 
must complete 
assignments in order to 
get to know the members 
of the fraternity or 
sorority. "Pledging was 
one of the best times I've 
ever had. The 
assignments we had and 
getting to know all of the 
brothers and sisters really 
teaches you how to be 
outgoing. I would love to 
do it all over again,'' said 
Rho Rho Rho little sister 
Lisa Kenney. • 
-Larry Baker 
''During the pledge 
_period, the group of 
'pledges' must 
complete assign-
ments in order to 
get to know the 
members of the 
fraternity or the 
sorority." 
As the games are played 
out during the Greek 
Week Olympics, Delta Tau Chi 
brother Todd Romer tows the line 
during the tug-of-war event. Be-
ginning on September 25th, 
Greek Week ls becoming more 
popular every year. 
<DK GOLD )ID 
G reek life provides many 
opportunltes for Its mem-
bers to get Involved. The Olympic 
games, held during Greek Week, 
was just one of those ways. 
I n order to raise money, the 
sisters of Lambda Nu auc-
tioned themselves off In the Plaza 
during the change of classes. The 
buyer of the girl was entitled to 
maid services for a day. 
Mike Melanson 
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-Karen Randall 
N lghts In the Ghetto have 
been known to get out of 
hand, and this year was no ex-
ception. As fellow students riot In 
the streets, Jason Riley chats 
with Campus Police. 
GHETTO LIFE 
Mike Melanson I n order to raise hunger aware-
ness, students line the streets 
of the off-campus area as they 
participate In "Hands Across the 
Ghetto," the finale to Campus 
Ministry's "Hunger Awareness 
Week." 
Nancy Rattenbury 
Michael Burdett 
A ttempttng to make the Ghetto Just a bit brlp;hter, 
Christmas on Campus Chalrper-
sons Anne Enright, Mary Zln-
p;ales, Wade Turner, and Jane 
Srown decorate their adopted 
dumpster. All of the paint needed 
to decorate the bins was supplied 
bySGA. 
A RED BRICK HOUSE WITH A WHITE PICKET FENCE? 
''What started to ·~:.~··J,t"' . . ·':"'.: T first, I doubted the 
~ ~-Intelligence of 
be an ugly place · ·. <~.: . . Ghetto-hoppers. At 
the start of the year, 
h b people acted more like as e c 0 me a wild animals than college 
community that 
I am proud to 
call home.'' 
D olng her part to clean up 
the Ghetto during Clean 
Sweep, Michelle Forys rakes 
leaves In an alley with the help of 
her fellow Sigma Nu little sisters. 
students. Their behavior 
eventually erupted into 
one fun-filled, yet stupid, 
Ghetto riot. The street 
was packed with drunken 
students who refosed to 
allow the police to get 
through. A few went so 
far as to throw bottles at 
patrol cars as onlookers 
cheered. It took several 
arrests and disciplinary 
meetings to make the 
Ghetto finally settle down. 
Then, the Ghetto was 
transformed into 
something admirable. 
Clean Sweep came up, 
and the once riotous 
students swept up broken 
glass, tin cans, and beer 
tabs. They formed groups 
and became parents to 
certain dumpsters. They 
cleaned up and painted 
their adopted bins, 
making the Ghetto 
brighter. The party-goers 
even took time out from 
their beer-drinking and 
participated in another 
type of celebration. They 
·joined hands all the way 
across the Ghetto to make 
people aware of the 
problem of hunger. 
After seeing all of this, 
my opinion of the Ghetto 
has radically changed. 
What started out to be an 
ugly place to live has 
become a community that 
I am proud to call home. • 
-Judy Butkiewicz 
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R EACT Against Rape was 
the theme for the week of 
March 6th, as students were 
made aware of the problems In-
volved with the crime. During a 
sexual communication work-
shop, Jennifer Cameron discuss-
es her opinion as Anne Petratls 
and Lee Anne Barrett wait to con-
tribute their views. 
Mtchael Burdett 
RAPE EDUCATION AND COUNSELING TOGETHER 
¥\ljo'/'.':1 ."'~~ l'~· ··"-
. OQ many students do 
.. 1.ilot realize that rape 
i al on this campus. 
Very few rapes are report-
ed to Campus Police, per-
haps only 10 percent, and 
the University does not re-
lease any information re-
garding rapes on campus. 
Perhaps this conduct is 
to protect the victims or to 
avoid student panic, but it 
also does the student pop-
ulation a great disservice. 
It denies them the fright-
ening truth and allows 
them to live on in igno-
rance of the danger that 
rape produces. 
This results in students 
taking silly chances that 
they might not, if they 
knew that rape is real. If 
students were told that 
one out of every three 
women will be raped at 
some point in their lives, 
perhaps women would no 
44 RAPE AWARENESS 
longer walk back from the 
library or Ghetto parties 
alone at night. Perhaps 
men would take the an-
swer "no" to mean just 
what it says: "NO." 
The first step to ending 
rape is education. During 
Rape Awareness Week, 
the film The Accused , de-
picting the gang rape of a 
young woman in a bar, 
was shown to an audience 
in Chudd Auditorium. Vol-
unteers passed out whis-
tles in the lobbies of 
Marycrest and Kennedy 
Union. Whistles can be 
used to alert any passer-by 
of a rape attack before any 
serious . pain or damage 
can occur. 
Once students are aware 
of the problem of rape, per-
haps it will no longer occur 
on campus.• 
-J. Patrick Carey and 
Carolyn Fain 
T he first step to action 
against rape Is education. 
At a lecture on self-defense on 
March 13th, Linda Satten, a self-
defense Instructor, lectures to an 
auditorium full of women about 
the methods and motivation of 
adult rape. 
<11 K PEACH ~n 
A!JllLf /i'At 
• MtHIOO ~. 1 
• MOTIVATt0~ 
- Power 
,t. i7RVVf . 
.RtA!ivRvr:l 
-Anger 
RETA//~' · I 
EXCI ',ti/Oii ' 
R ole-playlng Is a key factor 
In educating. Tricia 
Doyle, a Resident Assistant In 
Marycrest, and Steve A velleyra. 
Resident Director of Founder's 
Hall, replay a situation Involving 
the question of rape. 
C an a man be raped? Many 
don't think so. Discussing 
how they feel when they are 
teased by women. J.R. Cooper, 
Dana Kline, Tom Vesque, and Fr. 
M. Kohmescher air their opinions 
while surrounded by women. 
Mtchael Burdett 
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M any homeless are forced 
to carry all of their be-
longings In shopping carts for 
mobility . While attempting to 
identify with those who are with-
out homes, Shannon Berry and 
Joannie Copeland pack up their 
things before going off to class. 
W.l.S.H. 
t e Melanson 
Mike Melenson 0 ften , underprlveleged 
families live In low-
standard housing without heat 
and plumbing. During W.l.S.H., 
volunteers Jill Jacklltz and Rose 
Ratzkl repair the roof on a house 
In the Riverview section of Day-
ton. 
SURVIVING A NIGHT IN THE COLD PLAZA 
''Someone 
without a 
home can only 
take refuge at 
an outdoor 
heating vent, 
a poor 
substitute for 
an electric 
blanket." 
C oldness surrounds the 
"homeless" In the Plaza 
as they try to make It through the 
night. In the morning, those that 
survived by wearing three coats 
and five blankets were provided 
with juice and day-old doughnuts 
before classes began. 
<DKaRAY ~Il 
U navallable to many of the 
underprlveleged, the need 
for low-cost housing Is Increas-
ing. Marching to the Federal 
Building, Michael Burdett and Sr. 
Nancy Bramlagh support afford-
able housing bills. 
S Jeeping in the Plaza . for one night didn't 
. : .... , ~. ·..: make me homeless. 
But it did give me more of 
an understanding on just 
how bad people on the 
streets have it. 
For one thing, it was 
cold. It was a biting, 
penetrating cold that was 
inescapable, even though 
the temperature was in 
the '20's. However, I 
knew that I could have 
gone inside if I wanted to. 
Someone without a home 
can only take refuge at an 
outdoor heating vent. a 
weak substitute for an 
electric blanket. ' 'Before 
this weekend, 1 never gave 
much thought to being 
homeless. But being out in 
the cold all night made me 
feel for those who are 
forced to live in those 
conditions,'' said Judy 
Butkiewicz. 
The homeless have to 
carry all of their 
belongings with them 
constantly. For myself, a 
few blankets, a pillow, 
and my books made for a 
formidable armload. 
While none of the 
participants in W.l.S.H. 
were actually homeless, I 
think we did a great deal 
to raise awareness on the 
problems of 
homelessness. From the 
letters to our elected 
representitives to the 
march to the Federal 
Building, to the visibility 
of the homeless students 
on campus, we showed 
that people cared about 
the plight ofthe homeless; 
that's the first step 
toward a kinder, gentler 
nation.• 
-Kevin Kinser 
Mike Melanson 
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A s soon as classes are over 
on Fridays, large num-
bers of students migrate to either 
other campuses or homeward. 
Freshman Jennifer Beatty watts 
for her ride home to arrive In 
front of Marycrest. 
ROAD TRIP 
Michael Burdett 
Michael Burdett W Ith hopes that all of 
their belongings will flt 
In the trunk of the car, many stu-
dents are forced to sit In very un-
comfortable positions for long 
hours simply because they 
brought too much along. The av-
erage student brings two suit-
cases with them while road-
trlpptng. 
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TAKING TIME OUT TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALL 
''If your 
friends leave 
you behind, 
try to hitch a 
ride with a 
beer distribu-
tor. You'll 
have a lot in 
common and, 
piaybe,if he's 
a nice guy, he 
might give you 
a fr.ee sam-
ple." 
R eady to hit the road In a 
car for a few hours, 
Freshman Justin Kalvltz and two 
friends prepare to road trip home 
for a very short Easter vacation In 
March. Most road trips occur over 
the three longer weekends that 
occur second semester. 
~. ' . '1c'K and tired of the • · sa:me old weekend . .. eri~?. It may be time for 
you to take a break and 
ROAD TRIP! However, you 
cannot leave without these 
10 tips for a successful 
weekend away: 
l. The fundamental 
rule: you can never plan a 
road trip. Spontaneity is 
the spice of life. 
2. Find a friend or two (or 
ten) to go along with you. 
3. Borrow a car with a 
tape deck, a full tank of 
gas, and enough room to 
sleep in. 
4. Get a map of major 
U.S. cities, rest areas, and 
dry counties. You'll need to 
know where to go and 
what to avoid. 
5. Pack the essentials: 
food, beer, sunglasses, a 
little money, tapes, and 
underwear (if staying more 
than two nights). 
6. Choose a destination 
preferably not more than 
Michael Burdett 
four or five hours away, 
and if possible, visit a col-
lege campus. (Always re-
member, dorm rooms are 
free.) 
7. Budget your time and 
money. Avoid touristy lo-
cations. Don't stay in ho-
tels or eat in restaurants 
when beer nuts and a 
backseat will suffice. 
Don't forget to save some 
money for the trip home. 
8. Entertain yourself 
with car games. (The li-
cense-plate game is out; 
the fart-counting game is 
in.) 
9. If the conversation in 
the car gets boring, you 
can always pick up a 
hitchhiker. 
l 0. If your friends leave 
you behind, try to find a 
ride with a beer distribu-
tor. You'll have a lot in 
common and, maybe.if 
he's a nice guy, he might 
give you a free sample. • 
-Judy Butkiewicz 
0 ne of many parked In 
front of Marycrest on an 
average Friday afternoon, Ed 
Moore attempts to flt the last suit-
case In the trunk. The majority of 
road trips leave on Friday after-
noons In order to get a good jump 
on the weekend. 
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S outh African writer and anti-apartheid activist, 
Donald Woods, signs an auto-
graph for an avid fan . Woods 
spoke to his audience about life In 
South Africa. 
Mike Melanson 
SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNALIST - DONALD WOODS 
"'""Q outh African 
. ,,gjournalist Donald 
., ·: -.., Woods was the first 
speaker in the 
Distinguished Speaker 
Series. His speech was 
entitled, "Apartheid and 
the Tragedy of South 
Africa.'' 
The audience for 
Woods' talk on September 
28th filled Kennedy Union 
Ballroom to near capacity. 
He spoke of the situation 
in South Africa as he had 
experienced it, for Woods 
was an editor of a 
newspaper in South 
Africa. Eventually, Woods 
was banned from his 
office by the South 
African government 
because of his anti-
apartheid beliefs. 
Woods decided to flee 
South Africa in order to 
DONALD WOODS 
publish his book on 
Stephen Biko. Had it been 
published in South Africa, 
it would have been 
considered treasonous 
because it calls for an end 
to apartheid. Woods, in 
his forties, planned and 
carried out a dangerous 
escape from South Africa. 
He and his family now live 
in London, where they 
have resided since 1978. 
During his speech, 
Woods called for economic 
sanctions against South 
Africa and said that this 
would be the only effective 
and peaceful measure 
against apartheid. 
Ironically, the University 
has over $6 million 
invested in companies 
that do business In South 
Africa.• 
-Nancy Houston 
''During his 
speech, Woods 
called for economic 
sanctions against 
So\lth Africa and 
said that this 
would be the only 
effective and 
peaceful measure 
against 
heid." 
apart-
T he first speaker in the Dis-
tinguished Speaker Se-
rles, Donald Woods spoke of his 
life as a journalist in segregated 
South Africa. 
<DK RED ~n 
Held in the Kennedy Union 
Ballroom, Donald Woods' 
speech on life In South Africa was 
addressed to a full house. Woods 
is the author of two books, Biko 
and Asking For Trouble. 
DONALD WOODS 
" . 
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A uthor of E.T. the Extra-
terrestrial among other 
books, William Kotzwlnkle was 
part of the Distinguished Speak-
ers Series. He was also .the key-
note speaker for the ' Writer's 
Workshop In early April. 
Annie t ov ttz 
M ike Melanson 
A run Gandhi, grandson of 
Mahatma Gandhi, ap-
peared In Boll Theatre. He spoke 
on "Race Relations in the United 
States and In South Africa. ·· Gan-
dhi also stressed the need for 
sanctions In South Africa. 
52 SPEAKERS ON CAMPUS 
Michael B urd ett 
F eatured In USA Today and 
Newsweek, Joe Clark, a 
controversial New Jersey high 
school principal, addressed a 
crowd In Kennedy Union Ball-
room. Clark often wields a bat to 
enforce discipline when patrol-
ling his high school hallways. 
SPEAKING VISITORS BROADEN HORIZONS 
''There are several ~!,£k a subject. Any 
· .ubject. The 
free speakers - niversity is bound 
appearing on 
campus every 
week. By 
attending their 
talks, students are 
given a golden 
opportunity to 
learn more about 
the world and 
more about 
themselves.'' 
T he principal of an Inner-city high school In Patter-
son, New Jersey, Joe Clark ex-
plains his position on education. 
He has been known to suspend 
300 students a day. 
UI< GOLD ~U> 
to have had a speaker on 
campus either promoting 
it or criticizing it. This 
year, speakers have 
addressed various topics 
ranging from the CIA, to 
South Africa, to school 
violence, to the experience 
of being a writer. 
Appearing in eatly 
March, Arun Gandhi, the 
grandson of Mahatma 
Gandhi, spoke to an 
audience in Boll Theatre 
about non-violent change 
in apartheid-stricken 
South Africa. ~owever, 
Gandhi does not believe 
that sanctions will do any 
good unless all countries 
participate fully .fn them. 
Sponsored by SGA and 
attracting nearly 900 in 
Kennedy Union Ballroom, 
Joe Clark addressed the 
issue of violence in inner-
city schools. Clark, a 
principal o.f an inner-city 
high school in Patterson, 
New Jersey, has been 
known to suspend over 
300 students a day for 
being tardy. padlocking 
the school doors, and 
carrying a baseball bat 
and bullhorn through the 
school hallways. 
Part of the 
Distinguished Speakers 
Series and keynoter for 
the Writers' Workshop, 
William Kotzwlnkle 
approached the problems 
facing screenwriters and 
read from his new book, 
"The Midnight 
Examiner." Kotzwinkle 
happens to be the author 
of 14 children's books and 
several screenplays. 
There are several free 
speakers appearing on 
campus every week. By 
attending their talks, 
students are given a 
golden opportunity to 
learn more about the 
world and more about 
themselves. • 
-Carolyn Fain 
SPEAKERS ON CAMPUS 
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THE CONTROVERSY ON CAMPUS ABOUNDS 
s. 
it:J.f isconceptions 
:.b\tL about the ~ .. ;., )' · Democratic 
So~iali~ts of America 
abound. Comments to 
members range from 
"DSA'ers have nothing 
better to do" to "They 
want to take away our 
freedom." 
Our reasons for 
protesting CIA 
recruitment on campus 
stem from a concern for 
our country, the peoples 
of other nations, and our 
fellow students. We feel 
that the University lacks 
knowledge on this issue, 
and we want to raise 
awareness. 
In a society that is 
democratically-based, it is 
hard for some to accept 
that an undemocratic 
government agency exists. 
People on college 
M embers of the Democrat-
ic Socialists of America, 
Jill Jacklitz, Christine Haas, Dan 
Kovalik, and Brenda Boyd voice 
their opinions to the onlookers In 
front of the Jesse Phillips Center 
as the CIA recruited students in-
side. 
54 ANTI-CIA 
campuses sometimes have 
a hard time making the 
connection between 
individuals and the effect 
they can have on national 
issues. We feel that, as 
responsible citizens, we 
must ensure that the 
actions of our government 
be sound with respect to 
human rights of other 
nations. 
DSA is not calling for an 
end to intelligence -
gathering, but an end to 
CIA covert war activities. 
The University selects 
which employers can 
recruit on campus, and in 
line with Catholic 
morality, does not allow 
those corporations that 
are immoral to recruit. We 
simply ask that they do 
the same in regard to the 
CIA. e 
-Susan R. Hermes 
"Our reasons for 
protesting CIA re-
cruitment on cam'-
pus stem from a 
concern for our 
country, the peo-
ples of other na-
tions, and fellow 
students'' 
W bile protesting In front 
of the Jesse Philips 
Center, Brian Crean holds up his 
sign for passers-by to see. Mem-
. bers of DSA picketed throughout 
the day. 
<DK WHITE )ID 
Mtke Melanson 
,.;,·· ·· '·''.'::'.: : .. f~f},l~X;~ ~~~;j:#r';F~~?;.:.:. 
·a.uze.·thaf'the ·ctA'al-
Scott Boyer 
'.~ 
Scott Boyer A fter delivering his speech 
against the CIA's covert 
actions, PhUip Agee expands on a 
few points to Jeff Justen and oth-
er audience members. 
A s a former CIA officer, 
Philip Agee addresses a 
packed auditorium on October 
I 1th. Agee was one of the two 
speakers who were anti-CIA. 
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P rofessor of Government at 
Georgetown University, 
William O'Brien defends the ac-
tions of the CIA. O'Brien Is also 
Consultant for the U.S . Bishops' 
Committee on War and Peace 
A s the first speaker In the 
CIA series, Stansfield 
Turner was one of three speakers 
defending the CIA. Turner was 
Director of the CIA from 1977 un-
til 1981. 
PRO-CIA 
Mike Melanson 
IN DEFENSE OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
"The purpose 
of the CIA is to 
gather intelli-
gence that is 
crucial to the 
security of this 
country and is 
just as impor-
tant as the 
function of the 
Armed Forc-
es." 
T he final CIA speaker In the 
semester-long series, Wii-
iiam V. O'Brien addresses the au-
dience on CIA activities. O'Brien, 
along with Stansfield Turner and 
Arthur Hulnlck, justified the pro-
cedures of the organization. 
<DKBLAcK ~D 
'lf'{'·fiie fact that the Cen-
. ,;;~~ ;<fral Intelligence 
Agency recruited on cam-
pus was effectively 
brought to everyone's at-
tention by a small group of 
students with very loud 
voices protesting the fact 
that the CIA wanted to re-
cruit on campus. 
Without overlooking the 
virtue of taking action on 
what one believes in, a re-
gard for popular opinion is 
also necessary. Most stu-
dents feel they have the 
right to interview with 
whomever they choose 
and do not want the out-
spoken members of the 
university community to 
make those decisions for 
them. 
The anti-CIA group ar-
gues that the CIA, through 
its covert operations, has 
caused the death of many 
innocent people and over-
thrown democratically-
elected governments; so 
the university, as a critic of 
society, should ban them 
from campus. 
The purpose of the CIA is 
to gather intelligence that 
is crucial to the security of 
this country and is just as 
important as the function 
of the Armed Forces. With-
out disputing the facts of 
the anti-CIA argument, we 
must realize that unethical 
or immoral acts are per-
formed by people within 
the CIA and that we can 
change problems in the 
CIA by allowing ethically-
sound individuals to be-
come part of the CIA. 
The University, as a crit-
ic of society, should crit-
icize the CIA rather than 
distance itself from the re-
ality of it.• 
-Michael Hawk 
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A s he addresses his audi-
ence In O'Leary Auditor!- ~ -
um, anti-CIA speaker Philip Agee ~ 
elaborates on a point. Agee was 
one of two anti-CIA speakers 
sponsored on campus. 
Scott Boyer 
THE FINAL DECISION IS MADE 
A fter all of the controversy, the protests, and the 
debates, Bro. Raymond 
Fitz made the final 
decision regarding CIA 
recruitment on campus. 
When the year of 
dispute ended, Fitz 
decided that the CIA will 
be allowed to recruit on 
campus. 
A semester-long speaker 
and debate series was 
sponsored by the 
Academic Senate, who 
then voted, by a margin of 
23-2, to recommend 
continued recruitment by 
the CIA to Fitz. 
Five speakers were 
chosen to promote CIA 
awareness and 
represented both sides of 
the question. The first, 
Stansfield Turner, was 
THE DECISION 
director of the CIA from 
1977 until 1981. The next 
speakers, Saul Landau 
and Philip Agee, were 
both anti-CIA and have 
penned several books on 
covert activities, including 
Agee's book on his years 
as a CIA officer. The last 
two, Arthur S . Hulnick 
and William V. O'Brien 
supported the CIA's 
activities. 
Other student groups, 
such as the Student 
Government Association 
and Flyer News, also 
made recommendations to 
Fitz to allow recruitment 
on campus, but only in 
conjunction with 
University-sponsored 
educational programs on 
the CIA. e 
-Mary DeBauche and 
Carolyn Fain 
''When the year 
of dispute ended, 
Bro. Raymond L. 
Fitz decided that 
the CIA will be 
allowed to re-
cruit on cam-
pus'' 
As CIA Interviews occur In 
Jesse Phillips Center, Jill 
Jacklitz uses her sign to remind 
the University of It's moral ob-
ligation to the community. 
<DK GRAY ~n 
·-c 
~' . 
Hoping for an end to CIA 
recruitment, Viola Wiley 
airs her opinion as she protests 
with fellow DSA members. Bro. 
Raymond L. Fitz announced his 
decision regarding CIA recruit-
ments on January 12th. 
P rofessor of Government at 
Georgetown University, 
William V. O'Brien justified the 
CIA actions throughout his No-
vember speech according to the 
"Just War Theory." 
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62-63 
72-73 
78-79 
80-81 
82-83 
T H • F S ome students are able to study In their rooms with numerous In-
terruptions. The most popular place to 
study and catch up on homeworl!:. how-
ever, ls Roesch Library. Extended hours 
make research convenient for every 
student. 
L 
Arts and Sciences 
Honors Program 
Learning Assistance 
ROTC 
y N G 
Provost 
LOtian Stadloe 
I n an effort to Inform Incoming students about all facets of the University com-munity, Including academics, Tim Massa 
directs a tour around the campus. For the 
past four years, Massa has directed tours for 
the Admission office. 
W hen the books flnally close and the exams are turned In, 11rad-uat1on Is the final step In a cOllege 
career. Graduation ceremonies are held In 
December, April, and July for those complet-
ing the necessary University requirements. 
• c 0 L 0 R 
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Ohio Profe~sor or he Yi:!ar for I 1:l86 Florene · [. 
Wol ff . c1;Hn pk Les hu ~a ·l 
~·e: r In the C'om mun lcQlJon 
b partme-nl, 
Strong Steps 
To An Improved 
uture 
S ixty-five percent of every-thing at the University deals · 
with the College of Arts and Sci-
ences including revenue, space, 
faculty, credity, and students, 
according to interm Dean 
Charles J . Chantell. 
As of July 1, 1988, 
Chantell assumed the 
responsibilities of the Arts 
and Sciences' Dean when 
the previous dean of nine 
years, Francis Lazarus, 
accepted a position 
outside of Dayton. 
Chantell had been the 
Associate Dean for one 
year previous and 
Chairman of the Biology 
Department for nine years 
before that. Chantell 
describes his position as a 
"super-chair" with ten 
times the 'amount of work. 
It is, however, a 
"rewarding and involved 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
job for shaping the 
college.'' He will be Dean 
only until another Dean is 
hired. 
· Chantell notes that 
there are more students 
entering the college as 
undeclared majors. Along 
with increasing total 
enrollment, one,continual 
goal of the college is to 
bring in more qualified 
minority students. There 
has been a "slow but 
gradual increase" over the 
past few years, Chantell 
said, and the retention 
rate has remained the 
same. The Admissions 
Office is cooperating with 
this goal. 
As a college with 
twenty-six majors, Arts 
and Sciences is 
anticipating when St. 
Joseph Hall will be rebuilt 
in August 1989. 
Concurrently, Sherman 
Hall will undergo internal 
remodeling over a gradual 
three year period. 
Likewise the Deans' unit 
of the college will expand 
O' ~eilly Hall for other 
administrative and 
interdisciplinary 
academics offices as soon 
as the Department of 
Communication and the 
Pre-Law Department 
move to St Joseph's Hall. 
This is not a period for 
growth and major 
expansion within the 
college, stressed Chantell, 
but a year to "strengthen 
what we already have, 
and to finish off things we 
have already started.'' • 
-Colleen Pero 
C hemlstry students Jonathon Deaver and 
Kathleen Coller use pH meters to 
get precise measurements of the 
acidity of their solutions while In 
lab. 
T he strength of an acidic 
solution Is determined by 
titrating It with a base of a known 
strength. Tony Semlrale fulfills a 
natural science requirement for a 
Bachelor of Science degree. 
R Ike Center for Fine Arts 
houses the works of art-
ists such as Gary Marclnowskl, 
S.M. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
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B uslness students listen In-
tently to the lecture. Like 
any other major, lectures are just 
as Iinportant as the hands on ex-
perience. 
64 BUSINESS 
~ Learning Book 
Knowledge And 
thics 
ccording to the 1988-
1989 University of Day-
ton Bulletin, ''The mission of 
The School of Business Admin-
istration is to provide under-
graduate students with 
an excellent business ed-
ucation in response to the 
needs of contemporary so-
ciety." (Dayton Bulletin) A 
~ student must graduate as a well-rounded student, one with some liberal arts 
knowledge, along with di-
rection in the students 
moral and ethical values. 
Through its general educa-
tion and major require-
ments, the School of Busi-
ness Administration 
promises to help the stu-
dent achieve these many 
goals. 
In compliance with the 
moral and ethical values, 
most business majors are 
required or advised to take 
a business ethics course. 
One learns the proper and 
ethical way to interact 
with employees, employ-
ers, consumers, and the 
community. Along with 
business ethics, the stu-
dents, along with the rest 
of the University, are re-
quired to take twelve credit 
hours of reli-
gion/philosphy. These also 
help make the student 
well-rounded. 
Along with the moral 
and ethical values requir-
ing knowledge, the student 
W or111ng on wmput-eni :ta often required of all &i:udcots, lo-cludtng thos(l cn-
rolldl In the buflinetJS prograo 
must also become some-
what knowledgable in the 
liberal arts area. Six se-
mester hours of science, 
three of art, and six of his-
tory round the student to 
be an educated graduate. 
Although science and art 
rarely prove applicable to a 
business major, they are 
just another block in the 
building of a well rounded 
students. 
Being a member in the 
School of Business may 
not be as glamorous as 
other majors, but the ben-
efits outweigh the difficul-
ties encountered. The 
School of Business help 
build a versatile person 
that can and will survive 
in tough world of busi-
ness.• 
-Jenny Zgutowicz 
A ccountlng majors Ken 
Wills and Matt Mueller 
gather together for a studying 
session. 
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E ducatlon students observe 
their professors In action 
as well as learn the fundamentals 
of education. Laura Sullivan, 
Sandi Rice and Jennifer Fasano 
take advantage of the excellent 
example provided In the class-
room. 
EDUCATION 
Learning ·through 
Books and by 
xam 
, 
-
L anguage was the topic oCSheila Lawlls's talk 
. . In her requtredEduca· 
tlon Methods class.' · 
• 
T he School of Education at the University has set 
high standards to ensure that 
graduates will be well prepared 
to educate future generations. 
From the beginning of the pro-
gram, the need for field expe-
rience has been rec-
ogntzed. The School of Ed-
u ca ti on, therefore, re-
quires that students com-
plete at least three 
hundred hours of cllnlcal-
field experience and stu-
dent teaching before grad-
uating. Field experience 
generally spans four se-
mesters and ls a part of 
certain required courses. 
Student teaching ts done 
during the last semester of 
the senior year. In addi-
tion, students must main-
tain a cumulative average 
of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale In 
both their teaching field 
T he Curriculum Materials 
Center Is home to many 
creative pursuits. Langston Wa-
tras works on his craft assign-
ment. 
and their professional ed-
ucation classes. 
To help attract students, 
the School of Education 
has recently been initiat-
ing some new programs. 
For example, the School of 
Education began a CORE 
program this year which 
relates its material to the 
courses of the CORE pro-
gram of the School of Arts 
and Sciences. Also, a doc-
torate program for admin-
istrators ls scheduled to 
start next fall. 
All of this effort seems to 
be paying off. Over the 
past few years, the School 
of Education has been ex-
periencing an Increase In 
enrollment. According to 
Brother Gerald O'Neil, 
many students have been 
transferring to the School 
of Education from local 
Located In the first floor of 
Chamlnade Hall. the Cur-
riculum Materials Center Is home 
to much of the research done by 
education majors. Rory Koclca 
checks some sources for her pa-
per. 
colleges and from other de-
partments at the Univer-
sity Itself. More adults 
have also been entering 
the program. 
''I have found that the 
School of Education ls very 
organized. Everyone ls 
willing to help. The faculty 
ls always there to help you 
and to discuss new theo-
ries with you," said soph-
·~ 
omore education major Jill 
Romer. 'Tm glad I chose 
education as my major, 
and I'm especially glad I 
chose the University of 
Dayton."• 
-Julie Suwalski 
Beth Bittner and her rabbit 
Thumper wait between classes In 
the Curriculum Materials Center. 
Beth Is a senior In the School of 
Education. 
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G eneral Motors' Sunraycer 
came to Dayton for a day.· 
Seated Is George Ettenhelm a 
member of the team who beat all 
their competition by three days. 
ENGINEERING 
0 ne engineer's hope for the 
winning egg drop plum-
mets to the ground. Graduate stu-
dent Bob Durbin was awarded 
first place . 
E nglneers designed and 
built special protective 
containers for the egg drop held 
during Engineer's Week Feb. 25 
to Mar. 3 . Eggs were dropped 
from the fifth floor of Kettering 
Labs. 
Designing the '.P 
Engineers of 
omorrow 
c-hallenging! That's the best word to 
describe Engineering. Becoming 
an engineer involves under-
standing the concepts, knowing 
how to apply those con-
cepts, and implementing 
the ideas into real situa-
tions. Engineers must re-
alize the impact they can 
have on the world by pos-
sessing the ability to solve 
some of the problems fac-
ing humanity. Internships 
and cooperative education 
experience enhance the 
learning environment by 
providing practical appli-
cations of what is learned 
in the classroom and giv-
ing students invaluable 
experience in the field of 
engineering. 
New to the Mechanical 
Engineering department is 
a concentration in Aero-
space Engineering. The 
University has offered 
both a Master of Science 
and a Ph.D. in Aerospace 
Engineering sinoe 1972. 
"We think this step will 
lead to an actual aerospace 
engineering degree within 
a five-year period," said 
John Schauer, chair of the 
newly named Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineer-
ing Department. In the 
past, students have been 
able to minor in Aerospace 
Engineering by taking four 
classes. The new concen-
tration will require seven 
courses. In developing the 
Aerospace program, two 
factors were involved: a 
demand for aerospace on 
the student level, and the 
fact that "our professors 
enjoy working on research 
projects," said Schauer. 
Learning how to solve 
problems involves a great 
deal of studying and appli-
cation, but that's not all. 
Professional organizations 
abound for all of the dif-
ferent disciplines and they 
succeed in bringing togeth-
er a group of individuals 
with similar interests. For 
example, the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engi-
neers brings the students 
together to learn more 
about their future profes-
sion by touring plants 
where the actual engineer-
ing is done. It also brings 
them together to have fun 
doing such things as 
broom ball, which is hock-
ey played with brooms and 
a volleyball, and co-ed in-
tramural volleyball. Engi-
neering is a major that 
doesn't stop when class 
lets out . • 
-Ttm Quinn 
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T h<' DRoCe l!:n inble p<"rfontH·d 011ce eacb 
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Dance Provides 
Exposure To 
he Arts 
S---inging, acting, conducting, 
and playing are just a small portion 
of the Music and Theater Depart-
ment. Students in the music depart-
ment can major in 
anything from Music 
Therapy to Music 
Performance. All of the 
majors are equally 
challenging and 
encourage students to 
entertain and ultimately 
help people in the process. 
Different performances 
by the music dep;;i.rtment 
have taken place in the 
community. For example, 
the orchestra and the 
chorale joined their 
talents and performed 
"The Mess.iah" at 
Christmas. Another event 
sponsored by the Music 
department was ''The 
New Music Festival. " 
Here, many talented 
MUSIC AND THEATER 
professors and instructors 
were able to have groups 
perform their music so 
others could enjoy their 
creativity. 
The theater students 
also involved themselves 
in numerous 
performances throughout 
the year. They started out 
the season with ''And 
They Danced Real Slow In 
Jackson" and ended with 
the musical "Little Mary 
Sunshine.'' Along with 
these major theater 
performances were 
smaller ones, often 
written or directed by 
theater students. The 
Children's Theater also 
performed "Nightingales" 
to entertain the 
community. 
· The Dance Ensemble 
entertained the University 
Community twice this 
year. Talented students 
danced across stage 
conveying the emotions 
they felt through their 
dance. • 
-Jenny Zgutowicz 
W Ith grace and precision, 
dancer Chris Polomsky 
executes a handstand with Janet 
Sllfka In the background. Sllfka 
choreographed and danced In 
many of the dance pieces. 
Mike Melanson 
P rofessor Jane Varella lnt-
sructs her music students 
on the proper techniques In per-
cussion. The lab Is required of 
Music Education and Music Ther-
apy majors to become familiar 
with teaching techniques of per-
cussion Instruments. 
Mike Melanson 
L earning piano technique 
may be tedious but a nec-
essary part of music. Professor 
Constance L. Dias teaches Kathy 
Brandenburo and Cindy Monnier 
some techniques that are most 
useful. 
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Honors -students Kim Kelly 
and Angle Staehler par-
ticipate In an In-depth conversa-
tion. Honors Social Science Sem-
inar Is required for freshman 
honors students. 
HONORS PROGRAM 
The Value Of A 
·unique Academic 
F reshmen In the honon program err requlrcd to 
read many dlffercnt bQok5 and 
then discusg them. 
pportunity 
T en years ago, the Univer-sity decided to create a 
program to offer its best students 
special, even unique education-
al opportunities. With the support 
of Provost, Brother Joseph 
Stander and the faculty, 
under the leadership of Dr. 
Patrick Palermo, the Uni-
versity's Honors Program 
began. 
As a member of the Hon-
ors Program, the Honors 
Student must take five 
seminars which are of-
fered in the first five se-
mesters. These seminars 
range from The Great Nov-
els, taken the first semes-
ter to Systems Design, tak-
en the fifth semester. 
Beginning in the second 
semester of their junior 
year, Honors students be-
gin writing the required 
undergraduate thesis. 
Each thesis must be an 
original, independent proj-
ect in the student's major 
field under the direction of 
the professor of his or her 
choice. 
The thesis span many 
topics. Marte Wach, a sen-
ior Mechanical Engineer-
ing major and Honors stu-
dent wrote her thesis 
entitled "Determining De-
sign Criteria for Medical 
Missionary Aircraft.'' In it 
she discussed the Flying 
Doctors of Africa, an or-
gan tzation which trans-
ports patients, medicine, 
medical equipment and 
doctors to remote areas of 
Africa. She applied to the 
Honors Program for spon-
sorship for a trip to Africa 
where she could study the 
types of airplanes they 
used and which types 
would be most effective. 
She received the sponsor-
ship and flew to Africa. 
"I owe a lot to the Honors 
Program and not just the 
trip. I enjoyed the program 
because they offered class-
es and community. It en-
riched my college years." 
The Honors Program is 
more than an academic 
program. Fundamentally, 
the Honors Program offers 
the opportunity to share 
an integrated and educa-
tional social experience 
that enriches the knowl-
edge and perspective of 
those who participate.• 
-Becky Meyer 
L ast summer, Marie Wach 
visited Africa for her Hon-
ors Thesis. Marie Is currently fin-
ishing her Mechanical Engineer-
ing studies. 
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Co-op At UD 
Aftt!r r\9 etlurs for 
the first Ye'dl'51 t deslred 
to go b yon lvlng 
te book prob em5 4nd 
see "A•h l i:nglntiertnQ ts 
really- I e K!!owlng iioW 
to Jg le tb p G>bletn.5 
is vlt111l •• yet, l w nted 
practical 111tfl'l!rienc11 
fo~ he f ~ r 1em t • I 
wotked !or the Dayton 
Power and Light 
C.Ompan. in one of th.etr 
o11lectric 94merating 
slat OflS. While wondng. I 
le11med how the plant 
generare:a eleotr~ty: ~e 
.s]"X boilers burn ooal 
'iJhjcb he.ats WRte.r iJl n 
hi'gh.pre:ssure steam. I 
llav~ leattie.d bo1.1 mr.i t 
of hls In 
Th m1 lynarn c 
now Yift how th1s 1s dontr 
111 pr ct1ce 
AU In al, co·oplng l5 an 
xcellent wa,y of blendms 
pratd~ai1 e>l,Jje ler,ce wit 
Cli!.woom theory. 
·Fr d Rob rt 
FIFTH-YEAR SENIORS 
Sticking It 
Out For One 
F !fth-year senior Ann Ken-na partlctpated In Clean 
Sweep of Nov~mber 1988 
With hel" sorority Zeta Tau 
Alpha. 
ore Year 
D espite the popular miscon-ception, these seniors are 
not a group of professional stu-
dents hiding from the real world 
behind the safe walls of the 
classroom. Some have 
participated in the 
University's Co-operative 
Education program. 
Others have transferred, 
and still others have 
changed their majors. But 
whatever the reason, 
these seniors are here for 
another year. 
The reasons for staying 
five years are almost as 
varied as the seniors 
themselves. Senior Ann 
Kenna is in her fifth year. 
She transferred from 
Belmont Abbey College 
during her junior year. In 
the process, she changed 
her major and lost a few 
credits. 
Students in the Co-
operative Education 
F red Roberts records data at 
his job at the Dayton Power 
and Light Company. Roberts Is 
participating In the co-op pro-
gram. 
program make up a large 
percentage of the fifth-
year senior population. 
Senior Greg Seelinger 
chose to co-op. Like many 
co-oping students, he will 
graduate in December. 
Greg considers himself 
better prepared for the 
future and the experience 
"well worth it. If a student 
had an opportunity to 
take a co-op job, the 
experience gained far 
outweighs the 
disadvantages of not 
graduating on time. I feel 
better prepared for the 
real world." 
Senior Yohalys Perez 
came from Puerto Rico 
five years ago. She spent 
her freshman year taking 
classes unrelated to her 
major in order to "get 
P sychology and Internation-
al Studies are the majors of 
fifth-year senior John Lewis. 
Lewis will graduate from the 
School of Arts and Sciences In 
December. 
used to college, the 
language and the 
professors." 
Some seniors have 
postponed graduation for 
personal reasons. Still 
others choose to carry 
lighter schedules of only 
thirteen to fourteen credit 
hours a semester so they 
can concentrate and 
devote their full attention 
to those classes. 
The reasons are varied. 
but they are here for 
another year. They are 
the fifth year seniors. • 
-Becky Meyer 
M echanlcal Engineering 
major, Fred Roberts ls 
currently a fifth-year senior. 
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Serving Up 
Something Totally 
ifferent 
S tudents from the tennis 
physical education class 
gather up the tennis balls after a 
day of class. When the weather 
permits, many of the physical ed-
ucation classes take place out-
doors. 
A s a student wanders into the fieldhouse any day of the 
week, the sight of activity is eve-
ry - where. Students are, in 
some cases, taking required 
courses. In other 
situations, physical 
education courses are 
being taken for the pure 
enjoyment and exercise 
aspects of it. Sometimes it 
relates to being a physical 
education major. 
Physical and Health 
Education is just another 
part of the University's 
curriculum designed to 
make a well-rounded and 
liberated student. At the 
University, the student 
can take physical 
education courses as well 
as health-orientated 
classes. They may help 
the students learn about 
. 
themselves and help them 
interact with other people. 
Majoring in physical 
education is not a,s far 
fetched as it sounds. 
Students' majors range 
from basic physical 
education to sports 
management Many 
students find their classes 
enjoyable for the mere 
fact that they are · 
surrounded by people 
with common interests. "I 
think everyone in the 
class gets along well," 
stated a sports 
management major. 
On the other hand, 
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some physical activities 
courses are taken just for 
fun. Nikki Doepker, every 
Tuesday and Thursday at 
noon, during her first 
semester took aerobics at 
the fieldhouse. "I get the 
exercise I want, but I get 
credit for it as well." 
Other courses, such as 
basketball officiating, give 
students practice to earn 
a little money while going 
_to school. 
.: · Physical education 
classes are fun, relaxing 
and even preperation for 
the future. There are 
many physical education 
courses to quench the 
· thirst of the vast array of 
students.• 
-Jenny Zgutowicz 
0 ne of the lessons learned 
In tennis class Is how to 
serve the ball. Although funda-
mentals are stressed, the stu-
dents are aiso given time to just 
play the game and have fun with 
their new skills. 
:~ 
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A l the t..eam1ng AM!li-· lance cmtcr, Junior S l l Sc:-llalk reC'el · ~s 
~p f:rom CraJg Btck.le. 
Learning With The 
Help Of 
the rs 
E veryone comes to college with different academic strengths and weaknesses. To 
help convert the weaknesses to skills and pos-
sibly even strengths is the goal of the Univer-
sity's Learning Assistance Center. 
Tutoring is done mostly by a group of thirty-
eight juniors and seniors. 
While some tutoring is 
done on a one-on-one ba-
sis, most tutoring is done 
on a drop-in basis. Over 
five hundred students 
have benefitted from drop-
in tutoring. The Learning 
Assistance Center takes 
great pride in the fact that 
they have had no students 
for which they could not 
provide tutors. 
The Write Place is de~ 
signed to help students 
with any kind of writing 
project. While the staff of 
four English majors do not 
proofread class composi-
tions, they do respond as 
readers to provide feed-
back to improve the writ-
er's logic, organization and 
effectiveness. 
The Math Place is de-
signed to help students de-
velop effective math study 
skills, reduce math anxi-
ety, review principles of 
arithmetic and algebra 
and develop problem-
solving strategies for appli-
cation problems. 
The Reading Place pro-
vides computer-assisted 
instruction to improve 
reading rate, comprehen-
sion, and vocabulary. Stu-
dents can progress at th~ir 
own pace. 
''We like to place the re-
sponsibil1ty for learning on 
7 8 LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER 
the students," said Trudy 
Krisher, the director of the 
Write Place. 
The Learning Assis-
tance Center fills a need; it 
fills in the gaps left by pre-
vious education so that 
students can concentrate 
their energies on their ma-
jors.• 
-Becky Meyer 
T utorlng Is availa ble not 
only In the standard sub-
jects of math and English, but In 
computer programming as well. 
Jenni Maurer receives help on a 
computer assignment from LeAn-
dra Hoover. 
T utorlng Is available for all 
University students. 
Tutoring Is done by students In 
the Learning Assistance Center 
In Goslger Hall. 
A fter receiving help from 
Craig Bickle, Juan Lastra 
gathers his things to leave. The 
tutorial services are from the stu-
dents for the students. 
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T hrough land navigation, 
ROTC cadets learn surviv-
al skills. Wayne Eidemiller takes 
the time to study the navigational 
map. 
Mayb11: the! dmilre wae 
lnherHe.d from hll i thlff 
betng: In the nillltarY or 
twe-ntv year._ Maybe th• 
desire was acquiret!I fram 
gr W M up In Wes1Pciinf. 
Whatenr the ~a~ Batt.I• 
llCln Comm ndn Paul 
Wel1u:, took his aspJJ"a'tjon.& 
t b(come. tht? leader of 
approximately one bun· 
dred fifty cadets a.t t.M 
Univer.sJty. Monitoring 1n 
their talning; u well u 
their attltude1 h~lps Paul 
to ~ the leader ROTC 
ral11ed hltll to be. Pa~l's 
mil'in training goal llJ' not1o 
make the cadets npert1, 
but ta "try and impr()Ve 
thett leadetship .s~llls r 
bea:nne e1fflceN, •• • 
·Jenny Zyutowtcz 
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Kelly Cassell 
! Training Leaders 
For A Better 
I 
'.~ 
! omorrow 
~ A ccording to Batallion 
Commander Paul Weisz, 
ROTC's (Reserve Officer Train-
ing Corps) main training goal is 
"not to make them experts but to 
try and improve leader-
ship skills to become offi-
cers." The ROTC program 
here at the University is 
once again strong, keeping 
up with the reputation it 
has made for itself in the 
past. 
Recruitment for ROTC 
takes place in various high 
schools, however, much 
recruitment is done at 
freshmen orientation. 
ROTC's catchy "I did it on 
a rope" T-shirt often times 
make freshmen and fami-
lies stop and take interest. 
These shirts were given to 
't the .brave freshmen who 
dared to scale the wall of 
O'Reilly Hall with the guid-
] 
ance of the ROTC mem-
bers. 
Another part of the Re-
serve Officer Training 
Corps is its training. Phys-
ical, emotional and mental 
training are just a small 
part of what is taught to 
the cadets. At a summer 
camp in Ft. Louis, Wash-
ington, the cadets learn 
the proper usage of hand 
grenades, machine guns, 
and army tanks. Here, at 
the University, they learn 
that being physically fit is 
just as important as being 
able to toss hand gre-
nades. If one looks out his 
or her window in the early 
morning, he or she may 
catch a glance of the 
cadets and their leaders on 
their morning jog. The 
cadets are also educated in 
the actions of a leader. 
Combat and reaction strat-
egies are taught, and these 
help strengthen their lead-
ership qualities. 
In comparison with oth-
er college and universities' 
ROTC programs, UD 
ROTC scores atlove aver-
age at the summer camp in 
Ft. L.ouis. Learning about 
land navigation and weap-
on usage.is easier for UD's 
cadets because of their 
preparation. 
The ROTC program at 
the University will contin-
ue to be strong, but only 
because of the strength 
that its leaders today dis-
play. Leadership qualities 
are taught to the cadets 
but they are also acquired 
by watching their leaders 
act and react. • 
-Jenny Zgutowicz 
S enlor Chris Dzlubeck leads the cadets on their early 
mornlngjog. The cadets are often 
required to take early morning 
runs to physically condition 
themselves. 
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'' f 'm really hum bl d. 
honored and hal-
lenged by the <:bQlce." said 
Father Jame.s Heft , S .M. 
A Ne'W Academic 
Leader With Nevv Ideas As 
rovost 
J ames L. Heft, S.M., chair 
of the religious studies depart-
ment, was named the new prov-
ost on Feb. 14, after a six-month 
nationwide search. During De-
cember and January, 
five finalists from across 
the country came to meet 
with the campus 
community. The selection 
was then narrowed down 
to two people, Fr. Heft and 
Ronald Collins, the 
academic vice president 
and provost at Eastern 
Michigan University. 
Fr. Heft describes his 
job of provost as a job 
designed to ·'provide a 
certain degree of academic 
leadership." He also adds 
to his duties "chairing the 
senate, ... coordinating 
the work of the deans, ... 
responsibility for the 
Research Institute, for 
. 
enrollment and for the 
library." Heft would like 
to develop an "academic 
plan that speaks about 
our goals and our 
purposes, that remains 
faithful to the nature of 
the place, but yet takes it 
a bit further." 
He adds that "any 
academic plan has got to 
take seriously the 
following: the 
improvement of the 
general education 
program on the 
undergraduate level and 
the improvement of the 
graduate level programs 
(in terms of developing 
some for excellence) as 
well as tending to the 
matter of governing. And I 
think any academic plan 
has got to also consider 
the composition of the 
student." 
Fr. Heft has been 
teaching since 1977 and 
he will continue to do so 
while holding the position 
of Provost. "Teaching 
would be something that 
would be difficult for me 
to separate myself from 
irrevocably," he added. 
Fr. Heft will be spending 
much of his time learning 
about the job of Provost. 
In July, he will be 
attending an Educational 
Leadership Institute at 
Harvard College. He also 
intends to talk to other 
provosts at other 
universities to get new 
ideas and more 
information. 
He added, 'Tm really 
humbled, honored and 
challenged by the choice." 
• 
-Nancy Houston 
'.~ 
As a 1966 UD alumnus, Fr. 
Heft joined the faculty In 
1977. He will succeed Brother Jo-
seph Stander, S.M. as University 
Provost on August 15, 1989. 
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E reshman English major . Nancy Wagner relaxes . reading her . assigned 
novel. ·, 
Everyone Sharing ci 
ommon Major 
• 
84 
• 
L iving in a Residence Hall at the University has changed 
dramatically over the past cou-
ple of years. The addition of a 
new hall just last year and the 
Campus 2020 
plan, which will redesign 
most of the housing on 
campus, reaffirms this. 
Many people find that 
living in a Residence Hall 
or Dorm adds to the 
college experience. It is 
how many of us meet our 
friends and live our 
freshman and sophomore 
years. The Residence Life 
Staff under Carol 
M echanlcal Engineering 
major Terri Szymanski 
concentrates on a difficult Calcu-
lus problem. Szymanski, a fresh-
man, resides on the Engineering 
Floor of Marycrest Hall. 
Cummins-Collier has the 
responsibility for seeing 
that upwards of 900 
people in one building 
(Marycrest Hall) and as 
little as 48 people (Garden 
Apartments) live together 
and build relationships. 
''It is easier for 
incoming students to meet 
people with common 
interests if special interest 
Honors student Mary Ami 
Poirier skims her Physics 
book In preparation for an exam. 
A Chemical Engineer, Poirier 
lives on the Honors floor of 
Marycrest. 
housing is an option,'' 
says Marycrest Resident 
Assistant Kristi Kersher. 
One of the many 
housing plans that is 
offered to every student is 
Special Interest Housing. 
This is an addition to 
many other plans such as 
Off-Campus, Honors 
Program and 
Sorority /Fraternity 
housing. 
Special Interest Housing 
in Residence Halls is for 
those students who want 
an environment that will 
be beneficial to their 
college experience. 
Housing that is made 
available in the Residence 
Halls includes Non-
smoking, Math-Science, 
Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental, 
Engineering, Scholars, 
and Study Floors. For 
example, Three Middle of 
Marycrest Hall and 
Ground North and Three 
South in Stuart Hall are 
Engineering floors, Four 
Middle of Marycrest and 
Two North of Stuart are 
Scholars Floors. 
This form of housing 
allows a student to decide 
to live together with those 
students who share a 
common interest. 
According to many 
Residence Life Staff and :~ 
Students, Special Interest 
Housing benefits 
everyone. 
As the University grows, 
so has Residence Life, as 
is heard many a time in 
Residence Life, "A spirit 
of cooperation is essential 
for successful group 
living." The University is 
providing that! • 
-Jim Kronk 
R esiding on Two North of 
Stuart Hall, Mechanical 
Engineering major, Marc Po-
lanka, reviews his Mechanical 
Drawing book for his Computer 
Graphics class. 
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Enhancing 
Humanities With 
ntegration 
I n 1985, a new program, 
the Core Curriculum, designed 
to enhance the Humanities 
courses, · was introduced and de-
veloped by Dr. Michael Payne. 
This program not only 
guarantees students a 
more rounded education, 
it helps them fulfill all 
general education 
requirements as well. 
There are two key 
words in the Core 
Program. The first is 
"integration." Required 
classes for Core students 
are integrated with each 
other, meaning that 
students who study The 
Aeneid in an English class 
will not only learn its 
literary value but also its 
historical and 
philosophical value. 
Integration enables a 
student to learn about one 
86 CORE 
subject from many 
different angles. 
"Pluralism" is the 
second important word to 
the Core Program. It is the 
co-existence of several 
ideas, beliefs, values and 
traditions. Core members 
are taught to be pluralistic 
in their thoughts and 
actions; to look at 
something from all angles, 
as opposed to judging it 
narrow-mindedly. 
Few students are 
accepted into the Core 
program. This ensures 
that the classes remain 
small to encourage 
discussion. Since the 
students have most of 
their classes with the 
same people, they feel 
more comfortable 
speaking out in class. 
Carrie Freer, a junior Core 
member, thinks that this 
is the most important 
aspect of the program. 
' 'I've made some really 
good friends through the 
Core," she said. "It seems 
like we all have so much 
in cbmmon." 
The Core sponsors 
several parties each 
semester (on and off 
campus) as well as a Core 
Newsletter. This serves as 
a medium for Core 
students to publish 
articles, editorials or 
creative writing. 
The students and 
professors involved with 
the progra m are a lways 
willing to help each other. 
It is hard to find people 
like that in any other 
academic program.• 
-Judy Butkiewicz 
C ORE advisor, Father Paul 
Vleson, S.M., awards 
Clayton Brockert his certificate of 
completion and pin. Graduation 
was held April 2 In the faculty 
dining room of Kennedy Union. 
Mike Melanson T hlrty-seven' members of 
the CORE graduating 
class pause after the banquet for 
a picture. Juniors graduating 
from CORE have completed all of 
their general education require-
ments In the humanities. 
Mike Melanson 
C ORE's Meeting of the 
. Minds featured professors 
discussing topics of academic Im-
portance. Dr. Sam Gould, Dr. Wil-
liam Anderson, and Dr. James 
Farrelly listen as Dr. Theo Majka 
discusses the benefits of social-
ism. 
I 
I 
I 
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96-99 
110-111 
116-121 
144-145 
148-149 
Footbal'I 
Waterpolo 
Support Systems 
lntramurals 
Amateur Athletes 
WITH e FL YING e COLORS 
Michael Burdett 
SPORTS 89 
Mike Melanson 
90 SPOTLIGHT 
A t a press conference, Vice 
President for Athletic Pro-
grams Tom Frericks announces 
that Don Donoher will not return 
In 1990 as head coach of the 
Men's Basketball Team. Frericks 
remarked In his speech that he 
considered Donoher '·a class 
act." 
~,· 
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92 SPOTLIGHT 
.:.: . :·.~-~-~-
.. :~.~:->~;-~_.- ,_~·~·-
·.· .. · .. ··-·· . 
,;::."::.:).):f?? .:.-: ' 
·:~:_:;,·>···' .. mance helped the te~m make the 
climb to the top of the· MCC. 
D angerously balanced on one 
arm, a rugby player struggles 
to keep control. The Rugby Club was 
allowed to hos t games on campus 
this spring, Including a St . Patrick's 
Da y Tournament. 
~ R ecognized for their excel-
lence, Hall of Fame inductees 
Carol Lafountain, Rick Chamberlln, 
and Bobby Joe Hooper stand proudly 
with their plaques . 
.. ·: · .. • ·: : ::.: ·:·~··· . 
' . -.. ·: .· ~ . 
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I· 
T UD Aren is 
not ju t for coll ge 
basketball 
anymore.or 
edne. day. October 2 , 
lhf' Na onal k"tball 
League- took the floor With 
a pre- ·on m t l JP 
bdwecm the e~tual BA 
Champions De rolt 
Pt ·tnn and the Cleveland 
Cavaliers. 
11 
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from tart to flnlsh. The 
Ca , howt>-Vcr. were more 
l' tf'd up lhan th Pi ton , 
and they d . ' a d OeiroU 
1 :ii -102. Even lhm~gh th 
Cavs l~d o\roughout the 
game. he r-eal rally began 
tn the third rte , led b 
v Mark Price, who 
sc r d v nre n poln Jn 
the econd half. It wa an 
evenl. o re:mem~r - the 
day the • aA came ta 
Dayton. 
Tom Wildt 0 ut to beat the heat, Cav-
alier Ron Harper tries to 
out-dribble his Piston opponent 
Vinnie Johnson. Harper graduat-
ed from Dayton's Kiser High 
School and Miami University of 
Oxford. 
Tom Wildt 
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. Amy Manfredi T ouchdownl Freshman 
William Peterson raises 
his arm triumphantly as he and 
teammate Sophomore Bob Keller 
return to the sideline after the 
successful play. Peterson scored 
two touchdowns on the season 
and Keller scored one. 
96 FOOTBALL 
:··· 
A rmed with the ball, Senior 
quarterback Scott Hul-
linger looks for an open receiver 
while Senior fullback Mike Nich-
olson protects him from the on-
rushing defensive line. Hullinger 
completed 88 passes for 1287 
yards In eleven games. 
9-2 
UD OpPQn fll 
35 Witrenberg 0 
2'! Geo:rgdown 7 
17 Butler -:J4 
29 Drake O 
44 Cal hoUr to 
35 Mercyhttrst 1 
26 F"rns SUit 12 
40 Wfi'iloonsln/Stout I 
55 Valparaiso 6 
4'1 ~W.0.1!.Vllh! 7 
NCAA PLAYOFFS 
28 Wittenberg 35 
S crambllng to avoid a sack 
and turn the play Into a 
gain, Sophomore quaterback Dan 
Sharley turns to the outside of the 
field to escape the Valparaiso de-
fense. Sharley scored l:wo touch-
downs by rushing. 
.. 
·'' .·.··;.,. J'" 
Amy Manfred 
\, 
I,. 
I 
I 
" 
.I 
!~ 
Tom Wildt T he crunch Is on as defen-
sive players Senior Mike 
Shock, Sophomore Doug Ryan, 
and Senior Jon Husted surround 
their Ferris State opponent and 
attempt to wrestle the ball from 
his grasp. The Dayton defense al-
lowed only 1187 rushing yards 
during the season. 
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I nchlng up the field, Senior fullback Kyle Godfrey pulls 
his Ferris State opponent that ex-
tra yard. Godfrey accumulated 
364 yards on the season and 
scored 24 points . 
A nd It's good! The referee signals the touchdown 
that Senior Mike Nichol-
son squeezes Into the endzone 
while Senior Mike Nudera looks 
on. Nicholson was top scorer for 
the team, scoring l 24 points for 
the season. 
98 FOOTBALL 
Amy Manfredi T o force his opponent to the 
outside, Senior linebacker 
Jon Husted gets his arm In on a 
block, while Senior Brad Crow hus-
tles to assist him. Husted a lso re-
turned kickoffs for the Flyers . 
· '. Oci.f¢~t1oii:·a.nd. .. 
.. ·c;1>~ti~tatii:>ii' \i.~d :b1g: .... · 
.. bfh~ft~s .  tt:i:e:team·\\::as"f 
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L eader of the pack, Junior 
Laura Schweitzer gets off 
to a head start at the MCC Cham-
pionships In Chicago. Schweitzer 
conquered Chicago by winning 
the MCC with a time of 17:57, 
leading the Flyers to the confer-
ence title. 
Never a dull moment for 
Sophomore Amy Fleck as 
she emerges from the tunnel and 
makes her way up a hill. Trying 
to maintain her lead over her No-
tre Dame opponent, Fleck's ef-
forts were rewarded with a time 
of 19:09 and a sixth place finish 
In the MCC Championships. 
100 WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Pat Miller K eeplng a steady pace, Fresh-
.man Cara Dunn pushes her-
self toward a strong 23rd place fin-
ish and a top time at the MCC 
Championships. Dunn's top time oc-
curred at the All-Ohio Champion-
ships earlier In the season with a 
time of 19:40. 
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0 n an uphill climb, Soph-omore Scott Hornick 
struggles to keep a slight lead on 
his opponent. His efforts earned 
him 65th place In the MCC 
Championships. 
Cathy Keske C oollng off ~n the shade af-
ter a tough race, Fresh-
man Dave Ashdown catches his 
breath, as well as a much needed 
drlnk of water. Ashdown finished 
his season with a top perfor-
mance In the MCC Champion-
ships, placing first for the Flyers 
and 45th overall. 
0 ne step at a time, Fresh-
man Joe Wlenel gets In 
position to pass his next two op-
ponents In the MCC Champion-
ships. The efforts of Wlenel and 
the other four freshmen on the 
squad allowed the team to Im-
prove over the course of the sea-
son. 
102 MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Cathy K eske 
I n a race against time, Fresh-
man Greg Ostdiek pushes to 
top his season with a personal 
best In the final meet of the sea-
son. 
-.~ ... ·-;:_:. · .. ~..,.~ -·. 1. ~ , .ffront '. r~: 0Wa¥ne Pott~ .. -..rt)~·: 
' ·i· :. • :'. • Wlen:el, 'Pave ·As:hdown, '$cott · 
; Horj;iick. Sack row: Chtts· -Wai;!. ,· 
l!fcit;,-or~~(O~tqi~~. oat'.Y:~~diek;. · . 
·: auntx·Kµ~r! ~.ch P.at Miller~ 
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104 VOLLEYBALL 
I t takes a strong arm to punch the 
ball over two opponents, but 
Sophomore outside hitter Carrie 
Cordonnier proves that she's got 
what it takes to get the point against 
Cleveland State. 
FiOdlaJ 
De.Paul 
Roea:ry Co.Deg~ 
St. Lou•!!r 0 
ilfflllf" s 
T)JQQJas Mort' t,) 
3 n 
0 
0 
(> 
I 
Nancy Rattenbury 
Nancy Rattenbury 
Nancy Rattenbury S ettlng up a spike, 
Freshman Allison 
Hayes puts the ball up for Se-
nior Jackie Hoyng to return 
over the net. Hayes had 614 
assists on the season, second 
only to Hoyng with 789. 
R t.ady to assist Sophomore 
. Carrie Cordonnier as she 
sets up the play, Sophomore 
Cindy Moffitt, Senior Jackie 
Hoyng, and Sophomore Amy 
Richard keep an eye on the ball In 
this home match against Cleve-
land State. The team beat Cleve-
land In three straight games with 
scores of 15-10, 16-14, and 15-
10. 
<I 
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E yes on the ball, Sophomore 
Matt Dwyer follows through 
with his drive, hoping to hit the 
green. Dwyer shot a low 73 at the , 
Cedarvllle Tournament, his top per- , 
formance In his second season on 
the team. 
,, 
Andy Pax W Ith his best shot, Soph-
omore Mark Albright 
tries to escape the dreaded sand 
trap and get back Into the swing 
of things. Along with John Schu-
errman, Albright led the Flyers to 
their victory over Cedarville with 
a low 82. 
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... <:..,~,,-;:;,_ .• \~··. ·, .•. •·• ~ l.i~lt4!111~if&t~ 1n ":! ':·.~·; ... .,., •• •l,.gla mat.c:'h at · -e~· Hesaton 
tuuh WJnruna _· · 'of B-7 In flmt 
mi.oea. and •fie earned a nnh place 
ftnlih tn the MOC. 
R eady for the return, Soph-
omore Micky Chrosniak 
reaches out to volley the ball over 
the net. Chrosniak played third 
singles and first doubles and 
ranked sixth and fifth In the 
MCC, respectively. 
108 WOMEN'S TENNIS 
5 11 
UD Qeori OpJ neni 5 down 
.2 Tr-an!!lyly nia 7 
l DU!1ota 
5 •. orlhent 4 
Kentliek 
5 BeJ&.innln~ 
0 l:ktdrr 9 
I Xavlt!r 8 
I lihul (! 
"' 
ml 5 
0 
lkr)tlicll} 
Llef &JI 9 
., L~ :a 
9 Earlhaw 0 
0 CJncmnatl 
~larmlnc 5 
2 Xallicr 7 
0 TolMo 9 
ti CC 'Toumemenl 
ward& 
MVP ·- - a!! H on 
Coadtc,ii' ward , . • 
Joanie Hn.-nttl 
Tom Wtldt 
:$ 
~ 
E 
~ 
A strong backhand Is an 
essential skill that Se-
nior Alanna Craft attempts to 
demonstrate. Craft was one of 
only three seniors on the 
team, and she was the only 
one who was In a regular sin-
gles postlon. 
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J ust out of his opponent's 
reach, Junior captain Jack 
Sine looks for an opportunity to 
score. Teammate Junior Dan 
Koblda treads nearby to assist. 
Both Koblda and Sine are three-
y ear letter winners for the 
waterpolo team. 
B locking his Cincinnati op-ponent, Junior Dan 
Koblda tries to avoid getting 
dunked so he can steal the ball. 
Koblda was a leader for the team 
in steals with 66, and In goals 
with 131. 
110 WATERPOLO 
0 nee a UD waterpolo play-
. er, always a UD waterpolo 
player. Coach Sean Geehan gives 
his "Geezer" team some last min-
ute advice before the game. The 
team of current and alumni play-
ers competed In the Skyline In-
vitational at the PAC. 
Christine Wlndholtz 0 n deck at the Indiana Tour-
. nament, Freshman Larry 
Kramer, Sophomore John Wagner, 
Freshman Dan Wagner, and Fresh-
man Mike Harper watt to be put Into 
the match. The Flyers failed to make 
a splash at this tournament, ending 
up 2-2 for the tournament. 
\ 
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"' 
R acing to snag a loos~~ii:~ ~;£;~ Senior Captain C ~- -~ ­Arledge uses her pe_e_d to 
~aln the advantage for the lyCl'!l at 
fhe Dayton Invitational. As a wing, 
Arledge ranked 3rd on the team In 
goals scored for the season. 
"• 0 '• 
Jf 
.\ 
·2 
1, 
3 
0 
() 
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112 WOMEN'S 
Mlm!Oxford 
L unging to prevent her Lew-is opponent from turning 
the ball up the field, Sophomore 
halfback Kelly Mallon attempts to 
steal the ball and set up another 
offensive play on goal. The Flyers 
won this confrontation at Baujan, 
their home field. 
A fter a successful foot trap, 
Sophomore Jenny Molloy 
keeps the ball from her opponent. 
Fancy footwork helped Molloy 
outplay her opponents and lead 
the team in scoring for the season 
with 7 goals and 3 assists. 
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H eads up! The forward line 
looks to receive the ball that 
Sophomore defender Greg 
Muhlenkamp prepares to clear up 
the field. Although this defensive 
play was successful, the Flyers fell to 
the Raiders In this match at Wright 
State. 
Scott Peterson 
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Scott Peterson 
· "t ·" ... "',•::·. 
~~4 
uiJ <i)pponent · · 
o ()b:toWesle~n· · 1 
l .. · -:Da.YIS:& Elldn:i 0 
2 Robe!1 l'ffe>tns · :p 
0 \VrigbtSta.te 2 
0 .OWo $tate 2 
2 : . xaVie'r 3·,-
. i · ·Notre 08.me 5 
0 · EvimsvtUe 5 
J ·0epa\il · 0 
· a · Loyola'. · 2 
2 LOtiisvtlle "1 
o . .Oakland 4 . j · W.e_stem.Mlchtga.n. 2 • ·· 
o Howard· · 4 · 
· ·, o· .'OneQn.ta 2 · 
· · .J . . · l3Q:Wll.i1ifGree11 · o 
l Det.rott ·.·· . . 2 
· 2· ·· '.Ear.iham '.: .:1 
· .o Ctn¢tn,11at1 .. . . 2 
· } · : WeS,terri K~~tuc~y 2; 
·1 . ·xav1er· · o. 
0 SU.outs' ·2 
.· Award.s · 
MVP .. , , ... , . Steve Michel 
- ~ches: Award .. ., . · . . · . ., 
. .. ~ .-. -. · .. . .. .-. · Peter Forsee 
J.::eade~htp ~ward . ..... ., 
·: ? : ·:. :· :: · ::·a~~!~~ 
I n on the play, goalkeeper 
John Dearlove bumps elbows 
with an opposing forward to gain 
the upper hand on the ball while 
Sophomore Pete Whelan stands 
ready to help. Dearlove's skill In 
the net earned him I shutout and 
71 saves for the season. 
S truggllng to keep ahead of 
his opponent, Freshman 
Matt Scharpf attempts to gain 
possession of the ball In a home 
game at Baujan. Scharpf played 
midfielder for the team and was 
one of five freshmen on the 
squad. 
V olleying for control, Soph-omore defender Dave 
Webster faces off with his Wright 
State opponent. Although Web-
ster was only a defender, he man-
aged to assist one goal during the 
season. 
Scott Peterson 
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S upportlng their school and 
each other, varsity cheer-
leaders Junior Bret Cole and 
Sophomore Tony Ruble hold Se-
nior Todd Goodwin . aloft waving 
the Flyer flag. Three times a 
week, the cheerleaders held two-
hour practices to brush up on 
their stunts. 
Up early on a Saturday, 
Rudy (Senior Jeff Flaher-
ty) positions himself In front of 
McGinnis Center during the raffle 
after the annual Clean Sweep. 
Rudy was present at many UD 
functions, as well as athletic 
events. 
116 SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Nancy Rattenbury 
Mtchael B urdett 
g 
~ 
~ ._ __________ _ 
it 
~To entertain the home 
crowd during a basketball 
game, Rudy performs athletic an-
tics on the floor. Rudy's job was to 
keep the crowd cheering, and he 
was not against looking funny to 
do it. 
Nancy Rattenbury 
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Andy Pax C ommunlcatlon Is the 
name of the game for head 
football coach Mike Kelly as he 
signals _the next play to the quar-
terback. Kelly led his team to Its 
third straight playoff spot. 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
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0 n his feet, Men's Soccer 
Head Coach Roy Craig ur-
ges his team to score against the 
Wright State Raiders. Craig was 
new to the UD coaching staff, pro-
moted from assistant coach at the 
beginning of the season. 
Michael Burdett 
Examining Junior Mike 
Herr's leg, Men's Athletic 
Trainer Steve Foster tries to pin-
point the problem and provide the 
proper treatment. The training 
room was open ten hours a day to 
assist athletes with Injuries. 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 1 19 
To keep the intramural 
· sports program running 
efficiently, Director of ln-
tramurals Dave Ostrander sched-
ules a student volunteer for of-
fi ci a ttng hours. Student 
volunteers were needed to referee 
the Intramural matches . 
... -
Michael Burdett P aperwork ts a big part of 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Ken Keck's job. From his office In 
the fleldhouse, Keck; played an 
Important role In orga~lzlng UD's 
varsity sports. · 
120 SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
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Michael Burdett I n order to keep all his Impor-
tant deadlines, Assistant Di-
rector of Recreational Sports 
Donn Shade marks upcoming 
events on his calendar. Shade Is 
supervlser of club sports and 
Lackner Natatorium, and he co-
ordinated the special events held 
In the PAC and fleldhouse. 
W lndlng up another day, 
Associate Athletic DI-
rec tor for Women Elaine 
Dreldame answers another 
phone call before she leaves. 
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W Ith a grip on the ball, 
Anette Melvin looks for 
an open pass while Tobette Pleas-
ant stands by ready to assist. 
Melvin ranked 4th In scoring and 
third In rebounding for the Fly-
ers. 
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T om Wildt H ands on the ball as she 
dribbles down the court, 
Teri Gaerke looks to the Inside for 
a pass. Gaerke was third In as-
sists for the Flyers with 36. 
Although beset by a knee 
Injury for five games, 
Kaihra Goodman comes out from 
under to outmaneuver her oppo-
nent and score. Goodman's best 
game was against Loyola, In 
which she scored 22 points and 
snagged 12 rebounds. 
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UP for the gr.ab, Anthony 
Corbitt outreaches his oppo-
nent tQ capture the rebound. Corbitt 
finished his second straight season 
as top scorer and top rebounder for 
the Flyers. 
Tom Wildt 
H olding out for a bucket, Norm Grevey tries to flip 
the ball over his opponent's out-
stretched hand. Grevey also ex-
celled In acade.mlcs, winning the 
John L. MacBeth Scholar-Athlete 
<I 
Award. 
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S hoot for two! Noland Rob-
inson does just that as he 
jumps over the head of his twfar-
quette opponent. Robinson was 
the second highest scorer In 
round on.e of the tournament with 
15 points. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
.. ··. 
D ~~~;~n~~~~ -~~lp~a;e~!~~ \;~~iY'" •(:;/· 
his opponent. This determination 
enabled Knight to become the 27th 
Flyer to join the 1000 Point Club In 
a game against Evansville. 
A pass to the outside gives 
~ Ray Springer a chance to 
~ move Into position for a scoring 
~ opportunity. Springer used his 
§ passing ability to rack up a record 
'" number of 14 assists against Xa-
vier. 
Tom Wildt 
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D own for the count, the ref-eree looks closely to see If 
Sean Kelly has pinned his 
opponent. Kelly wrestled at 118, 
the lightest weight the Flyers had 
on the squad. 
' ' S ure" of his win, Paul 
Arlinghau.s raises 
his hand after a victory In the 134 
weight class. Arllnghaus's ability 
enabled him to finish with an 18-
11-1 Individual record. 
I 
t 
t 
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UL) ,. WUrrUn,!lrOn 
7 
Opponent 
9 
1 a;E Urbal18 C)Ili'n 
-ti c~ar ... 1ne-
2nd f)dlance 0 n 
21 Ohlo , r.1rlh'1-m 
9atdw1n Wall;i.C'I.! 
De ·tanr.eo 
10 
23 
s 
l2 
0 11ve Mrnh l~11n ~i 
\V~ba~h 27 
Mlarnt 3 1 
23 lndlam1pQlls ~2 
128 l?ep&UW B 
13 Wabash 27 
:and lndta1t.apoll~ 
To~rney 
All-Ob o Toume 
WIUenbr.rg 
Wllmmgton 
Nau ual Catholic 
1'otirney 
21.l Capll~I 
5th B~ddwln-Wallace 
13 
19 
l!Jl 
21 
12/2 
Tourney 
W1th::nh~rg Taurne:_ 
W lght Stille 25 
CM Reglo(lal~ 
Awim'l!i 
M\lf' _ _ _ _ _ Dan ~eml~y 
Most T " .daWn& ____ . Dan 
MllSC , c:ar Falls 
s:i:endey 
°"" ~ertdr)' 
M i Re\let'll&.ls ?&Ill 
ArllnghaL11 
MQ&t Wirta , , To:ny Own: 
MQ!ii Pl~ Ed Montgonm-y 
I n for the pin, John Flanigan 
mercilessly attacks his oppo-
nent while the referee watches 
for the pin. Unfortunately, Flani-
gan did not remain with the team 
for the entire season, replaced by 
Tony Gorrls. 
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I n control, Bill Garglles takes 
the puck down the floor while 
Sean Concagh follows him to as-
sist. Concagh was named to the 
First Team All Star In the Mid-
west College Hockey League. 
130 ICE HOCKEY 
ticking" It to the ''S goalie, Joe Fegen 
takes a shot on the net and Dave 
Kysela stands ready to slap In the 
rebound. Kysela was a top defen-
sive man on the team. 
A disappointed goalkeeper 
Pete Moorldlan rests his 
helmet on the glass after a goal Is 
scored on his team. Although 
Moorldlan had a strong year, the 
team suffered a losing record. 
A fter a shot. Sean Concagh 
hustles to reach the puck 
before an opponent snags It. De-
termination like this helped co-
captain Concagh to be the second 
highest scorer on the team. 
ICE HOCKEY 131 
R eady for the return, Brian 
Schaps gets In position to 
slam a backhand over the net. 
Schaps played In the first singles 
and first doubles positions for the 
team. 
H ltttng with his best shot, 
a Captain Rafael Alvarez 
shoots a powerful serve over the 
net. Alvarez played In the second 
singles position and finished the 
season with a 7-10 record. 
13 2 MEN'S TENNIS 
Tom Wildt 
) 
y 
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Tom Wildt 
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W arm-up Is an essential 
part of baseman Dana 
Stake's game, and she loosens up 
with a few catches before the first 
Inning of an away game begins. 
Stake had a fielding percentage of 
.963 for the season. 
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2 N~.Darne 1 
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1 Bbwllng Green 2 
O . · BowliµgGreen 5 
1 ' '.Batt State· ·:·· 5 
o· .:J?~!'t~;~taie. ·: 5 · 
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(l 'Miam - rQ . » iJ ' . 
4 t1tarr\i-Oifortl ' 3 
'J: ·LoY?Ia·. . 'b 
o St. Lool,S • " 3 
.. 11 -EvansYUJe Io 
0 Nofi'C.'Eame 2 · 
3 Mol'elielld sta.te· 4 
' l MQiehe;id {)(ate 2 
_ 1 · Mus}dngu~· • 2 
· 5 • .Mosldpgum . . 4. 
7 • . f::levc;lancJSt(!.t~ ··.,Q 
· 1 ~·c1~e14n1;1 ~fat~ ··: 0 • 
:z ::r~~~~~~~n.'.:~t~r.e .. ~s· : 
:. 4 · Y,ou{'l~to~n-~tate · 5 ; '. 
. 0 ' llUnt>l~~Old~a~a 10 
·- .l, Morclteact State · 1 
4 Tenne8see 'reCb a 
r .W~t St;tte. ~ 
5 Wf:tghlSta,te t,5 
'3' wnght:§tate e 
Awards 
MVP .- . ... , Chtka.ko Meire 
··Coacq's AwaTit .r. Melanie. 
' ' •. · • Ht.illb~ 
.. 
I n the swing, second baseman 
Chlkako Mese digs In to send 
the ball for another run. Mese led 
the team In sacrifices with 18. 
A fter a tough Inning, there 
Is nothing better than a 
drink to cool off, and catcher 
Joelle Zajac Indulges In a tall cool 
one while her teammates Carrie 
Seitz, Kelli Lyman, Melanie 
Hubbs and Maureen Barry wait 
for their turn. 
NyhlAusttn 
M aking her way around 
the diamond, Melanie 
Hubbs attempts to avoid the tag 
and collect another run. She led 
Nyhl Austin the team in at bats with 107 and 
earned an impressive .355 ba t-
ting average. 
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T aklng a crack at It, out-
fielder, Jim Purcell alms 
for the fence as his bat makes 
contact. Purcell had .255 average 
and scored 13 runs. 
136 BASEBALL 
Mike Melanson 
Mike Melanson 
I n the dirt, Jim Rees stoops 
low to scoop up the ball before 
his opponent slides Into the bag. 
Mike Melanson 
A nd he's safe! Outfielder 
Jim Rees makes It to the 
bag by a finger as the pitcher tries 
to catch him stealing. Rees went 
1/2 In steals. 
T he windup ... and the 
pitch. On his home mound 
at Stuart Field, pitcher Tony Mill-
er throws the ball to.his waiting 
opponent, hoping for a strikeout. 
Mlller had a pitching record of 2-
7. 
Tom Wildt 
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"- .. ' . 
I t takes a steady hand for Pat Collier to get the ball to team-
mate Rob Sttneman before he 
gets tackled by his Eastern Ken-
tucky opponent. Collier was the 
president of the Rugby Club. 
Mtke M elanson P ractlce makes perfect. Rob 
Guisinger practices his 
frlsbee throws with a toss to Mike 
Kaylor, who ts moving In position 
to make the catch. One of the ob-
jectives of the team was to perfect 
the five basic throws. 
U p for the snag. a rugby play-er grabs the ball and tries to 
keep it out of reach of the crush of 
opponents, while a teammate 
blocks to give him some room. The 
Flyers played home matches on 
Founders Field, including their St. 
Patrick's Day Tournament. 
CLUB SPORTS 
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"pracllt:cs and tournaments. 
CLUB SPORTS 
Mtke Melanson E ngaged In a match, Barb 
Kinsel and Brian Reed 
practice their moves. Practices 
were designed to prepare the 
members for Tae Kwan Do Tour-
naments. 
P roper form Is essential In 
Tae Kwan Do, and Ben 
Knatt, Steve Bath, Brian Baker, 
Tom Osborne, Chris Collier, Fred 
Hery, and Barb Kinsel practice 
their form In a group warm up. 
.... 
-
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C aught In the crunch: Goal-
keeper Greg Padavan fac-
es off with his Ohio University foe 
In an effort to protect the goal 
from the shot In the final match 
of the Flyer Cup Tourney. 
142 CLUB SPORTS 
C rosslng the country In 
snow suits, Karin Kowal-
ski and Joellene Schaffer enjoy 
the slopes at Breckenridge, one of 
the many ski trips the ski club 
took over winter weekends. 
Mike Melanson 
S truggllng to keep his feet and the title, Chris Parry blocks liis opponent from making the play 
In the final round of the Flyer Cup 
Tournament. The Flyers lost to 
Ohio in the second overtime by a 
score of 4-3. 
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Dave Fredericks 
Armed with his hockey 
stick, a player makes a 
fast break down the floor. Floor 
hockey games are held in the 
fieldhouse. 
W aittng for the rebound 
in the 3 on 3 Schick 
Basketball .Tourney, two gold 
team members and one blue play-
er try to regain control of the ball. 
Besides the 3 on 3 tourney, there 
were also 2 on 2 and I on I tour-
naments during the first semes-
ter. 
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Mike Melanson 
J ust for kicks, a participant takes the ball In for a shot during a co-ed 
soccer game in the fieldhouse. Student referees were used to of-
ficiate most of the lntramurals. 
I n a huddle, the orange team of 
co-ed flag football prepares for 
their next play in a flag football 
game. 
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T he " Bud"dy system works for Cynthia Cully and her 
team In the Tug-0-War during 
the Budweiser Super Sports. The 
annual event was a series of re-
lays and teams of five competed 
for the victory. 
I t's a dirty job, but someone 
has to do it. Playing quarter-
back during a muddy flag football 
game, a bespattered player looks 
for a teammate to receive a pass. 
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BeckyKreuz 
B eckyKreuz 
Becky Kreuz 
Just like keep away, Tom 
Graham tries to keep his 
flag and the football out of reach 
of his opponents. Baujan Field 
was the site of the flag football 
competitions. 
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With everything he's got, 
Matt Trick serves the 
ball over the net in one of the 
Indoor tennis courts at the PAC. 
There are two Indoor courts at the 
PAC, and outdoor courts In the 
center of campus as well. 
P !eking up a game of base-ball, a student makes a hit 
in a game at Founder's Field. 
There are always groups of stu-
dents playing baseball or basket-
ball on warm days. 
Mtke Melanson B ench pressing Is just one of 
the weightlifting exercises 
that Senior Laurie Toal does 
when she works out in the uni-
versal weight room at the PAC. 
There Is also a free weight room 
In the fleldhouse. 
148 AMATEURA1HLE 
teal ur ett 
Mtchael Burdett 
A refreshing dip In the pool 
Is how Kurt Oswalt 
chooses to keep In shape at 
Lackner Natatorlum. Lap swim-
ming as well as free swimming Is 
available to all university stu-
dents. 
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Movin' To The Beat 
Well my name is Rudy and you know my .face 
You've seen me getting crazy all over the place. 
I get the crowds going when I'm at the games . 
And if by chance you've missed me well it's really a 
shame. 
Sometimes I'm on Campus, so I know who you are: 
You study, you socialize, you frequent the bars. 
You hang out in the Plaza on a sunny day 
And if you miss your classes well it's really OK. 
You like to make friends with the opposite sex 
But after you are friends, man, what happens 
next? 
You take a stand when things look wrong to you 
You help the poor and homeless and you know just 
what to do 
If a friend of yours is lonely and down in the dumps 
You wipe away the tears and you chase away the 
grumps 
When it's all said and done, you're a great group of 
kids, 
So enjoy "Rudy's Rap" cause this is where it is. • 
a , 'P en 1 
CLOTHING 
1. UD sweatshirt 
2. old ripped jeans 
3. spandex pants 
4. umbros 
5. sun glasses 
THINGS TO READ 
1. Flyer News 
2. freshman record 
· 3. success books 
4. bathroom walls 
5. Calvin & Hobbes 
anthologies 
6. want ads 
7. Rolling Stone 
ROAD TRIP 
1.·Daytona 
2. Home 
TELEVISION 
SHOW 
1. Wonder Years 
2. thirtysomething 
3. Married With Children 
4. The Cosby Show 
5. Roseanne 
6. Family Ties 
7. 21 Jump Street 
8. Remote Control 
CONVERSATION 
IN THE PLAZA 
· 1. What's new? 
2. Whadjado lastnight? 
3. What are you doing 
tonight? 
4. Did you have a good 
weekend? 
5. Have you seen so & so? 
6. So, what about this 
weather? 
1'14/I 
7Jt4,7 
Some may ask: "Why does 
the yearbook staff go to the 
trouble ofa mini-mag?" 
Others may notice that the 
styles in this section do not 
match the rest of the book. 
The smart ones, however, 
notice that this mini-mag, 
Rudy's Rap, is a section all its 
own. It is chock full of 
interesting little features that 
may not be important enough 
to warrent a full page in the 
rest of the book. 
We realize that not many 
people take the time to read 
anyth.ing when first receiving 
the book because the pictures 
are much more interesting. 
We have incredible 
foresight, however. The 
Daytonian staff is confident 
you will pull out this book 10 
or 20 years from now and 
reminisce about what a good 
time you had in the ghetto on 
Friday nights, or how 
impossible your accounting 
class was, or how very special 
your friends were, and 
perhaps still are. 
This mini-mag is a gift to 
you', because you worked for 
it .• 
EXERCISE 
1. walking 
2. chasing guys 
3. running to class 
4. talking on the 
telephone and pacing 
the hall 
5. hoops 
6. aerobics 
CHARACTERISTIC 
OF OPPOSITE SEX 
1. eyes 
2. personality 
3. legs 
4. major 
5. potential salary 
6. opening line 
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Diary 
of a 
Freshman 
DAY ONE 
This is it! 
I'm finally experiencing the big 
break from mom and dad. They 
just drove off In their station 
wagon. 
FREEDOM! It's time to prove that I 
can make it on my own. I hope 
I'm ready. What am I talking 
about? Of course I'm ready -
parties every night, meeting new 
people, sneaking Into bars, and 
no one to tell me what to do. I'm 
ready for a new outlook on llfe. 
I'm ready for action. 
But at the same time, I'm pretty 
scared. What if no one likes me? 
What if my roommate Is a geek? 
What If all the great things that 
happen to everyone else In 
college don't happen to me? 
What if all the bad things do? 
What if the people at UD aren't 
friendly? What if classes are too 
hard and I flunk out? I'm scared, 
but also excited. 
I'd better hurry up to get ready 
for tonight. I'm going to the 
"ghetto area" to hit as many -
parties as possible. I only have 
an hour and a half before I grab 
my purse and head out of 
Marycrest with the entire sixth 
MINI MAGAZINE 
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AFTER TWO WEEKS 
It's been rough. I don'fthlnk I'll be 
able to keep up with all of these 
pa~tles. I just wish I had my good 
friends from high school to talk to, 
especially my boyfriend. I'm even . 
starting to miss mom and dad. I 
wonder what everyone else Is 
doing? I think I'll check the 
mallbox one more time today. 
EXAM WEEK 
II seems like longer than a 
semester, yet It went so fast! I'm In 
a state of panic trying to prepare 
for Christmas and exams. I have 
four months of studying to catch 
up on In one night. 
Despite the lack of studying, I 
really learned a lot this semester. 
When I first started, I thought that 
since I liked to be around people 
so much I should be a 
communications major. Then I 
found that I really liked my 
psychology class, so I should be 
a psychology major. But after a 
whlle I decided It was just too 
hard, and I changed my mind 
again, this time to philosophy. 
But, nothing permanent, and 
chances are that I will change 
my mind again. 
- -------
-- --- -
Ghetto Doesn't Die After 
Exams 
When the last exam is over, and the last diploma is handed 
out, many students stick around in the Ghetto during the 
summer for various reasons. 
Senior Laura Riddle, an Engineering major, has lived on 
campus or in the ghetto since sophomore year because of her 
co-op and work terms. "I really love summer life at UD because 
everything slows down and you get to know the students who 
stay with you a lot better," she says. 
Senior John Spencer enjoys summer Ghetto life also but is 
wary about the heat and humidity. "Unless you live in the 
Garden Apartments, you become very used to life in a Ghetto 
sauna, everything's wet." 
Student don't only catch up on classes in the summer, many 
hearty souls tackle the corporate world with an internship. "I 
enjoyed working as a professional during the summer because it 
gave me a chance to try out what I think I want to do after 
graduation," said Tim Collins, "and it's relaxing because when I 
get home I don't have any tests or meetings to worry about." 
Summer at the University is a time to catch up, get ahead, or 
just enjoy the hot and humid weather in the peace of a 
--......... :. relatively quiet ghetto. • 
ONE MONTH AFTER 
CHRISTMAS 
This semester is even better than 
the first! I'm still meeting tons of 
new people every day, but I 
. also feel that there are people 
here that I can trust, like I do my 
old friends. In tact, I really feel 
like they are my old friends. 
Classes are going great, 
although I had to go before 
some board because I missed 
more than six 8 a.m. speech 
classes. I'm working hard but I 
love It. 
EXAM WEEK SECOND 
SEMESTER 
Why does this have to end! I'm 
having so much tun? II seem like 
I've just gotten to the point 
where I don't get homesick, and 
I feel that I really know what's 
going on in school. I'm having 
the time of my lite, then 
suddenly it's exam week. People 
are already starting to leave. I 
wish I could just freeze lime tor 
awhile.• 
.... say 0 rll do it 
tomorrow night'' 
IJll- play hoops 
llti- eat 
..._ watch re-runs 
• clean everything 
• pretend to study 
• write gramma 
• call people 
talk 
.... re-arrange room 
.._ meet yearbook 
deadlines 
• laundry 
.... drink:in cr 0 
establishments 
..,_ p1ay euclue 
What 
Time 
Is It? 
From the end of 
August to the end 
of April. students 
attend classes 
Monday through 
Friday, roughly. Any 
legitimate excuse for a day 
without classes warrants a 
celebration. 
Labor Day and February break 
are usually crowded in the ghetto 
because it is three days of 
intensive quality time with friends . 
The favorite holiday, whether it 
allows a break from classes or 
not, is St. Patrick's Day. Everyone 
is Irish and caught in a sea of 
green cheer . 
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RESUME 
GAME 
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from the 
resume to 
the first 
day 
;. · · .. "· ,. Climbing the ladder of 
'·'. ,;:;-·~uccess is the easy part; it's 
"t the first step that's difficult. 
With graduation comes a 
feeling of accomplishment, 
a diploma and many smiles 
and accolades from friends 
and relatives. But the most 
difficult test still remains to 
be taken: landing your first 
job as a college graduate. 
However, this test won't 
evaluate your knowledge, 
your skill, or even your ability 
to make an educated 
guess. What this test will 
investigate is your patience 
and perservance. 
As an undergraduate, 
professors and advisors 
don't prepare you for the 
waiting game. In most 
cases, you are taught to 
expect immediate rewards 
for your work. But in the job 
search, immediate 
gratification does not exist. 
You can prepare the best 
resume, cover letter and job 
tactics, and still go 
unnoticed. Your efforts to 
contact employers may go 
unanswered, and your 
enthusiasm may be 
regarded only as 
bothersome. 
As a college graduate, 
your only assets will be your 
spirit and resourcefullness. 
So, in order to bag your 
dream job, you must rely 
heavily on these two 
character traits. 
As for your spirit, you must 
be motivated. One way to 
remain motivated during the 
long periods of waiting is to 
concentrate on many 
different job leads. Don't 
rely on any one contact or 
lead; in most cases, they 
don't pan out. Also don't be 
your own enemy by 
comparing your job 
opportunities to those of 
your friends - the grass will 
always seem greener on the 
other side - doing this will 
only make you more 
impatient. 
As you search for a job, 
you will be offered an 
endless amount of advice 
and opinions. You must 
remember that someone 
else's opinion is none of your 
business, so disregard it, 
good or bad. You cannot 
listen to each bit of advice 
because trying to follow the 
advice of everyone will only 
cloud your goals. Only 
follow the advice that is 
most natural and 
representative of your 
potential character. 
Being resourceful will 
also shorten your waiting 
time and help and 
uncover job opportunities 
that you didn't know 
existed. Remember that 
only fifteen percent of the 
jobs available are · 
advertised, so be 
resourceful - and 
network. When you are at 
a bar, a mall, a party, a 
bus stop, a restaurant, tell 
people who you are and 
what you want, and don't 
be surprised if someone 
gives you a contact. Also, 
remember the traditional 
paths such as library 
research. Libraries contain 
career directories in every 
field. In addition, every 
library houses a file on the 
local business scene. Here, 
you can find names, 
addresses and financial 
information of local 
companies. 
Also, don't rule-out 
contacting local business 
leaders and organizations 
for job leads. For instance, 
the Chamber of 
Commerce can provide 
hiring information about 
the company you might 
be investigating. In 
addition, every city has 
many chapters of 
professional organizations 
that can be used to 
contact and meet 
professionals in the field 
you seek. 
With the first rung of the 
ladder of success 
conqured, the going can 
only be uphill. But that's 
what it's all about. • 
-Mark Naymik 
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Looking 
Back on 
the Year 
Nineteen Eighty 
Eight. What sorts 
of things do you 
remember about 
that year? Here 
are some of the 
things that 
appeared on our TV 
screens and in our 
newspapers and 
periodicals during that 
year. 
The year started out 
with the Winter Olympic 
Games. Millions of 
Americans watched 
in horror as young 
speed skater Dan 
Jansen, struck with a 
personal traged'v. 
fell twice, smashing 
his hopes for the 
Gold. They 
marvelled at the 
grace and beauty 
of Katarlna Witt 
and Debbie 
Thomas, as the 
gold and bronze 
medalists skated 
to the same music. "The 
battle of the Brians," that 
Is Orser and Boitano, 
made for some amazing 
competition in the ice 
arena. And many 
Americans found humor in 
the Jamacian bobsled 
team. 
Months later, Americans 
tuned In to see Greg 
Louganis, with a crack in 
his hand and a little white 
Speedo on his body, 
capture, for the second 
time, two gold med~ls, 
then retire. Carl Lewis, 
who finished second in 
the 200-meter dash, 
ended up winning the 
Gold because of the ,, 
Illegal substance use of 
Canada's Ben Johnson. 
Edwin Moses turned over 
the stage to a tearful 
Andre Phillips after Phillips 
won the Gold. Janet 
Evans, a 17-year-old 
Californian, grabbed a 
gold in the 400 IM. And, 
although not a 
competitor, Mary Lou 
Retton was still a part of 
the Olympics as she 
provided commentary 
during the gymnast!~ 
portions of lhe sporting 
event. 
Tragedies seemed 
endless in 1988. The 
scorching, dry summer 
months meant loss of 
crops, loss of livestock, 
and forest fires. Plane 
crashes, including one at 
an Air Show in West 
Germany, claimed many 
lives, as did the 
earthquake In Armenia. 
Hazardous chemicals 
were found on apples 
and grapes, and the 
Fernald plant caused the 
closing of nearby Fort 
Scott, ending years and 
years of Cincinnati 
camping memories. 
1
: · But leave It to 
Hollywood to brighten our 
lives. Elvis Presley, now 
dead for over a decade, 
was seen in fast food 
restaurants all over the 
country. Roseanne Barr, 
complete with her own 
brand of humor, graced 
our television screens, 
while superstar Sonny 
Bono became the mayor 
of Palm Springs. Mike 
.1 
Tyson, the heavyweight 
boxing champion who 
KO'd Michael Spinks in 91 
seconds, found himself 
. married then divorced 
from actress Robin Glvins 
during 1_988. 
Hollywood brought us 
"Who Framed Roger 
Rabbit?," a feature film 
combining animated 
characters with live 
actors, in 1988. Martin 
Scorcesse's "The Last _ 
Temptation of Christ," met 
with much controversy, 
while a plethora of 
sequels, including "Star · 
Trek V," "The Karate Kid 3" 
and "Indiana Jones: The 
final Crusade" hit the box 
offices in early 1989 . . 
Although most will 
agree that David . 
Letterman is still the King 
of Late Night Television, 
Pat Sajak (sans Vanna) 
and Arsenio Hall gave 
him some competition. 
Oprah Winfrey, after 
shedding 67 lbs., 
continued to share the 
limelight with Phil 
Donahue, while Geraldo 
Rivera and Morton "The 
Big Mouth" Downey Jr. 
found themselves 
assaulted by guests and 
audiences alike. 
Mickey Mouse turned 
60, Superman h~rned 50, 
and Cleveland 1s to be 
home of the Rock 'N Roll 
Hall of Fame. Condom 
advertisements, both print 
and broadcast, became 
commonplace, as the 
fear of the AIDS virus 
threw millions of 
Americans Into the idea 
of "safe sex." 
The Cleveland Browns 
had a tough season, 
losing three quarterbacks 
to Injuries and loslng 
head coach Marty 
Schottenhelmer at the 
end of the season. The 
comeback team of the 
year, the Cincinnati 
Bengals, under the 
·coaching direction of 
Sam Wyche, and under 
the choreographic 
direction of lckey Woods, 
made It all the way to the 
Superbowl, only to fall .to 
the San Francisco 49ers, 
20-16. The Chicago Cubs 
played their first night 
game In 1988, as llghts 
were Installed at the 
legendary Wrigley field 
during the summer 
months. 
After an "issue-free" 
campaign, the 
Ev¢ry· 0nce in a whil~r. something. happ~ns . that yoµ .have · no 
corrtrolover. You,are helpless, a,nd rt cant change, ~ver. 
G~H ·M. :LaFlante; ·a.Jn,nior Intep1atio~al Marketln~ inajor,. 
·. wasl\.illed ·iIJ. an·automob!le .. acc;ident on her way l}9mefor 
, Christmai; vacation, Df;lcellJ.ber .17,. 198R . . , . < \ ..... . ·.. . . > 
We re-:niember Gail as a bdghl, .spunky girl.wh?l~y~d. her 
friend; . fr~r ZTA sisters, he.t cla~ses' (for the !llostpart); her custo~ers. a~d fellow e.rnployees at Flanagari's1 a~d all her 
other· activhes. She want~d to_ please everyone, at an,y 
expense. . .. ·.· . · b Irt partheca,use1 she was a. Daytonian _ye~rboo~ staff m~m . er 
for the past three yea.rs and becaµserh~r bfe affeqted so ~any 
people, Hls to her that we dedic:ate this yearbook. 
Gail, this one's for you! , . 
Republican ticket of 
George Bush and Dan 
Quayle defeated 
Massachusetts' Michael 
Dukakis and Texas' 
present senator, Lloyd 
Bentsen. First Lady 
Barb(Jra Bush made an 
instant hit with her "multi-
stranded pearls" look, 
and Millie the Dog gave 
birth to a litter of pups just 
after moving Into her new 
home. 
As we moved Into 1989, 
there were new movies, 
like soon-to-be classics 
"Field of Dreams," and 
"The Dead Poets Society." 
Chinese students 
demonstrated their desire 
for democracy, only to be 
gunned down by the 
soon-to-be divided . 
Chinese military. Iranian 
spiritual leader, the 
Ayatollah Khomeini died 
of a heart attack in June, 
as mourners caused riots 
· and even a fatality at his 
funeral services. 
It was a year to llve. It 
was a year to experience. 
• 
-K. Ray 
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·, 
lflclr. Bonero 
162-163 
166-167 
176-177 
190-191 
196-197 
MIS Club 
Gospel Choir 
Beta Beta Beta 
Sigma Chi 
Theta Phi 
Alpha 
I n an effort to finish first In the Sigma Chi Derby Days' races, 
sisters of the sorority, Zeta 
Tau Alpha, cheer on their relay. 
· team In the fleldhouse. 
T he brothers of Alpha Phi Al-pha a re among over 160 or-ganizations represented at 
the University. Organization pic-
tures were held In Boll Theatre. 
w T H • F L Y N G • C OLOR S A s an annual event, Clean Sweep attracts many 
participants to the Ghetto. Fol-
lowing the massive early morning 
trash hunt, Rick Ruffolo, SGA 
vice president, draws names for 
door prizes at McGinnis Center 
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Front row: Susanne Campanelli, Alex 
Gallltelll , Gabrielle Paquette, Andrea 
Beckhan, Liz Wiseman, Dayna Dinardo. Back 
row: Shawn Wood, Richard Gerbracht. Bryan 
Bardlne, Reed Vantlem. 
An opportunity Spectrum 
p RSSA is a pre-
professional society 
dedicated to providing 
hands-on experience to its 
members through various 
programs. The Frank W. 
Wylie chapter, named 
after the famous GM 
Public Relations Director, 
has been in exlstance for 
16 years at UD and is one 
of 150 chapters 
natibnwlde. 
Public relations tries to 
create goodwill for an 
organization through 
many activities and 
programs. For students at 
UD~ these programs 
include newsletter 
production, fund raisers, 
creating and managing 
seminars, and working on 
various public relations 
accounts which give 
students an overall 
perspective of PR. 
Our agency, Image Inc., 
Front row : Kr is ti Meece, 
Bet h Carney, Jane Brown, 
Linda Wynk, Dan Bak. Lisa 
Parris , Maureen Malloy. Sue 
White , Ginny Davis , Chris ty 
Schwartz. Row 2: Brian 
Lynch, Michael Frye. Scott 
Oboy, John Anderson , Terry 
Offenberger, Colleen J amls· 
on, Deb Childers, Rosemary 
Dop. Laura Ganus. Back 
row: Pete Spanortgas, J en ny 
Dlrks!nd. Cary Stier. Dia nne 
Paulus , Ma rk Schrieber, 
Chris Malik!, Sharon Kos-
ten, Patricia Pahl. Patrick 
Rogers, Brian Robinson. 
The Accounting Club is an academic group 
dedicated to understanding, promotion and 
success of students interested in being pro-
fessional accountants. 
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was founded in 1988 with 
only four accounts. Since 
then, we have expanded 
our accounts to Include 
WDCR, Homecoming, and 
the Senior Ball to name a 
few. We also have plans to 
compete iri national 
competitions such as the 
''Nutrasweet - tastes so 
great" competition where 
we will create and run an 
eight week campaign to 
promote Nutrasweet. 
Our chapter is 
constantly growing and 
changing to meet the 
needs of its members. We 
feel that as a pre-
professional society, we 
can and do give those 
interested In public 
relations an excellent 
opportunity to start their 
career before they leave 
UD.e 
-Carol Humbert 
Front row: Steve Becke1 
Anne S tephenson , Donn: 
Zelesnlk, Tim Quinn . Row ~ 
Nancy Sch!mmolle r. M!k 
McClos key, J a mes Blus! 
Mi c h ael Lupt-0n, Brl a 1 
Buynacek. Row 3 : S teve1 
Rot h . J im Utter, Alls~ 
Lamp, Steve Duffy, Davli 
J ohnson, Doug Obergefeji 
Back row: Robert Dletr!c;li 
Dave Schoettmer, Micha • 
Landry, Joe Zellna , Waci• 
Richards, J ohn Augustin. · 
American Institute of Aeronautics and As-
tronautics is a national organization which 
sponsors professional and social activities. 
t 
I· 
The American Chemical Society consists of 
students who are interested in chemistry or 
science related majors. 
Front row: Sandy 
DeMarchl, Bobbi 
Doty, Kate McGee, 
Tim Brewer, Stephen 
Karlovlts. Row 2: 
Susie Payson, Renee 
Omlor, Linda Hart, 
Joletta Minard, Tim 
Doerr. Back row: Ken 
Kroeger, David Clif-
fe!, Lisa Staley, Bill 
Kirk, Jim otto, Ted 
Hinchcliffe. 
P RSSA and sponsored a 
Wallyball Tournament In 
March to benefit the American 
Diabetes Association. The teams 
were registered by Julie Smith. 
Free gumballs, sodas and t-shlrts 
were given out to promote Nutras-
weet. 
P RSSA, In conjunction with 
Residence Life and Nutras-
weet sponsored Meet Your Prof. 
Students were encouraged to In-
vite their favorite professor to 
dinner at the Foodcourt. Door 
prizes of products that contain 
Nutrasweet were given out by 
Kellie Sheneflel and Angle Cham-
berlain to those who attended. 
UDEA's purpose is to promote comraderie 
and friendship among English majors, and 
to expose majors to the wealth of employ-
ment opportunities available to them. 
Front row: Mary 
Kaczynski, Lynne 
Burkett, Carol Silver-
berg, Gina King, 
Judy Sauter. Row 2: 
Jessica Velazquez, 
Anne Rufo, Joe 01-
lie r, Lori Mathis, 
Mark Naymlk, Col-
leen Pero. Back row: 
Kathy Ray, Cathy 
Warth, Rosanne 
Duane, John Bed-
narz, Judy Butkie-
wicz. 
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Front row: Tina Prenger, 
Jill Pachuta, Kathleen Lam-
mert. Michelle Hub, Debbie 
Zirkelbach, Rich Cancilla, Steph-
anie Covey. Row 2: David Zientara, 
Steve Schlautman, Brian Reed, 
Bethan Bergamn, Richard Soller, Becky 
Maus, Rick Pestlan. Back Row: Susan 
Middleton, Joy Riess, Wendell Tucker, Tom 
Weckesser, Mark Oleskl, Karen Myers. 
T lie Co (or 
T he Management In-formation System-s 
Club is an organization 
whose purpose is to inform 
its members of career op-
portunities in the field, to 
develop a professional and 
ethical attitude toward 
MIS, and to expose its 
members to new ideas and 
concepts in MIS. Members 
are also able to socialize 
and meet other students in 
the MIS major. 
The support of profes-
sionals in the Dayton and 
Cincinnati business com-
munities gives the club its 
strength providing encour-
agement and ideas. Susan 
Middleton, a senior MIS 
major, explains that this is 
what makes the club 
unique: "The profession-
als and faculty are inter-
ested in us as people, not 
Front row: Lisa 
Koenig, Judy Sauter, 
Karen Schwelnefuss, 
Mary Beth Rlzner. 
Row 2: Kelly Keyes, 
Mary Mathew, Julie 
Henry, Sue Malak. 
Back row: Sally 
Crawford, Valerie 
Llppoli, Melissa Gal-
1 ag her, Susan 
Wittmer. 
The Ohio Student Education Assoc. pro-
motes the development of intellectual and 
spiritual future educators. 
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Of Success 
just as students." 
Information Systems are 
the wave of the future. 
''There is a lot to be gained 
from the club even if you 
are not an MIS major, sim-
ply because the field af-
fects many aspects of the 
modern business commu-
nity," says Brian Reed, a 
Management major and 
club member. 
We are undoubtedly a 
rapidly growing club with 
rising membership and an 
increasing number of pro~ 
fessional and social 
events. The MIS Club's po~ 
tential parallels that of the 
dynamic field which it is 
in, which is shown by the 
enthusiasm of its mem-
bers.• 
-Michelle Hub & David 
Zientara 
Anne Lomella, 
Maureen Kane, Jack~ 
le Banchansky, Anne 
Gunderson, Lisa 
Meyer. 
The Student Interior Design Assoc. pro-
vides students with background about the 
design field through trips to design firms 
and speakers. 
. · 
The Sociology Club exists to unite students 
and faculty in an informal but relevant at-
mosphere through films, discussions and 
meetings. 
Jill Jacklltz, Suzy 
Blubaugh , Teresa 
Philpot, Scott Boyer, 
Ernesto Guevara, 
Brenda Boyd, Chris-
tine Haas. 
Dr. Dunne, Chairman of 
the Decision Sciences De-
partment, speaks at the MIS Ca-
reers Dinner held In November. 
Also In attendance were mem-
bers of the MIS support group. 
M embers of the MIS sup-
port group meet and 
mingle with members of the MIS 
Club after the Careers Dinner. 
This event, along with many oth-
ers, provide MIS majors with the 
opportunity to network with 
those already established In the 
field . 
The American Institute of Chemical Engi-
neers ls a professional organization aiding 
the future of its members. 
Front row: Sheryl 
Thurman, Lynne 
Dant, Kris Kiiner, 
Kirstin Helser, Karen 
Vlgre.Row 2 : Kerry 
Haight, Nick Sylvain, 
Chris Lu, John Rus-
sell.Back row: Brian 
Purcell, Kurt Log-
sdon. · 
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Front row:Jacqueline Rice. Maureen 
Falvey. Margaret O'Brien, Ann Hudock. 
Rpw 2:Llsa Matejclk, Laura Aurtemma, Robin 
Callahan. Mary Streleckls, Aetlna Lazarus. 
Back row:Colleen Pero, Megan Malone, Kelly 
Monnin. 
Communication In The Pink 
C ontrary to what the name suggests, WIC( 
is a co-ed organization 
devoted to the 
development and support 
of women in the field of 
communication. This 
chapter of WICI has had 
the distinction of being 
named one of the top five 
student chapters 
nationwide at the National 
Professional Convention 
in Washington D.C. 
Some of the activities 
that make WICI an 
exceptional organization 
include Intern-For-A-Day, 
Career Fashion Seminar 
and member involvement 
on the regional and 
national level. In addition, 
students are encouraged 
to attend monthly 
meetings of the Dayton 
professional chapter held 
Front row: Teresa 
Brown, Mary Faccl-
olo, Rosemary 
Secoda. Back row: 
Bill Anderson, John 
Malone, Ed Moore. 
American Society of Chemical Engineers 
dedicates it.elf to student knowledge and 
awareness of chaneea, trends and advance-
ments in the field. 
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at the Marriott where they 
have a chance to network 
with professionals in the 
field. 
WICI is not just a career 
.planning organization. 
The chapter participates 
in fund-raisers and 
service activities such as 
the March of Dimes 
Christmas Gift Wrap at 
the mall and decorating 
the storytelling room for 
Christmas on Campus. 
WICI prepares women 
and men for their 
professional careers and 
since it's often "who you 
know" and not "what you 
know," WICI provides an 
invaluable opportunity to 
make those important 
contacts, as well as 
lasting friendships. • 
-Robin Callahan 
Front row: Mary Toth, 
Valerie Daniel, Michelle 
Lopriore, Chris Garramone. 
Donna ZC!esnlk. Anne Ste-
phenson. Julte Long. Row 2 : 
American Society of Mechanical Engineen 
creates an atmosphere conducive to the 
needs and necessities of the ME student. 
Mike McClosky. Tim Quinn. 
Altson Lamp. Nancy Schlm· 
moller. Julie Moats. Pat 
MacLellan. Steve Duffy. 
Dominic DeAngelo. Brian 
Buynacek . Row 3: John 
Konkoly. Paul Wilson. Dan-
iel Szendrey. James Blust. 
Dave Ariano. Andy Wyers. 
Mark Ellerbrock. John 
Karkoslak. David Johnson. 
Back row: Joe Frabotta. 
Bruce Graham. Wade Rich· 
ard. Steven Roth. Pete Ru· 
ble. Tony Fedor. Charles 
Moltna, Joe Zellna , Mark 
Durbin . Doug Obergefell, 
John Augustin. 
At the National Profession-
al Conference In Wash-
ington D.C., student chapter 
award winners Robin Callahan 
and Maureen Falvey proudly dis-
play their awards. 
W IC! member, Carrie 
Seltz, participates In a 
volunteer project answering· 
phone calls from potential Incom-
ing freshmen In the Admissions 
Office and registering them for 
visits to the campus . 
'" 
.____ _ I_EE_E _ ____.; L--1 ___ II_E __ ____. 
The Institute of Electronic and Electrical 
Engineers provides its members with sup-
port and insight into these fields of engi-
neering. 
Front row: Ken 
Bruns, Amy Blss-
meyer, Matt Dum-
storf. Back row: Den-
nis Hoffman, Michael 
Landry, Jeff Bowling, 
Stephan Clark. 
The Institute of Industrial Engineers pro-
vides network opportunities with faculty 
and others interested in this field. 
Frank Delphln, 
Eileen Carney, 
Wilmar Ortiz, Kathy 
Murphy. 
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Front row:Steve Morton, James Colbert, 
Patrick Kinsey. Robert Bawden, Terry 
Jones, Richard Fowler. Dale Goode, 
Alex Abuyuan, Mark Ramsey, Michael 
Cox. Row 2 :LaChante Norman. Karla 
Jones, Sonia Eubanks. LaShea Smith, 
Darlene Partee, Monica Wynter. Deonte 
Creasy, Ginny Davis. Kristina Goff, 
Shawnon Burks. Back row:Tlna 
Wallace, Angeleta Jones, Karen Roane, 
Teri Mlfchell, Trina Frazier, Kathy 
Esplch, Martina Sharp, Ericka Phillips, 
Medina Thomas, Camille Wilson. 
Never Singing The Bfues 
I f you attended the Christmas on Campus 
mass this year, chances 
are you heard the 
University of Dayton 
Gospel Choir sing. This 
talented group of singers 
practices twice a week in 
order to perfect their 
singing. The work is hard, 
but well worth it. 
According to Darlene 
Partee, a freshman in the 
Gospel Choir, "A lot of 
people feel that it's a 
home away from home 
spiritually. The music is 
enriching because it is 
part of our culture." For 
its members, the religious 
aspect of Gospel Choir is 
only a small part of the 
experience gained. The 
fun of new friendships 
made while singing also 
plays an important part of 
each practice and 
performance. 
It was difficult not to see 
this organization at least 
once during the year. 
Chris Coleman thought 
Camille Wilson, R. 
Scott Jordan, Estelle 
Robinson. 
NSBE's purpose is to provide an academic 
support system for minority students who 
major in Engineering or science related 
fields. 
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the Gospel Chior was the 
best attraction for his 
'significant older other' on 
December 8th. In addition 
to Christmas on Campus, 
the Gospel Choir 
performed at numerous 
concerts and masses. 
Included were local and 
military masses, a Spring 
concert, and the Winter 
Songfest. They also sang 
at a Spring Musical for 
Mt. Murat's Baptist 
Church and for Black 
History Month here on 
campus. 
"I couldn't help but 
clapping my hands and 
tapping my feet during a 
concert in Boll theater," 
said Colleen Pero. 
No matter when or 
where they performed, the 
Gospel Choir put a song in 
the audience's hearts 
while enriching their own 
religious spirit. e 
-Terri Pulley 
f<'ront row:Brlan 
Buynacek, Gall 
Soloczak, Pamela 
Stautberg, Tim 
Quinn. Back 
row:Mark Eller-
brock, Shawn Loftus, 
Bill Scherzlnger, 
Kevin Strang, Jeff 
Zelinski. 
The National Society of Professional En-
gineers· ls committed to furthering the fu-
ture of engineering majors. 
Studenta majoring In Manufacturing Engi-
neering are welcome to learn more about 
their choices through this organization. 
Front row: Patrick 
Hartman, Shannon 
Hoar, Joe Morin. 
Row 2: Tonya Hers-
man, Steve Becker, 
Tom Druffner, Ron 
Dorsten. Back row: 
Eileen Carney. Juan 
Lewis, Steve Berg. 
Mike Melanson M onlca Brown demon-
strates her exceptional 
singing talents at the Shades of 
Black Culture concert which was 
sponsored by Minority Student 
Affairs for Black History Month. 
T erry Jones, business man-
ager of the Gospel Choir, 
gets Into the singing spirit at the 
Winter Songfest held in Decem-
ber. 
The Society of Women Engineers ls a group 
open to all Engineering and Engineering 
tech majors Interested In promoting In the 
Engineering profeulon. 
Front row: Megan 
Bush, Karen Kreutz-
jans, Rosemary Seco-
da. Row 2: Cathy I-
demoto, Kim Palko, 
Suzanne Baker, Brid-
get Cloran. Back row: 
LaChante Norman, 
Kathy Suhr, Jill 
Gunderson, Angela 
Longo. 
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Front row:Jin Young Lee, Ba-
stl Coates, Nanthapol 
Charoenpakdi, Had! Habib-
Agaht. Row 2:Mlke Vier, Stan-
ley Rodrigues, Francisca Kary-
adi, Nacho Campillo, Jose Pl-
cans. Back row:Christopher 
John, Dan Friel, Juan Ponce. 
Not Just Rec(. White, atuf Bfue • • • 
The American-
International Club ts 
a socio-cultural 
organization consisting of 
45 members who 
represent 20 countries 
around the world. The 
club provides 350 
international students 
with a social environment 
that helps to reduce 
"culture shock" and 
orients these students 
with American lifestyles 
and the educational 
system. 
During the course of a 
semester, the club 
encourages its members 
to take road trips to 
museums and expos in 
Dayton, Cincinnati and 
Columbus. The club also 
sponsors two events 
which are open to the 
public. The first, 
Bernard Caldwell, 
Camille Wtlson, Paul 
Perry. 
BATU works with the University to educate 
eta.dents on black culture throqh academ-
ic, social and vocational pJ'Olrams. 
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International Tea, ts held 
in the fall and this event 
features free cultural 
entertainment. The 
second, Buddy Day, ts 
. held in the Spring. On 
this day, an international 
student invites an 
"American buddy" to a 
buff et dinner prepared by 
the club members. 
In addition to the above-
mentioned events, the 
club actively participates 
in on-campus events such 
as Campus Carnival and 
Christmas on Campus. 
The American-
International Club 
celebrates its 30th 
anniversary in 1989 and 
thanks S.G.A. and U.A. 
for their support and 
cooperation. • 
-Frederick Coutinho 
Front row: Robe1 
Pool, Karen BraJ 
Eltzabeth Greenl 
Donita Jessen, Ni<J 
Sylvain. Row 2: D 
Jaro Btlocerkowyc: 
Angie Plummer, MJ 
lanie Andes, Sandi 
Grady. Back rov 
Charles McElro1 
Robert Blaser, Joli 
Hajner, Bryan Blu 
The Model United Nations engage lo mock 
conferences and sponsor conferences for 
local high schools. They have won various 
awards including Outstanding Delegation. 
Pal Chi la a National Honor Society of Pay-
chology majors which provides members 
with opportunities to apand their Jr.nowl-
edie and interact with profeealonala in the 
field. 
Janine D' Annlballe, 
Celina Mascorro, 
Sean Mullaney, Shel-
ley Kohout, Elaine 
Jansen. 
Nanthapol Charoenpakdf A t the International Tea, 
dancers perform a tradi-
tional Puerto Rican dance which 
incorporates the use of sticks to 
add to the rythem of the dance. 
Francisca Karyadl and 
Nanthapol Charoenpakdl 
mix the drinks at the Pina Colada 
booth at this year's Campus Car-
nival. Appropriately, they coined 
It "The Official Mixed Drink of 
The 1988 Olympics" - after one 
of this year's most prominent In-
ternational affairs. 
Aid To Special People la a service organ- . 
lzation dedicated to helping handicapped 
people in the Dayton area. 
Front row:Mlchelle 
McGroarty, Ed 
Sagrltalo, Mary Pe-
trella, Amy Zubek, 
Mark Kennell. Row 
2:Jennlfer Hunkeler, 
Michele Stermer, 
Sheri Ampulskl, Pam 
Wallis, Molly Skuce, 
Cathy Anth. Back 
row:Phlllp Lofton, 
Amy Bachmann , 
Alyssa Fantelll, 
Stephanie Boyle, Pa-
trice Taylor, Ron 
Misko, Ken Boyle. 
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Bri119 On The Boys! 
E psilon Delta Tau revolves around its 
involvement in University 
activities, community 
service, engineering 
scholarship, and active 
social life. Throughout the 
past year, the brothers of 
EDT have tried to 
exemplify the Greek image 
that they felt needed to be 
portrayed. Each season 
brought with it a variety 
of new projects and 
activities for the brothers 
to take part in. 
As the fall semester 
began, EDT began its 
service to the University 
by running tables at 
Monte Carlo Night during 
freshman orientation. In 
October, EDT threw a 
Hairy Pumpkin Party for 
Halloween where they 
broke out their secret 
recipe for serving up a 
good time. 
Front row:Ann Pelc, 
Chrissy McKeown, 
Jenny Pesch. Row 
2 :Terrt Vyskoctl, Jay 
Varner, Kristen 
Butaka , Mindy 
Sikora. Back 
row:Chad Moore, 
Lynne Bueger, Gin-
g er Hairston, Ed 
Moore. 
Tbe U.D. Big Brothers/Big Slaters open 
their bearta to needy youngsters in the area 
and "abare a little bit of their love" with the 
children. 
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For the holiday season, 
they took part in 
Christmas on Campus, 
the March of Dimes gift 
wrap and the United 
Cerebral Palsy telethon. 
In spring, EDT has an 
awards breakfast to honor 
the top engineering/ 
engineering technology 
professor of the year. The 
largest event sponsored is 
Ghettofest which ends the 
year on a happy note 
before finals begin. 
The unique blend of 
professionalism and 
organizational skills 
combined with social 
aspects enabled EDT to 
work well within the 
School of Engineering as 
well as the Greek system. 
Epsilon Delta Tau is 
excellence through 
professionalism and 
brotherhood. • 
-Scott Szustak 
Front row: Heather 
Lucas, Julie Hobart, 
Ann Baker. Row 2 : 
Joe Matsko, Brenda 
Wahle, Chris 
Sohayda, Kelly 
Fitzgibbon. Back 
row: Mike Lucarelli. 
Tom Barford, Eric 
Meyer, Bill 
Wehrman, Steve 
Wunderle. 
Members of the Cystic Fibrosis Club travel 
to the homes of people who have the genetic 
disease to perform neceasary therapy and 
administer treatment. 
The members of FACES "clown" around ln 
order to spread the University of Christian 
spirit to the Dayton community. 
Front row: Gretchen 
Welshofer, Mary 
Mathew, Victor 
Thomas, Kim Sir!, 
Michael Montgom-
ery. Row 2: Kathleen 
Kremer, Linda Soule, 
Marla Baldini, Kathy 
Ray. Row 3: Cather-
ine Hyle, Karen Krts-
t off , Cristy 
Wlndholtz, Tom 
Armitage. Back row: 
Peter Stewart, Deb 
Droesch, Mike Kehm, 
Jim Niedzielski. 
Michael Burdett E DT brother, Mark Wood-
yard, demonstrates the 
spirit of community service by 
making trash cans which are sold 
to students who live In Ghetto 
houses and the surrounding com-
munity. 
At the EDT house, there's 
nothing like a challenging 
game of Foosball after a long day. 
Dave Karpuszka and Steve Par-
sons take advantage of a free mo-
ment to play. 
Helping Older People ls • · service organ-
ization which ls dedicated to giving aid to 
the elderly In the Dayton area. 
Front row: Linda 
Westerheide, Lisa 
Russo, Mary Soisson, 
Marta Marcolin. Back 
row: Lynne Dant, Mi-
chele Kilroy, Naomi 
Drablk, Susan Zeller . 
Cindy Eddinger. 
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· Front row: Mark Kennell, 
Steve Becker, Marla Baldini, · 
Susan Weber, John Hoetlng. 
Row 2: Michael Isherwood, Gwen 
Malec, Sue Popek, Patricia 
Brockman, Kristin Bukata, Ann Ba-
ker. Back row: Ron Misko, Heather 
Dunford, Sue Malak, Greg Scanlan, Pam 
Frei, Jim Spears, Mindy Sikora. 
Sharing The Brifilant Sunshine 
W ith service, leader- Mar at hon theme was new district officers for the ship, and fellow-~ .r"Stop the World and Melt following year. On the in-
ship, the Circle K offers MD." In 11 years we have ternational level, we sent 
something for all students. raised over $80,000 for the four members to Orlando, 
Our service projects cover Muscular Dystrophy Asso- Florida for the Circle K In-
a wide range of interests elation. ternational Convention. 
and levels of commitment. Also, in the past year we ·Circle K also offers social 
Small one-on-one proj- hosted the Zone B Training activities such as ice skat-
ects include helping at day Conference for Key Club ing, bowling, and parties. 
care centers, tutoring chil- and the 1989 Ohio District We work with various Key 
dren, and visiting the eld- Circle K Convention. The Clubs and are sponsored 
erly at nursing homes. We Convention consisted of · by the Dayton Kiwanis. 
also do many group proj- various workshops, Circle K International is 
ects. This year's Dance caucuses, and elections of the world's largest colle-
Front row: Elizabeth 
Brady, Katherine 
Erhart, Elizabeth Pl-
poly, Joanie Brenzel. 
Back row: Mark Es-. 
tock. Jeannine Pi-
poly, Matt McGuire. 
giate service organization. 
Service to the University 
and the community is 
what Circle K stands for 
and the dedication to this 
purpose will last in the 
hearts of its members for 
all time.• 
-Terri Pulley 
Front row: Ana Dos-
santos, Carol Kuss. 
Scott Wymer. Back 
row: Kathleen 
Schmid, David Lind-
sley. Jennifer Kuss. 
Lisa Gagel. 
Kid's Club ls a service organization ded-
icated to improving the intellectual and so-
cial development of young people. 
Monk's Inn ls a service club that provides 
students with the opportunity to perform 
for fellow students or just to relax after a 
long day. 
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In affiliation with Campus Ministry, Social-
ity serves the students by sharing prayer 
and faith with all interested. 
Front row: Chris 
Stander, Elaine Jan-
sen, Christine 
Brockman, Elaine 
Ruthmeyer . Back 
row: Leanne Jablon-
ski, Chris Herman, 
Pam Frei, Jenny Bell. 
Mlke Melanson 
Mike Melanson T he University of Dayton 
sponsors national meet-
ings of Circle K. Shown speaking 
are Julie Huber, Brian Richie, 
and Gall Drummer. 
C lrcle K's annual Dance 
Marathon to raise money 
for the Muscular Dystrophy As-
sociation was very successful this 
year, raising over $2000. It Is the 
second Jargest fundraiser for 
Muscular Dystrophy In the Day-
ton area. 
Front row: Melissa 
Hoppe r, Amy 
Gelsamnn , Kim 
Scherer , Cheryl 
French . Row 2 : 
Marcia Horn, John 
Lewis, Shawn Wood, 
John Groene. Row 3: 
Terry M LJ. rphy , 
Marisa Casa, Jenny 
Thomas, Paul Logan. 
Back row: Laurie Ed-
wards, Mary Kay 
Taube, Bob August. 
St. Joe's Tutoring works with children 
throughout the Dayton area providing en-
couragement, help and positive role models 
for the children. 
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Eric Timar, Laura Brown, Larry Prikockls, Valer-
ie Campbell, Nathan Stricker. 
Expression Of CoCors 
0 rpheus ts a literary magazine operated "" 
by students to promote 
the arts on campus. 
Contributions of poetry, 
short stories, artwork and 
photography are accepted 
from students for the 
publication which ts 
released once a semester. 
Members of Orpheus 
sponsor art functions on 
campus and also attend 
community functions. 
• .
Campus functions include 
poetry readings, an art 
show, Originals Night and 
a new addition this year, 
the Writers Workshop. 
The Orpheus Art Show 
of 1989 proved to be the 
most successful ever due 
to a change in the 
location. The pieces for 
the show were displayed 
in the lobby of Kennedy 
Union. Eric Timar, 
managing editor of the 
Front row: Kim Kelly, 
Angle Staehler, 
Becky Meyer, Valerie 
Campbell, Terri Pul-
ley. Row 2: Carolyn 
Fain, Patricia 
Brockman, Kim 
Koclck, Judy 
Butkiewicz. Back 
row: Colleen Pero, 
Pat Rybarczyk, Mi-
chael Burdett . 
The Daytonlan ataff conalats of photogra-
phen, artiats, and ecllton who work togeth-
er to capture the highlights and memories 
of unlvenlty life. 
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magazine said, "Students, 
faculty, and 
administration gave this 
year's show more 
attention than any gallery 
show we ever sponsored." 
Orpheus staff members 
who supervised the show 
were questioned many 
times about the 
availability of the works 
for purchase. 
Another event 
sponsered by Orpheus is 
Originals Night. Originals 
Night ts a time for all who 
feel they are gifted 
vocally, instrumentally, or 
otherwise to "show their 
stuff." This ts another 
way in which the Orpheus 
endeavors to expose UD 
students to the arts, 
which ts what it is all 
about.• 
-Valerie Campbell 
Front row : Laura 
Winter, Jose Wiley, 
Viola Wiley. Back 
row: Mike Melanson , 
Gustavo Helnert. 
Penpectlves la a magazine that focuses on 
current social issues and attempts to ez-
presa various vlewa on each topic. 
Student Government Association sponsors 
many on-campus activities to bring the UD 
community closer as well as publicity 
stunts and trips like Dayton to Daytona. 
Mike Melanson 
Front row: Mike Bll(elow, 
Vince Stafford. Peter J'orsee. 
Steve Flanigan. Sharl Fos-
ter, Jane Herery, Kris 
Troha. Amy Sandmann, 
Kim Allen. Lori DeRubbo, 
Rick Ruffolo. Row 2: Katie 
Steffen. Joe Weidenbach, 
Michelle Grimes. Tim Col-
lins, Karla Sorrell, Ara Ma-
n ooshlan, Laura Winter, 
Heather Alcott, Wendy Dal-
ton. Amy Esmoer, Deble 
Summerv!lle, Kelly Brady, 
T ricia Soete . Kristin 
Oravecz. Row 3: Kristin Cas-
tellt. Kristi Kerscher, Mark 
Schrieber, Mary Kiibane, 
Michelle O"Rourke, Suzanne 
Baker. Mindy Sikora, Debbie 
Junlewlcz. Jeff Stein, Pam 
Gulla, Jim Kovacs. Mary 
Lynn Galtoto. Margaret 
O 'Brien. Michael Burdett, 
Laura Zavadsky. Monica 
Dugga n . J eff Dltmlre. Back 
row: Kelly Davis. Don Back. 
J eff Hamm es , Robert 
Danek. Rafael Alvarez. Jose 
Wiiey, Orel( Hohm. Sean 
Murphy, Mark Mlnatel , 
Mike Nicholson, Cindy Min-
niear, Amy Kajzer. Jeff Fla-
herty, Jeff Pfeifer. Tim 
Massa, Megan Golden. Chris 
Serpico. N"ot Pictured: Joe 
Novello. 
Ann Pelc P art of being on the Orpheus 
staff Is reading over stu-
dent submissions to decide what 
goes Into the book. Michael 
Burdett takes time out of a busy 
day to review some poetry before 
the final deadline. 
The Orpheus Art Show was, 
according to the students 
and faculty, at Its best this year! 
Student, Amy Maile, appraises 
the photo voted Best Of Show tak-
en by John Wombacher. 
The Pan-Hellenic Council ls an interme-
diary body that maintains the rules and so-
cial standards of the individual sororities. 
Front row: Jeanne 
Trogan, Lilian Reyes, 
Patricia Pahl, Jennl-
f er Kane, Missy 
Thomas, Barbara 
Vujanle, Lisa 
Nlekamp, Kelly Con-
ner. Row 2: Danielle 
Neely, Megan Hall, 
ChrlstyCurtls, Cathy 
Lawlor, Carrie 
Rumbarger , Julie 
Dietz, Janet Stein. 
Back row: Laura 
Lughezzanl, Kather-
ine Kivlighan, Carol 
Parlik, Amy Abdella. 
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First row: Carol Kuss, Jen-
n If er Caito, Elaine 
Ruthmeyer, Chris Stander, 
Christopher Polomsky. Row 2: 
Colleen Dalley, Linda Hart, Eliza-
beth Kromer, Juli Harding, Rose 
Saluke, Catherine Anth. Row 3: Jack 
Brennan. Kathleen Schmid, Beth Seese, 
Ann Baker, George Moresea. Back row: Dick 
Larrabee, Larry Juhasz, Nathan Stricker, 
Jose Wiley. 
I n L 
B eta Beta Beta, the Na-tional Biological Hon-
or Society, started the year 
with its annual ·'Meet the 
Profs," an opportunity for 
students and faculty to in-
teract outside of the class-
room. In addition to the us-
ual fall social, the 
organization "adopted" a 
dumpster in the ghetto. 
As Christmas ap-
proached, Beta Beta Beta 
ng • l v • l c 0 
joined various groups in main entrance. 
spreading Christmas cheer With the start of the 
by organizing a Christmas winter semester came the 
party. The social event al- first formal Beta Beta Beta 
so reflected the giving spir- induction since the 
It of the season by request- l 960's. The organization 
Ing a canned good for the also began Its third annual 
needy as a cover charge. Valentine's Day Balloon 
The festive spirit contln- Sale. Balloons with art at-
ued through baking ten tached message were de-
dozen cookies for Christ- livered across campus. To 
mas On Campus and dee- close out the year Beta 
orating Sherman Hall ' s Beta Beta held its annual 
Front row: Julie Hudson-
Welch. Laura Byrd, Amy Ge-
lsmann. Colleen Dalley. Mi-
chael Frye, Brigitta Lusser, 
Cathy McElllsfrem, Molly 
Snell, Michelle Brugh. Row 
2: Craig Leesman, Tina Fus-
co, Kristle Iorio, Sharon 
Byrd. Muffy McCafferty. Ja-
son Riley, John Hottle, John 
Durham, Laura Gorman, 
~u~eF~:~~~~~~tz~0~e;; 
( 0 r s ! 
seminar, which focused on 
the topic of animal rights. 
Beta Beta Beta promotes 
academic excellenc'e and 
scientific knowledge. 
Though we are small, we 
hope that Increased mem-
bership will better enable 
us to accomplish our goals 
in the future. • 
-Chris Stander 
Clare Weisenburger, 
Mary Harvan, Rose-
mary Zalewski, Dave 
Bodner, Maljorle Au-
gust, Susan Harold, 
Traci Cunningham. 
St. Patrick's Day comes alive with the help 
of an eager group of Leprechauns known as 
the Irish Club. 
Kane, Marisa Casa, Shawn 
Wood, Maureen Ryan , 
Marcia Horn, Chris Stanley, 
John Groene, Dave Ryan. 
Back row : Joe Klesler , 
George Moresa, Erik 
Brinkman, Mike Monlous, 
Larry Leen , Paul Logan, 
Spanky Lltgen, John Lewis, 
Mike Dryden, John Leach, 
Joe Chornyak. 
The French Club participates in Interna-
tional Teas, hosts a French Banquet, visits 
French restaurants, and sees French films 
and operas. 
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The Fellowship of Christian Students work 
to promote faith and Christian standards on 
campus. 
Front row: Richard 
Zink, Julene Gels, 
Lisa Parris.Back row: 
John Todd , Jerry 
Johnson, Fred Rob-
erts. 
Mtke Melanson 
.. .. :~ 
. ... .. ~ 
M embers of Beta Beta Beta 
adopted a dumpster In 
the fall of 1988. ln accordance 
with their biological backround, 
Jull Harding and Liz Kromer 
painted their dumpster with 
scenes from the sea. 
M r. Michael Budke spoke 
on an imal rights on 
March 13, 1989 In the Kettering 
Hall multi-purpose room. This 
change from past years, In which 
the seminar focused on careers In 
biology, worked well. 
Maureen Wa ller , 
Aaron Nothnagle , 
Todd Pfeiffer, Charlle 
Moorman. 
Pu: Christi ls a University of Dayton ser-
vice organization. 
,, 
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Front row: Reenu Eapen, Mark Mon-
sour, Douj;! Folzenlo~en, Kevin Fla-
herty, Carl Michaelis, l:athy McEllls-
trem, Ed Westerheide, Kristy Schutte, 
Chris Sohayda. Row 2: Rose Saluke, Manjula 
Bathlnl. Fran Buendia, Mark Musgrave, 
Linda Westerheide, Julie Hobart, Theresa Hip-
skind, Crail'! Henry, Mary Beth Grotz. Row 3: 
Melody Singer, Reather Lucas, Julie Hudson-Welch, 
Craig Leesman, Kim Scherer, Maria Willoughby, 
Brtgltta Lusser, Bill Wehrman, Mark Kaler, Julianne 
Lanz, Stephen Karlovtts. Back row: Joe Janowski. Steve 
Wunderle, John Rogakos, Joe Klesler, Sonia Lott, Geor!le 
Moresea, Nicole Del'rlest, Mike Lucarelli, Timothy ClceTc, 
Dave O'Neill, Dan Palomino. 
Medicaf Madness • • • 
A lpha Epsilon Delta, the national Pre- ,., 
Medical honor society, 
sponsors numerous social, 
educational and service 
activities each year to 
create a feeling of 
camradery among pre-
professional students. 
Traditionally, there is a 
welcome back party the 
first week where members 
reminisce a summer of 
sun, fun and total atrophy 
of the brain. This is 
followed by a homecoming 
tailgate and then the 
semester is closed with 
the PreMed/PreLaw 
Christmas Dance. The 
second semester marks 
the start of pledging and 
more fun for all with Wild-
N-Crazy parties for the 
pledges, skits, and a 
formal dinner. 
Front row: Tammy 
Lamphere, Christine 
Wummel, Eddie 
Becton, Matthew 
Dell. Back row: Chris 
Hennessey, Beth 
Sensel. Jennifer 
Kuhn, Matt Dunn, 
Juan Lewis. 
Garden Apartments Association is a group 
of elected representatives. During the year 
they developed activities and service proj-
ects specifically for residents. 
SERVICE 
Even with AED's 
extensive social calender, 
members find time to do 
service for the community 
such as volunteering in 
the emergency room of St. 
Elizabeth's Hospital, 
collecting donations for 
the American Heart 
Association and 
sponsoring "Campus 
Challenge" where 
aluminum cans are 
collected by various 
campus organizations to 
benefit the Nationaf 
Kidney Foundation. 
Being a member of AED 
gives students a unique 
opportunity for fun, 
education, and service but 
more importantly, it 
creates memories and 
friendships that will last a 
lifetime.• 
-Kevin Flaherty 
Front row: Anna Lisa 
Grasseschl, Lisa 
Hinton, Andy Rubin, 
Tim Lubbe. Row 2: 
James Blust, Marga-
ret O'Brien, Joelle 
Fico, Greg Hohm . 
Back row : Kathy 
Mraz, Rob Anlsko, 
Chris Schlaak, Bill 
Kotraba. 
The Kettering Hall Council consists of rep-
resentatives who strive to make Kettering 
Hall a better place to live. 
Marycrest's Hall Council was bigger and 
better this year with 72 active members. 
They sponsored activities such as "Feet 
Across the Ghetto" and a dance in the pub. 
Front row: Anne 
Swatowskl, Dawn 
Whitney, Cheri Kelly. 
Back row: Kevyan 
Crlstallo, Mary 
Herbenlck, Anne 
Vick, Heather 
Boerup. 
Michael Burdett I n the spring, just before fi-
nals, Spring Fling takes place 
at McGinnis Center. Students can 
get together to play games and 
just have some good, clean fun 
before dreaded finals week. AED 
member, Karey Gabel, unwinds 
by serving up a volley. 
''M edlcal Madness" 
reaches Its peak 
at the Wild and Crazy Party held 
annually. At this party, the mem-
bers dress up In original cos-
tumes for a night of " wild and 
crazy" fun. Dan Brunner, Sean 
Callahan and Tim Wourms show 
off their costume creations while 
Jay Tennie gets "a leg up" on 
Cathy Anth. 
The Stuart Hall Coucll sponsors activities 
for the students of Stuart Hall and other 
residence halls to encourage involvement 
in campus life. 
Front row: J. Patrick 
Stillwagon , Rudy 
Straub. Back row: 
Jerry Schmitz, Mi-
chael Jennings, Lar-
ry Juhasz. 
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Front row: Marquita Manning, Yvonne 
Burns, Stephanie Hudson. Back row: Andrea 
Mills, Deidre Hudson, Monica Brown, Janice 
Powell. 
Women of Grace, StyCe, and Cofor 
A lpha Kappa Alpha Sweep, Christmas on Epsilon Chi also works combat the declining Sorority, Inc. was ,.,., Campus, Hands Across with foster children, the retention rate of minority 
founded on the campus of the Ghetto, and Campus elderly, and the homeless. students, through weekly 
Howard University in Carnival. Epsilon Chi, This year the sorority has study/rap sessions and 
Washington D.C. on with Students Against focused energy on the participant evaluation. 
January 16, 1908. The Apartheid, sponsored problems that face blacks Clearly, the Epsilon Chi 
Epsilon Chi chapter of Apartheid Awareness in a white society. They chapter has been true to 
Alpha Kappa Alpha was Weekend during Black sponsored a number of their motto, "Service to 
founded at U.D. in History Month. Epsilon forums dealing with All Mankind," through 
November, 1970. Since Chi also joined with Sigma issues confronted by service tQ the University 
her beginning, Epsilon Chi Fraternity in Derby black students. Another as well as the Dayton 
Chi has been active in a Days, raising over two program of AKA is the community. • 
number of campus hundred dollars for the AKA-demics incentive -Monica Brown 
activities, including Clean Cleveland Job Corps. program designed to 
WDCR la the Unlvenlty'• radio atation. Stu-
denta lntereated in broadcaatlng are al-
lowed to get hands-on ezperlence through 
this organization. 
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Brian Baker, Gina 
King, Michael 
Manes, Debbie 
Junlewlcz, David 
Moore. 
.A8 a premier •how choir, Celebration fre-
quently entertalna for Unlvenlty activltiea, 
local social social functiona and charitable 
organizations. 
Front row: Laura Brown, 
Scott Miller, Connie Cleves, 
Keith Rawlins, Jen Barge, 
Greg Schutte, Melissa Sebor, 
Scott Reilly. Row 2: Pam 
Stautberg, Chris Wtllauer, 
Julie Hudson-Welch, Rich 
Bevensee, Jenny Brown, 
Thomas Helsel. Danny 
Schoeder. Row 3: Rosanne 
Duane, Bill Frank, Mark 
Kinnett, Carol Green, Matt 
Dunn, Angle Fratlnl, Paul 
Smithhisler. Back row: 
Mark Sargent, Perry Love, 
Andrea Bade, Joe Simpson, 
Jennifer Cslto, Peter Stew· 
art. 
Studio Theatre performa student-wrltten 
plays such as "The Boor," and "The Mar-
rlqe Proposal." They also aponaor "A 
Night With Studio Theatre." 
······--•••••••• 
•••••••• 
Front row : Joe 
Fahey, Rich Kost, 
Lori Brown, Jimmy 
Chrtstodoulou. Row 
2 : Catherine Lat-
scha, Rory Korzan, 
Kristen Zulch .• 
Stephanie Craig, 
Chiara DtMuzlo. 
Back row: Gretchen 
Welshofer , Mary 
Streleckts, Ktm Pe-
ters, Bob Blaser, Der-
ek Becker, Kez Set-
tle. 
D ean Lovelace speaks about the Rehabilitation 
of Black Communities tn the Mt-
nortty Student Lounge in O'Reilly 
Hall as part of the program for 
AKA Week In the fall. 
T he AKA house ts decorated In the sptrtt of Derby Days 
which was sponsored by Sigma 
Chi. A part of Derby Days Is the 
selection of a Derby Darlin' which 
Is decided by the amount of mon-
ey the person can raise for their 
philanthropy. AKA sister, Sheree 
Walker, won the title of Derby 
Darlin'. 
A t the Sprtng Clean Sweep, all the sororttles and fraternities pitch In to clean up the Ghetto. AKA sisters Monica Brown and 
Deidre Hudson participate by sweeping on Klefaber Street. 
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Rodrlc Cooper, Wynndel 
Burns. Robert Welch, Er-· 
sklne Bevel. 
Bfack and Go Cd Is Forever 
A lpha Phi Alpha wa§ founded in 194 7 as 
UD' s first fraternity and 
the first national fraternity 
designed for black men. 
This organization stresses 
academic excellence, 
brotherhood and love for 
all mankind. 
The brothers of Alpha 
Phi Alpha demonstrate 
their manly deeds through 
community service and 
campus activities. The 
brothers assist at the YW-
CA Day Care Center and 
volunteer at St. Vincent's 
Hotel. They are also in-
volved with Project Alpha, 
which gives young city 
kids an education in re-
sponsibility as well as pos-
itive role models. 
On campus, this organ-
ization is active in various 
events such as Greek 
Front row: Lynn 
Boose, Tana Nichols, 
Jill Jackl!tz. Row 2: 
Monika Rodgers, 
Janine D' Annlballe, 
Nancy Houston, 
Christine Haas. Back 
row: Stacey Brown, 
Denise Coffey, Suzy 
Blubaugh. 
SAA is a student-run organization which 
promotes better understanding of the sit-
uation in South Africa and the need for 
American divestment. 
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Week, the Muscular Dys-
trophy Walk-A-Thon, and 
Up-the-Organizations Day. 
The fraternity, in conjunc-
tion with SGA, sponsored 
the College Republican 
versus College Democrat 
debate. 
Throughout the year, the 
fraternity sponsors speak-
ers on such topics as race 
relations on campus and 
male-female relationships. 
They also sponsor the An-
nual Alpha Phi Alpha Ed-
ucation Week, which fo-
cuses on areas of interest 
to college students. 
The members are dedi-
cated to the community 
and the brotherhood, 
which both have provided 
lasting memories. • 
-Roderic Cooper 
Front row: Kevin Oatess, 
Nancy Murphy, Mary Ellen 
Munson, Jtll Yerkey, Sarah 
Friede, Joe Haynes Jr., 
Nicholas Sylvain. Row 2: 
Elizabeth Dwight, Paul Lo-
gan, Ann Marte Lukaszew-
ski, Trlnette Mazur, John 
Jse, Jason Childers, Carlie 
Freer, Melanie Andes, Jef-
frey Baer, Bryan Blum. Back 
row: Amy Young, Terrt Pes-
to, Lisa Goode, Mary 
Harvan, Bernadine Kenny, 
Sandra Grady, Floretta 
Hamilton. 
The College Democrats had a dlsappolnting 
presidential election year, but still had oth-
er wlns to celebrate. 
The College Republicans enjoyed a victo-
rious year, as George Bush won the pres-
idential election. They participated in de-
bates throughout the year. 
Brian Baxter, Audrey 
Holtgrelve, Mark Sar-
gent. 
James Henninger I n the spirit of upcoming Pres-
Iden tlal debates and elec-
tions, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
and the Student Government As-
sociation co-sponsored a debate 
In the fall of 1988. Shown de-
bating In McGinnis Center are 
members of the College Demo-
crats and members of the College 
Republicans. 
Alpha Phi Alpha's Christo-
pher Murray and Erskine 
Bevel perform a step show at 
O'Reilly Hall. They perform var-
ious step shows to entertain the 
campus community. As Alpha 
Phi Alpha member Rod Cooper 
pointed out the Alphas are proud 
to be "traditionally the best step-
pers on campus:· 
Black Greek Coucll ls a governing body of 
the predominantly black lettered organi-
zations on campus whose purpose ls to es-
tablish unity among Greeks on campus. 
Mark Ramsey, Edna 
Hobbs, Kenneth 
Walker, Timothy 
Spraggins, Christine 
Hyman. 
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First row: Rob Guisinger, 
Kristin Latzo, Eric Humpert, 
Laura Aurlemma. Row 2: 
Michelle McCartney, Theresa 
Thiel, Colleen Miller, Joletta 
Minard, Kathy Rayl. Back row: Mi-
chael Kaylor, Jerry Lee, Christopher 
Early, Larry Winslow. 
Com6ines Pink and Bfue 
D elta Chi Omega is U.D.'s only co-ed 
fraternity which makes 
them unique in that both 
men and women work 
together to aid in the 
development of Christian 
ideals, promote academic 
growth, and off er 
opportunities for social 
development. 
Delta Chi Omega 
functions as a service and 
social fraternity. They 
have worked for the Red 
Cross, the March of 
Dimes, the Kidney 
Foundation, and the St. 
Vincent Soup Kitchen. 
They also supported a 
dance marathon for MD, 
Clean Sweep, and 
Christmas on Campus. To 
help needy families in the 
area, they sponsored a 
canned food drive. 
"Service ts a big part of 
our organization,'' 
commented Kathy Rayl, 
secretary of Delta Chi 
Front row : Margo 
Fish. Tim Spraggins, 
Lisa Nlekamp. Back 
row:Mlchael Kaylor. 
Chuck Rymarowlcz. 
Bob Curry. 
The U.D. Greek Advisory Council works 
with all Greek organizations on campus to 
promote activities for the various organ-
izations. 
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Omega. "We enjoy doing 
what we can for the 
University and the 
community. With all the 
members working 
together and having a 
·good time, service projects 
usually turn into 
something social." They 
have also sponsored 
activities such as a 
Superbowl party, a 
camping/canoeing 
weekend and a semt-
formal Christmas dance. 
Delta Chi Omega has 
come a long way from 
what it was when it 
originated. In many ways 
they have "changed the 
crossroads of time.'' 
Through working together 
and showing unity, Delta 
Chi Omega wtll continue 
to grow and be strong in 
the U.D. Greek system. • 
-Holly Christolferson 
Front row: Greg Soller. 
Grell; Argyle , Steve 
Dortfi. Brian Maus, Reg-
ll;le Riley, Scott Thiele, 
Dennis Hoffman, Chuck 
Rymarowlcz. Row 2: 
Bob Curry, Mark Mon-
sour. Micheal Gansen, 
Terrence Donahoe , 
Dave Senger, Dominic 
DeAngelo. Scott Law-
rence, Matt Lintz. Row 
3: Sean Fallon, Austin 
Michael Kaylor. Chris 
Jelinek, Robert Kenney, 
Brian Connau11;hton, 
Dave Szlnk. Baclt row: 
Patrick Glavlc, David 
Goetz. Dan Fischer. 
John Healy, Matt Hoke. 
The Intrafraternity Council works to pro-
vide a better understanding between 
Greeks through planned activities. 
Front row: Mike 
Worls, Ton Ryan, 
Brian Maus, Walt 
Stuermer, Robert 
Sim. Row 2: Greg-Blz-
zoso, Mike Havrllla, 
Greg McGrath, Mar-
tin Kovalan, Mike 
Kowalcyk, Eric 
Wince. Back row : 
Chris Conway, Rob 
Slhto, Patrick Glavlc, 
Kevin Klein, Greg 
Stareslnlc, Bryan 
Fairbanks. 
L obblng a serve back over the net to her opponent. 
Freshman Stacy Hession concen-
trates on her game. Distractions 
were common while on the on-
campus courts. 
D elta Chi Omega puts out a newsletter three times a 
semester for Its alumni members 
of upcoming fraternity events, 
meetings, and campus events. 
Robert Guisinger prepares the 
April newsletter for malllng at the 
fraternity house. 
Front row: Becky Maus. 
Wendy Wilkin , Jean 
Landbeck. Linda Goddard, 
Amy Sandmann. Kelly Bur-
ris. Row 2: Michelle Hub, 
Maureen Garvey, Karin 
Kowalski, Karen Stock, Jtll 
Fox, Amy Bayer, Lynn Mtce-
11. Sarah Stetgmeyer. Row 3: 
Down Felix, Marta Havel. 
Ann Johnson. Jane Henry, 
Betsy McBryan. Brigid Nix, 
Manjula Bathtnl. Back row: 
Diana Hall. Kim Nowacki. 
Tina Lousbery, Susanne Ap-
prlll, Vanessa Sanchez, Ann 
Murphy. 
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Front row: Tina Prenger, Francine 
Barrows, Dianne Paulus, Jan e 
Brown, Steve Elsass. Christy Schwartz, 
Susan Gerst. Karen Scott, Dennis 
Klocke, Dave Pignata ro. Row 2: Pete Spa-
nortgas, Dave Fallon, John Anderson, Todd 
O'Cull, Terry Offenberger, Jenny Dtrkslng, Tina 
D'Eplro, Christine Tichy, Sara Like. Row 3: Deb 
Childers, Debbie Culver , Kathryn Schuetz, Kristi 
Meece, Bria n Reed, Tracey Hanneken, Bethan 
Bergman, Megan Hughes, Cathy Sauter, Vicky Corron , 
Lisa Fltzgeraf<l , Susanne Apprtll , Dan Bak, Brian Roln-
son, Alyssa Thompson. Back row: Cary Stier, Gretchen 
Dougherty, Kathy Pekkartnen, Julie Thieman, Frank Dunaj-
sky, Thomas Sexton, Michael Hawk, Dave Ryan, Jim Hagerty, 
Rick Ruffolo, Karen Myers, Rick Rolinskl , Bob Nicholson, Rose-
mary Dop. Patrick Rogers. 
Leaming to Make the Green 
D elta Sigma Pi is a diverse professional a fundamental part of benefit the American professional _,, activities such as the Delta Sigma Pl. The Cancer Society. 
business fraternity open fraternity's newly-initiatd members participate in Delta Sigma Pt's 
to membership for professional trip to such events as Clean primary goal of developing 
students in the School of Toronto to tour the stock Sweep. Alcohol professionalism is met 
Business Administration. exchange. They have also Awareness Week, Adopt- through professional, 
Professional, social, and sponsored a business A-Dumpster and social, service activites 
community service fashion show and a Christmas on Campus. and one other essential -
activities are the primary workshop concerning the They also serve the brotherhood. It is this 
focus of the fraternity. legal responsibility of community by quality which allows us to 
During the past year, serving alcohol. volunteering at the YWCA be one of the best 
Delta Sigs have Being active in campus Child Care Center and organizations at UD. • 
participated in many and community events is sponsoring Jail-N-Bail, to -Julie Thieman 
Alpha Phi Is one of the Univenity'• large.t 
llOCial organization•. They participate in 
variou on-campu event. and Mrve the 
community. 
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Front row: Megan Golden , 
Karen Schrauth , Tricia 
Soete. Elizabeth Cline, Gina 
Nolan. cat h y Kowalski, 
Heather Alcott, Kara Sordl, 
Jtll Pachuta, Kim Slogan, 
Alice Lechlelter. Row 2:Ma-
ry Gordon , Jennifer Kane, 
Audrey Holtgrelve, Laura 
Haverty, ChrTsty Johnson. 
Maureen Lackey, Shella 
Kilbane, Cathy Lawlor, Amy 
Robbins, Laura Fisher. 
Moni ca Duggan, Lori 
DeRubbo, Catherine Dtnnln, 
Kim Heckmann . Row 3: 
Christin Hinckle. Karen 
Brodbeck, Kristin Castelli. 
Julie Lesko , Dawn 
Waechter, Patricia Pahl, 
Wendy Deetjen , Anna 
Marcolin, Debi Smith, Amy 
Oeser, Jeannie Lechlelter, 
Rory Koclca, Holly Rudolf, 
Jennifer Peters. Back row: 
Mary Kilbane, Cindy Mln-
n lea r , Maureen Ryan, 
AnnMarte Petroski, Christy 
Schmitt, Judy Funk, Amy 
Abdella, Kelly Conner. Lara 
Zavadsky, Catherine Bretz. 
Jill Kettelhodt, Lynette 
Kremer. 
Beta Alpha Psi, Eta Zeta Chapter, i• the 
National Honorary Accounting fraternity. 
They hold banquets and participate in Uni-
versity activitie.. 
Front row: Ginny Da-
vis, Dianne Paulus, 
Beth Carney, Jenny 
Dlrkslng. Row 2: 
Linda Wynk, Lynn 
Galioto, Michael 
Dickerson, Sue 
White, Lisa Parris. 
Row 3: Tom Friedl, 
John Anderson, Ter-
ry Offenberger, Dan 
Stewart, Brian 
Lynch. Rosemary 
Dop. Back row: Tom 
Brady, Amy 
Bachman, Scott 
Oboy, Tim Ack-
erman. Dan Bak. Deb 
Childers. 
'Delta Gamma Omega serves the community 
and provides its memben and all Univer-
sity students with fun and relazing atmos-
phere. 
Mtke Melanson 
Front row: Billy 
Gargiles, Rocco Bar-
rese, Tom Cassano, 
David Clemens. Row 
2: Brian Fitzgerald, 
Paul Loga n , Todd 
Murphy, John 
Coctostan, Andy Luf-
fy. Back row: Tom 
Malon e y , Mitch 
Kilgore, Eric Letke, 
Tony Lorusso. 
P at Rogers sings, "The Rose 
of Delta Sig" at the Initi-
ation of the new fall 1988 class of 
Delta Sigma Pl. 
A llcla Winterhalter and 
Timothy Spraggins are 
put behind bars at the Delta Sig-
ma Pl annual Jail-N-Bail. Each 
spring, students and faculty are 
locked up and their bail Is set. 
When the bail Is paid, the money 
Is donated to the American Can-
cer Society. 
Delta Sigma Phi is one of many BOCial fra-
ternities that provide their memben and 
the Univenity students with fun and re-
lazlng atmosphere. 
Front row : John 
Lusk, Dave Senger, 
Brendan Wells, Chris 
Dear born. Row 2 : 
Greg Billiter, Mark 
Guglielmo, Jim Pe-
ters , Greg Luebbe, 
Beau Archambault. 
Back row: Ron Kad-
zrelawskl, Fred Bru-
no, Scott Myers, Mike 
Rienzi, Andrew Ga-
briel. Chuck Roast. 
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Daniels, Bern Schwieterman, Terri Dempsey, Chris Gou-
beaux, Janet Dlrckx. 
See The Future WefC-Read. • • 
E psilon Delta Upsilon is a co-educational "" 
organization for all 
education majors and 
minors, founded in 1985. 
The purpose of EDU is to 
promote unity and 
support of all its 
members. 
Being a professional 
organization, EDU has 
worked in conjunction 
with the School of 
Education welcoming 
prospective students who 
are interested in enrolling 
in the School of 
Education. EDU also 
participated in activities 
with the Battered 
Women's Shelter. 
Members go to the shelter 
to play with the children 
whose mothers have 
sought refuge and support 
there. 
Besides professional 
events, members are also 
very active in community 
and on-campus events. 
Camille Wilson, De-
on te Creasy, Edna 
Hobbs, Lesa Dozier. 
Delta Sigma Theta is a service organization 
that supports many charities. They also 
provide students with two annual scholar-
ships. 
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These include Alcohol 
Awareness Week, Up-
The-Organizations Day, 
the Freshman Orientation 
Program and Christmas 
on Campus. 
· EDU's most successful 
fund-raiser was a new 
idea this year. EDU 
reserved the University of 
Dayton Children's Center 
in October for their first 
annual Swing-A-Thon. 
Over $1,200.00 was 
raised to benefit RIF. an 
organization that provides 
reading material to help 
educate illiterate children 
and adults. 
The strength of EDU is 
due to the strength of its 
members, and it is with 
the help of every pledge 
class that its tradition of 
service and friendship 
continue.• 
-Kimberly Duritsch 
Front row : Jeff 
Jones, Pat Bach, Jim 
Jaap, John Bednarz, 
Brian O'Leary, Tim 
Doere. Row 2: Alan 
Ryan, Paul Henni-
gan, Jim Yerklns, 
Kevin Foley, Dave 
King, Brian Con-
naughton, Jim Sha-
piro, Brian Seed-
house, Darren 
Vletch. Back row: 
Delta Tau Chi is a social fraternity that 
participates in various on-campus activi-
ties such as Clean Sweep and Ghettofest. 
Mike Wetenberger, 
George Hallo, 
Brendan Broderick, 
Jon Mcintosh, Mike 
Blessing, Matt 
Pudlowskl, Billy 
Rlpkln. 
_, 
' 
Eta Kappa Nu la the Honor Society of Elec-
trical Engineers. They promote atu-
dent/faculty Interaction and participate In 
aervice project&. 
Front row : Megan 
Bush, Linda Klos-
terman, Karen 
Kreutzjans, Matt 
Dumstorf. Row 2 : 
Angela Longo, Mi-
chael Kaylor, Joe 
Tasto. Back row: Jill 
Gunderson , Joe 
Hinrichs. 
E xecutlve officers Diane 
Martin, Carol Dodaro and 
Kim Duritsch take a break at the 
final rush before pledging begins. 
At these rushes, prospective 
pledges can talk with inembers 
about the fraternity, but mostly 
they enjoy the opportunity to get 
to know each other. 
Pledge masters Valerie Lip~ 
poll and Joanne Acerra 
swear In new EDU pledges at a 
Candlellghtlng Ceremony. Their 
vows Include promotion of ser-
vice, unity and professionalism 
as educators. 
CAUS trlea to bring atudenta of all racial 
and cultural background• together and 
glvea them a chance to ezpreu their opin-
ion•. 
Front row: Lisa 
Magnotta, Scott 
Boyer, Fran McTler, 
, Suzy Blubaugh. Row 
2: Heather Dunford, 
Johnny Lowry, 
Floretta Hamilton. 
Ebony Morgan, De-
anna Bugosh. Back 
row: Bryan Sardine, 
Stacey Brown, Sara 
Thurman , Tricia 
Waddell, Todd Pfeif-
fer. · 
•I 
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Front row: Treffley Bedard, 
Patrick Sullivan, Fran Buendia, 
Jonathan Owen, Mark Stine, 
Wade Summes, Chris Serpico, Al- · 
bert Heckmann , Robert Jarmusz, 
Christopher He berg, Chuck 
Tip Your Hat 
A fter nearly three they graduate. years of hard worl(, Sigma Chi members 
the sixty-four men of the strive to help their commu-
former Delta Sigma Chi nity while building the 
Fraternity became mem- character of fellow mem-
bers of the 207th chapter 
of the Sigma Chi Interna-
tional Fraternity. Sigma 
Chi began at Miami Uni-
versity in 1855. The 
founders began a tradition 
of ideals and personal 
growth that Sigs today 
hers. The University of 
Dayton Iota Theta chapter 
has begun a series of com-
munity service programs. 
The brothers have visited 
patients at the Children's 
Medical Center, repaired a 
house for the Cerebral Pal-
strive to uphold even after sy Center, painted a half-
Kappa Alpha Psi is a social and profession-
al fraternity whose main purposes are ex-
cellence, brotherhood and to serve the com-
munity. 
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Front row: Clarence 
Wade, Kenneth 
Walker. Back row: 
Tobias Bland, Mar-
cus Ramsey. 
to Sigma Chis 
way house for adolescents The Greeks earned nearly 
addicted to drugs, and tu- four thousand dollars dur-
tored local school children. ing this year's Derby Days. 
Sigma Chi's best known Events like these make 
event on campus is the an- Sigma Chi one of the most 
nual Derby Days. Derby active and concerned new 
Days is a week long event fraternities on campus. • 
which coordinates the -Terri Pulley and Val 
campus greeks in various Campbell 
activities in order to raise 
money for their charities, 
including Sigma Chi's -
the Cleo Wallace Center 
for handicapped children. 
Lambda Chi Alpha participates in annual 
events such as the Circle K Dance Mara-
thon, Campus Carnival, and Founder's Day. 
Front row: Rob Gettings, 
Pete Just, Adam Smith, 
Dave Kuhl, Mike Turk, 
James Shea. Row 2: John 
Harpst, Chris O'Connell, 
Fred Inscho, Biii Chesney, 
Van Tane, John Resing, Jeff 
Hopp, Mark Murphy. Row 3: 
Scott Lawrence, Brian 
Didier, John Weircinskl, 
Paul Josltng, Scott Thiele, 
Matt Hoke, BUI Bauckman, 
John DuBrucq. Back row: 
Brian Fitzgerald, Jim 
Kltmkowskl, Marty McNa-
mara, John Lynch, Mark 
Zlotnik, Pat Petrillo, Bill 
Whiting, Nicky (the dog), Jay 
Sanborn. 
The purpose of Lambda Lambda Lambda ls 
friendship, love and loyalty to each other as 
well as assistance to charitable organiza-
tions. 
Front row: Stacia Bill, Lynne 
Sallvaras, Annette Kinser. 
Susan Parkhurst, Beth 
George, Jennie Huber, 
Chrysta Bolinger, Julie 
Palmer. Row 2: Elli Behdad, 
Darcie Pratt, Missy Lesin-
ski, Stacy Daniels, Betsy 
Krumholtz, Laura Fischer, 
Chris Cardella, Anl 
Schuster, Heather Dougal, 
Lynn Kelly. Row 3: Natalie 
Boczek, Erin Dlllan, Julie 
Wagner, Pam Delli, Chrtssy 
Liptak, Anne Malone, 
Jeanne Novak. Teder 
LeGrand, Julie Dietz. Eileen 
Bitterman, Candy Nelson, 
Pam Hammersmith. Back 
row: Pam Sutter, Kara Gree-
ly, Jodi Soule, Lisa Fogarty, 
Janise Fry, Jenny Burton, 
Carrie Keegan, Carrie 
Rumbarger, Heidi Hartz. 
Colleen Dempsey, Joanne 
Arroyo, Suzanne Vache, 
June Campbell. 
S lgma Chi and various other 
fraternities and sororities 
gathered for the Derby Days 
Fieldhouse events. Here, they 
participate In the Bamboo Ram-
ble event. 
M att Smith and Ronald 
Dowd serve up the spa-
ghetti at the Derby Days Spaghet-
ti Dinner - one of the many 
events sponsored by the frater-
nities and sororities for their na-
tional philanthropies. 
The purpose of Lambda Nu ls to establish a 
unified sisterhood through God, which 
stresses individual growth . 
Front row: Mary Car-
ol Stokes, Suzanne 
Norton, Jeannie Tro-
gan, Colleen Malloy. 
Back row: Pam Wal-
1 ace, Sheryl 
Gerdeman, Laura 
Lughezzanl, Kerry 
McGowan, Bridget 
Gibbs. 
•I 
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Front row: Lora Ganus, 
Tonya Hersman, Michelle 
Chase, Susan Harold, Jessica 
Velazquez, Maureen Comella. 
Row 2: Pam Stautberg, Gereese 
Grubb, Cyndee Jeannemarie 
' DeTorre, Lil1an Reyes, Tana Sherman. 
Back row: Mary McDonough, Tracy John-
ston, Kelly Fitzgibbon, Juli Harding, Chris-
tine McCoy, Melanie Andes, Carol Nardini. 
Queens of 
S igma Tau Epsilon is a social and academi_c 
sorority that strives to 
achieve excellence in all 
aspects of college life. The 
letters stand for 
"Sisterhood Through Ex-
cellence" and the mascot, 
the owl, serves to symbol-
ize the dual commitment to 
the University of Dayton. 
Each year, the sisters of 
SORORITY 
STE plan and participate 
in a great number of ser-
vice projects that involve 
both the Dayton commu-
nity and the University. 
These projects include 
Hug-A-Thon, which is our 
traditional fundraiser for 
the American Heart Asso-
ciation. Other activities 
are visits to the brothers of 
Alumni Hall, directing 
Front row: Troy 
D' Angelo, Marci 
MacLaren, Debbie 
Shanahan, Alex Gal-
litelll. Row 2: Aaron 
Montana, Pat Himes, 
Mike Jones, Jodi 
Soule, Cheryl Miller. 
Back row: Mark Hoy-
ing, Ray Gehlmann, 
Mark Beaschler, 
Mike Rambo, Tom 
Assennacher. 
Red Hearts 
children's games for the 
Faculty Picnic, and visits 
to Heartland Nursing 
Home. 
The social aspects of 
STE consist of semester 
formals, annual fall hay-
rides, tailgates, date par-
ties and parties with other 
Greek organizations. 
Since its establishment 
in 1983, STE has been rec-
ognized by the university 
with such awards as Top 
Organization and Highest 
GPA among Greeks. We 
are proud to be UD stu-
dents, but even more so 
when it comes tied togeth-
er with being a sister of 
Sigma Tau Epsilon. e· 
-Christine Osekoski 
Front row: Audrey Holt-
grelve, Viola Wiley, 
Donita Jessen, Mari-
beth Spangler, Amy 
Young, Tim Lubbe, 
Chiara D!Muzlo, Shella 
Desellch. Row 2: Angle 
Plummer. Monica Mar-
tin, Lort Swank, Cathy 
Warth, Susan Brown, 
Annmarie Logue, Mi-
chael Dobeck, Alex Gal-
lltelll, Sandra Grady. 
Row 3: John Foy, John 
Lewis, Robert August, 
Melanie Andes, Tim 
Kalli, John Harpst, Toni 
Kanzlus, Jim Kronk. 
Back row: Frank 
Caruso, Joe ·suarez, 
Tony Stocco, Jeff Tee-
ters, Joe Henrichs, 
Shawn Wood, Ellen 
McGinnis. 
.. 
Phi Alpha Theta is an Honorary Society for 
students interested in a History major. 
Front row: Katie 
Steffen, Nancy Mur-
phy, Alex Gallltelll, 
Amy Young, Chiara 
DIMuzlo. Row 2 : Car-
ol Woland, Susan 
Mikulski, Carol 
Dodaro, Christina 
Martich, Maura Gra-
ham, Carrie Freer. 
Back row: Jennie 
Huber, Jolene Gels, 
Tony Stocco, John 
Conny, Joe Fahey, 
Rosanne Duane. 
Mike Melanson 
Michael Burdett S lgma Tau Epsilon was one 
of many Greek organiza-
tions participating In Greek 
Week. Jill Jerry, Tana Sherman, 
and Cyndee Jones join In the par-
ty spirit. 
S lgma Tau Epsilon sponsors 
an annual Hug-a-Thon 
with the funds raised going to the 
American Heart Association. 
Shown getting Into the spirit of 
the event Is University president 
Brother Fitz. 
·Front row: Dan Coe, 
Bill Placke,_ Jorge 
Garcia, Jeff Flynn, 
Tony Fleck, Craig 
Holubetz. Row 2: 
Phi Beta Alpha is a social fraternity which 
provides a relaxed and enjoyable atmo-
sphere for its members as well as the stu-
dent community. 
Ernesto Noboa, Hon-
do Imwalle, Joseph 
Blaha, Joe Babb, Ed-
d I e O'Brien_, Tim 
Glancey, Ricky Wer-
ner, Rob Katzen-
bach. Back row: Jose 
Wiley, Rafael Alva-
rez, Joe Weidenbach, 
Joe Fischer, Joe 
Fegen, Dan Roberts, 
Pete Szuch, Chris 
Ashley, Dong 
Sooklm. 
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A Golden opportunity 
T au Nu Kappa ts an honorary 
organization that 
recognizes 
undergraduates of the 
School of Engineering 
who have demonstrated 
outstanding qualtttes of 
leadership, Integrity and 
personaltty through 
parttctpatton In 
extracurricular activities. 
The club was based 
upon and modeled after 
the honorary society 
.,., "Texntkot," founded at 
Ohio State University. 
With support from 
Texntkot and revision of 
the original constitution 
for Its own use, TNK was 
formed. "Texntkot," 
translated from the 
Armenian language, 
means "technical." The 
same identifying Initials 
are used, but the new 
name Involves 
Pl Tau Sigma la an Honorary Society for 
Mechanical Engineers. Students and fac-
ulty work together to insure the accuracy of 
the curriculum. 
Front row: Valerie 
Daniel, Mary Toth, 
Julie Long, Tim 
Quinn. Row 2: Mark 
Ellerbrock, Mike Mc-
Closky, Dominic De-
Angelo, John Konko-
ly, David Johnson. 
Row 3: Norm Schehl, 
Fred Roberts, Dan 
Rhule, Scott Farmer, 
David Ernst, Mark 
Hegemann. Back 
row: Daniel Szen-
drey, Joe Frabotta, 
John Augustin, 
Bruce Graham. 
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Engineering and 
Engineering Technology . 
Members are Involved In 
a variety of activities 
ranging from the football 
team to sports announcer 
for WDCR. They are also 
active In community 
service Inside and outside 
the university such as 
tutoring, volunteer 
elementary school coach, 
and lobbyist for 
environmental concerns. 
Through their 
Involvement In other 
organizations, members of 
TNK demonstrate 
commitment to the 
University and the 
community, which ts 
beneficial to the formation 
of a well-rounded 
engineer.• 
-Kris Kliner 
Front row: Robert 
Kenney, Tim Evans, 
Steve Dorth. Row 2: 
Bob Oshea, Pete Dall, 
Mike Hood, Jim 01-
so n. Row 3: Jim 
Rohrbach, Jim 
Flynn, Tony Clam-
m al ch ella, John 
Lewis. Back row: Ja-
son Riley. 
Rho Rho Rho members strive to live up to 
their motto of "Reason, Respect, and Re-
sponsibility" through service to the com-
munity and the University. 
Rho Rho Rho Si•ten i• a social •ororlty 
auociated with the Rho Rho Rho Fraternity 
who al•o serve the Unlver•ity and the com-
munity. 
Front row: Karan 
Pl pan, Lisa Kenney, 
Kathy Schulz, June 
Drach, Kristen 
Rlebenack. Back 
row : Molly 
O'Donnell, Kathy 
Garrigan, Rosemary 
Dominic, Kim Har-
rox, Cathy Krueger. 
\ 
\ . 
B rousing In the Bookstore, Chris Cherella sits down to 
take his time looking over a par-
tlcularllly Interesting magazine. 
The on-campus bookstore cat-
ered to the wide-ranging needs of 
students. 
S enlor year Is a time to look back on the experiences 
had at the University. Many stu-
dents attribute their happiness 
here to getting Involved with or-
ganizations and meeting people. 
Sigma Nu i• one of the campu•' mo•t active 
•oclal fraternities, who participate in and 
•ponmor many campu• event.. 
Front row: Jeff Pfeifer, Joe 
Allen. Scott Myers, Richard 
Seltz, Phil Ave ry, Mike 
Gruber . Row 2 : Mike 
Donaghey, Jim Dayle, Matt 
Schnell, Chris Seeman, Car-
los Cruz, Jim Seljos, Dale 
McEldowney, Pat Keating. 
Row 3: Terrence De.nahoe, 
Heed VanTlem , Dale Rook. 
Scott Lamontagne. Jim 
Rademacher, Bill Jamison, 
Patrick Mecham, Mark Al-
bright. Back row: Paul Ater, 
Chris Coleman. Tim Carl-
son, Drew Fessler, Michael 
Gansen, Matt Dunn. Graig 
Seeman. Ward Orzech. Biil 
Thlmme. John Fay. 
•( 
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Front row: Chrissie Lendway, 
Elizabeth Obrecht, Jennifer 
Chiricotti, Wendy Kline, Michelle 
Flynn, Sue Collins, Julie Bock-
horst. Traci Cunningham. Row 2: Bar-
bara Vuljanlc, Mary Jo Anderson, Ma-
rie Barrett, Michelle Hawk, Michelle Brugh, 
Christina Brendel. Sydney Morton, 
Kimberly Cari, Eileen Miles. Row 3: Vickie 
Wiesman, Jennifer Gase, Jennifer Moore, Patty 
Butler, Holly Humphrey, Lori Keehan, Margo Fish, 
Jules DeRosa, Katherine Ktvlighan. Back row: 
Megan Hall, Missy Leininger, Kristine Shine, Helen 
Donnelly, Kelly Karcher, Missy Miller, Tracey Ho11:an, 
Sue Golden, Becky Puls, Cara Bellamy, Teresa Willowgfiby. 
Juicy Watennefon and More ... 
T heta Phi Alpha is an activities. The women Alpha and Lambda Chi for the American Heart organization based ,,,, participate in such events Alpha is the Watermelon Association. 
upon leadership, as Clean Sweep, "Hands Bust. The proceeds are Theta Phi Alpha is a 
friendship and loyalty. Across The Ghetto," and divided, with Theta Phi sorority dedicated to the 
The motto, "Nothing great Alcohol Awareness Week. Alpha's share given to the pursuit of happiness and 
is ever achieved without Members volunteer for Glenmary Home excellence. Through 
much enduring," various Dayton area · Missioners, their national service to the University, 
encompasses all aspects community service philanthropy. the community and social 
of the sorority. agencies such as the Other community activities, Theta Phi 
As an active part of the American Red Cross and activities include Alpha will continue to be 
Greek system, Theta Phi the March of Dimes. One volunteering at the a vital organization. • 
Alpha is involved in many of the largest activities co- Museum of Natural -Mary Jo Anderson 
campus and community sponsored by Theta Phi History and an art auction 
Sigma Nu Sisters are affiliated with the Sig-
ma Nu Fraternity. They are dedicated to 
loyalty, friendship and service. 
GREEKS 
Front row: Anne-
Marie Eder, Karen 
Daly, Caroline Bran-
nen, Carol Green. 
Row 2: Colleen 
Jamison, Elizabeth 
.Greene, Heather 
Boerup, Cheryl 
Bednar. Back row: 
Margaret DePaull, 
Erin Dillon, Jenifer 
Hinkle. 
Tau Beta Pi is an Engineering Honor So-
ciety dedicated to the promotion and sup-
port of those students who are Engineering 
and Engineering Technology majors. 
Front row: Donna 
Zelesnik, Rosemary 
Secoda, Tim Quinn, 
David Ernst, Karen 
Kreutzjans, Matt 
Dumstorf. Row 2: 
Lynne Dant, Michael 
Kaylor, Jill Gunder-
son, David Johnson, 
Kerry Haight, Julie 
Long. Back row: Joe 
Tasto, Joe Hinricks, 
John Augustin, Joe 
Frabotta, Angela 
Longs. 
Zeta Phi Beta la a social sorority which pro-
vides a relaxed atmosphere for its members 
as well as the student community. 
Christine Hyman, 
Sherry Mc David. 
A II the organizations help out at the annual Fall 
Clean Sweep. Sydney Morton and 
Tina Brendel have no problem 
jumping Into the spirit of the an-
nual Fall Clean Sweep. Theta Phi 
Alpha sister, Elizabeth Obrecht 
says, "We don't look at It as 
work. It's always fun to help oth-
ers and that is what we stand 
for." 
T he Watermelon Bust was 
great fun for all Involved. 
Jenny Sundra Is pushed Into a 
"Watermelon Pool" by Brent Car-
penter and Jim Briscoe. The 
event was described by Holly 
Humphrey as "a childhood fan-
tasy." This promises to be one of 
the best annual events In the fu-
ture. 
Zeta Tau Alpha atreaaea academic ezcel-
lence and service and social interaction. As 
a sorority, we sponsor various activities 
that encourage life-long friendships. 
Front row: Jill Schachtek. 
Julie Boesch . Jen Dascenza. 
Lisa Grdina. Teresa Ph!lpot. 
Terry K!lbane . Sheri Foster , 
Karen Thomas, Tracey 
Selbert, Elizabeth Carson. 
Molly Snell. Row 2: Trish 
Jacobs, G!na Mc Connell, 
Laura Cimini, Barb Buck. 
Renee Novick, Lisa Bla tz, 
Suzanne Fallon, Therese 
Eckerle. Molly Skuce. Lisa 
Koenig, Anissa Nation. Row 
3: Sharl Little. Mary Solo-
mon, Lynn Feudo, Debbie 
Culver, Amy Weber. Paula 
Austin. S usie Payson, Shel-
ley Brosnan. Mary Rees-
man. Susanne Canpanellt. 
Andree Beckam. Back row: 
Teresa Solomon , Joann 
Krls!nskt. Kristy Michael, 
Betsy Zacher. E!leen Kings· 
ley. Christy Curtis. Jennlf~r 
Rustic. Samantha Sullivan. 
Renee Brown, Dayn a 
Dinardo, Liz W iseman 
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Michael Burdett 
200-225 
226-233 
234-241 
242-250 
Arts and Sciences 
Engineering 
Education 
Business 
H omecoming can be a night to remember, especially as a Senior. Susan Festa dances with John Groene at the Friday night dance, 
held for the first time in Dayton's Convention Center. During the football 
game on Saturday afternoon, a Homecoming King and Queen were 
crowned. 
H eld in October each year, Campus Ministry sponsors "Hands Across the Ghetto." At approximately 3:00 p.m. on a Friday, the University 
community lines up along Alberta Street and joins hands in awareness of 
Hunger in the world. A tailgate on the lawn of McGinnis Center follows. 
N&Dcy Rattenbary 
A s the final year of college rolls around, 
it becomes increasingly im-
portant to refine computer 
skills. The computer labs in 
Anderson center are easily 
accessible during the day or 
night. 
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AS I watched some good friends walk down 
the aisle to receive their diplomas, I was filled with 
an overwhelming sense of happiness for them. 
There they were, with the world at their feet, 
officially "on their own." Then my happiness 
tµrned to jealousy. Why was I stuck with one more 
year of school? Would it ever be my turn to walk 
down that aisle? 
As these thoughts entered my mind, panic set 
in. I was not envious of the graduates anymore. I 
was afraid for them. What a terrifying experience 
it must be to face the future, with no chance of 
going back to the past. How do you learn to 
survive in the real world? That is something you 
can never learn in a classroom. 
Thfs reality was a slap in the face for me. I am 
not as anxious to graduate as I used to be. I would 
like to stay in the comfort and safety of a college 
campus for as long as I can. • 
-Judy Butkiewicz 
R elief and Terror. You can see them both in the faces of 
graduates. They are thankful to be through with 
school, but at the same time, afraid to go out into the real 
world. 
Gina Abbate 
Medical Technology 
Veronica Aclls 
Interior Design 
Chrle Alben 
Biology 
Kim Allen 
Communication 
Dan Allepaw 
General Studies 
Suzanne Amico 
Criminal Justice 
Michelle. Ankony 
Mathematics 
Gina Antonelli 
Public Relations 
Laura Aarlemma 
Comm. Management 
Paula Auetin 
Economics 
Richard Batley 
History 
David Baker 
Criminal Justice 
Rochelle Baker 
Commun tcatlon 
Roeemary Barbaro 
Biology 
Michelle Bare 
Systems Analysts 
Thereea Barrett 
Psychology 
Shauna Barthel 
Broadcasting 
Manjula Bathini 
Pre medicine 
Margaret 8aaer 
International Studies 
Cheryl . Bednar 
Psychology 
John Bednarz 
English 
Mary Beth BeW· 
Public Relations 
Carmine Bellini 
Communication 
Tim Bennett 
Journalism 
Pam Bernholci 
Human Ecology 
Karl Bibentine 
Psychology 
Julie Biernacki 
Comm. Management 
Michael Bl&elow 
History 
Stacia Blll 
Public Relations 
Melinda Bliler 
Political Science 
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Jeannemarle Birbitlia 
Comm. Management 
Marilyn Bishop 
Communication 
Anthony Blakely 
Criminal Justice 
Kathryn Bleaaing 
Sociology 
Llaa Boals 
Psychology 
BrianBolam 
Chemistry 
Kenneth Bono 
Systems Analysts 
Mike Bowen 
Phtlosophy 
Laura Bower 
Comm. Management 
Matthew Scott Boyer 
Soctology 
Ken Boyle 
Prernedictne 
EricBoyako 
Public Relations 
Cheryl Brabb 
English 
Jennifer Bracken 
Psychology 
Margaret Bradley 
Communtcatton-
Jim Brambllla 
Communication 
Kathy Brandenburg 
Human Ecology 
Chriatina Brendel 
Criminal Justice 
Joan Brenzel 
Communtcatton 
Ann Bretz 
(::omm. Management 
Tim Brewer 
Chemistry 
Pam Bridenbaugh 
Music 
Stephanie Brinkmann 
Human Ecology , 
Nicole Briach 
Psychology 
Kelly Broadbent 
Systems Analysts 
Steve Brooke 
Computer Science 
Laura Brown 
Photography 
SuAnBrown 
International Studies 
Francisco Buendia 
Premedtctne 
Craig Bull 
Systems Analysts 
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DID you say that you didn't have time 
to go to any of the basketball games? Did you 
say that you didn't have time to see "The 
Accused, " visit the Monk's Inn, attend the 
Lent Event, hear a speaker at UD, participate 
at Christmas on Campus or the Intramural 
program, see a play or a musical? 
What? You didn't have time you say? Well, 
what were you doing during the eighteen 
hours each day that you were not sleeping? 
As a senior, I can look back over the last 
. four years and appreciate all of these "other" 
activities that have taught or influenced me 
In different ways. I've had my share of 
working 25-30 hours a week, or student 
teaching, but it was these " other" activities 
that kept me from focusing in on my own 
little world. They brought me out into reality. 
Have you heard the old saying: ''The busier 
you are, the better you'll manage your time?" 
I think it is true! So many people use the 
excuse of not having time to attend events or 
get involved. Why ls it that you see the same 
people at events or Involved with the 
University? Where is everyone else? Where 
are you? No one should short-side themselves 
and Ignore the opportunities that they are 
offered. (Cont.) G etting involved in a game of cards was one way 
these students kept a circle of warmth during 
their "homeless" night in the plaza. 
GRADUATES 203 
204 GRADUATES 
WE live in a unique community. The rapport 
within the community is closely knit; people care 
for each other. Where else does the President of 
the University start a "hug-a-thon," or introduce 
a visiting group (The Fountain Square Fools) when 
they come to the University? Only at UD, baby! 
There are numerous opportunities for students 
to get involved, from the Student Government 
Association to any type of service club in Campus 
Ministry. ''Awareness Weeks'' are famous on this 
campus; what a quick and informative way to 
learn about different issues. Brother Raymond L. 
Fitz should be pleased that so many students are 
aware of what goes on outside the University. 
As I am leaving, I can honestly say that there is 
much more to college than straight A's, 
fraternities, sororities, or learning to chug a beer: 
In one of my favorite classes, we learned that 
completing the journey is not what is important, 
but learning along the way is. 
Try these "other" activities. Who knows - you 
may learn something more than you have in some 
of your classes. Academics aren't everything! 
-Cheryl Chester • 
I t is hard to say good.bye to clanmates. Sometimes it is 
even harder to say goodbye to professors. Dr Florence 
Wolfe was a favorite of many students, including Amy Sen-
ior, who took a minute to give her a farewell hug. 
Lynne Burkett 
English 
Anthony BWICemi 
History 
Noreen Butterfield 
Law Enjorcement 
Tim Caldwell 
Comm. Management 
Robin Callahan 
Journalism 
Richard Cancilla 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Brian Carey 
Comm. Management 
Anne Cafibton 
English 
LiACattani 
International Studies 
BrianCbue 
Computer Science 
Victoria Chrystal 
Systems Analysts 
Leah Chuang 
German 
Christopher ChW.stflr. 
Erigltsh 
Martin Clancy 
Comm. Management 
Brian Clarlr. 
Medical Technology 
David Clemens . 
Comm. Management 
Megan Clements 
Commlinicatton 
Angela Conard 
Studio Art 
Lynn Conly 
Comm. Management 
Brian Connaughton 
Communication 
Connie Cordonnier 
Management 
Rlclr.Cowman 
Systems Analysts 
Denise Coy 
Management 
Sae Cramer 
Corrections 
Juliana Crane 
Music 
Katrina Crane 
American Studies 
William .Craport 
Computer Science 
Susan Crawford 
Psychology 
BUI Crotty 
Management 
Cynthia Cally 
Commerctal Design 
GRADUATES 205 
206 
John Cummint• 
Comm. Management 
Michelle Cupp 
Ex erct.se Science 
Ronald Custer 
Communication 
Patrick Czupik 
Philosophy 
Michael Dalidowicz 
. Computer Science 
CathyDtllauo 
English 
Janine D'Annibalie 
Psychology 
Sharon. Dapore 
Medical Technology 
Jennifer Davia 
· f[tstqry 
Steve Daria 
Comm. Management 
Car~IJ>ech 
Biology 
Nicole DeFranco 
Psycholqgy 
Marla DeMarchl 
Chemf.stry 
Mary Kay Deinocko 
Ifumart Ecology 
Sheila.Deaelich . 
Psychology · 
Ralph. DeStepbano 
Psychology 
Meg Di~rlcblli 
Publlc Rela.(totts 
Jeff Ditmire 
Communication 
Timothy Doerr 
Chemt.str y 
Kathleen DQberty 
Human Ecology 
Sally Donahue 
Commimication 
Moira Donovan 
International St.udies 
Patrick Dooley 
Comm. Management 
Kelly Doran 
Broadcasting 
Scott Donten 
Computer Scien ce 
James Doyle 
PoUttcal Science 
Naomi Drablk 
Broadcasting 
Tim Driscoll 
Communication 
K«lthle.en Druffner 
Criminal Justice 
Rosanne Duane 
E nglt.sh 
GRADUATES 
WHEN I came to the University of 
Dayton, I was shy, immature, and thought I knew 
a few answers to life. I thought I had strong beliefs 
and convictions on almost any topic. I was young. 
So very young. 
That was in the Fall of 1985. Now, four years 
later, about to leave the closeness and security of 
what I now realize to be a superb institution, for 
both receiving an excellent education and 
providing the opportunity to live life to the fullest, 
I find myself questioning and searching. And I am 
glad of it. 
I arrived at this University believing I knew 
everything. And now I am leaving, not with all the 
answers to life I thought college would offer, but 
with something far greater - an unyielding 
passion to pursue the meaning of life, in all Its 
glory and horrifying truths. And for that, I am 
glad. 
-Brian Leipold • 
A II graduation ceremonies begin with a prayer. The 
graduates reflect on their college years and realize 
all they have to be thankful for, and all that they have 
learned. 
GRADUATES 207 
208 
Lucy E. Dubois 
Medical Technology 
Suaanne Dumon 
English 
Amy Dunson 
Comm. Management 
MikeDuvlc 
Communication 
Chris Dziubek 
Political Science 
Tim Earley 
Comm. Management 
Jeffrey Edsell 
English 
Anne Enright 
Communication 
Patrick Enright 
Management lrifo. 
Systems 
Katherine Erhart 
International Studies 
GRADUATES 
WORKING asaSentorwasa 
great experience. I worked for Dr. Henry Chuang, 
who ts part of the Mechanical Engineering 
Department. We worked as energy consultants for 
industrialized plants, with a grant from the 
Department of Energy. Our goal was to reduce the 
plant's utility bills. I am presently applying for a 
graduate assistantship to continue working with 
Dr. Chuang while working toward a Master's 
Degree in Thermal Engineering. 
-Mark Durbin • 
The campus carnival gives the students and t~e ~om­
munity a day of fun complete with balloons, cotton 
candy, and popcorn. The campus had booths sponsored by 
many of the campus organizations. 
~dtlBHD& 
R$yithology 
Pv.lll l'lltco:Qe 
Poll ictll Still!?n1:.e 
SU.Falin 
cam,mururo[ !)J'l 
SvatDe-Jl:alhul 
Bkll!J9!1 
Jolul Falter 
Comm. MQJlhgemenf 
Kamcen Fah!Q" 
a.omni. Ma.r1r;wl!'tniW ~ 
Tbnalby FfthalGll 
Pt.tblrt! Rf!lt1.l.fo11& 
MaDneDY'lll~I&) 
fJlstOr!J 
Jackie F lcal& 
C:r{m no I .JIJ.s, .i . 
TtmS'ennell 
Comrqlln!mitfe~ 
9teu1 Fmilriernlaker 
Ph s-lc&-
8uaiD I!'~ 
QOmm. Man«gerrmrit 
lllidlu1 Plnan 
S11s ems .Ann:iy:;.i:s 
~l'hlk 
Gen,erql SI df!itS 
~11'.inb:t 
J~:urrud!Srn 
K'cUJ Flb:Jl:lbbun 
EffQlQgy 
a11B'W1aenr 
Cornnumlca.twn 
~r~ 
Prem~ftlc.lm" 
Dlula:rliM 
.Man~em~nt 
~ :l'ol.Hnlav;~ 
Prs11ti;l'dh.1in s: 
M'ichele 'll'OHe 
Hqmqn Et!QjDgd,I 
Jidf J'llpplll 
yst~ms:A na.l!Jsls 
Pl.al 'orimaa 
Psyfllullag,!J 
COldeP J'dtter 
SocuaL Wor-k 
Jabnrar 
Vt:JUtfoa.I Sctenrl'f 
1'fHe) ftoellcll 
PllbU Retatja1i.s 
'TW'ibl;r f'rJ 
.S:f11!1ittI W!'.l•rk· 
...... J't:f'Unl 
Chemtstry 
Clul.r.lell --.eneger 
Com rn. Marmgemen 1-
Al-.niln UaUJ:telU 
/:l tsfor!J 
GRADUATES 209 
210 
Ancel& Ganater 
Public Relations 
Kelley Gardner 
Social Work 
James Geary 
International Studies 
Julene Gel• 
History 
Angela Gellneau 
Physics 
Ellzabetb George 
Comm. Management 
Jean Bernadette Gerren 
General Studies 
Robert Gettings 
Political Science 
Bridget Gibbs 
Undeclared 
Michael Glll 
Economics 
Marla Gleason 
Comm. Management 
Kyle Godfrey 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Pete Goetbal• 
Management 
Susan Golden 
Comm. Management 
Laura Gorman 
Psychology 
Laura Gorton 
Psychology 
Jlll Graf 
History 
Thomae Graham 
Physics 
Tlm Grayson 
Physics 
Nellle Greely 
English 
Carol Green 
Public Relations 
Mike Greenland 
Management 
Beverly Groeber 
Management Irifo. 
Systems 
John Groene 
International Studies 
Darrell Gronemeler 
Photography 
Mary Beth Grotz 
Premedicine 
Pam Gulla 
Comm. Management 
Anne Gunderson 
Interior Design 
Brent Haaa 
Psychology 
Glnier Hairston 
Social Work 
GRADUATES 
I'm excited about finally leaving 
school, but nothing could ever 
take the place of UD and the 
Ghetto. 
-Bill Romer• 
T his is the life! Relaxing at a weekend party, a senior enjoys the sun. The weekends were a time for volleyball 
and frisbee, for laying around, or for catching up on sleep. 
JohnHajner 
Polttical Science 
Stephen B8le 
·Communication 
JonHal•ted 
Comm. Management 
Adel BaDna . 
Premed,tcine 
Tracey Hanneken 
Management , 
~keHarmon 
Comm, Management 
JohDBarpat 
Political Science 
Lori liarrta 
Comm. Management 
Linda Hart 
Chemistry 
Jacqaeltne Bawldn• 
Chemtstr!;I 
Joaeph Baynea 
Poltttcal Science 
Amy Heintz 
Comm1mtcatton 
Tracy Bendenon 
Broadcasting 
Laura Heqehold 
Philosophy 
Chrl• Heneuey 
Management 
GRADUATES 
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211 
Trisha Henneuy 
. Comm. Management 
Eugene Henry 
Chemistry 
Jane Henry 
Comm. Management 
Karen Heppler 
Communication 
Susan Hermes 
Philosophy 
Margi Hermstedt 
Criminal Justice 
Victoria Higgins 
Management 
Patrick Himes 
Crtrrylnal Justtce 
Edward Hinchcliffe 
Chemistry 
Tracey Hogan 
Psychology 
212 -GRADUATES 
LIVING . in the ghetto community gives 
students a chance to be independent and face the 
challenges of living with other individuals. 
Because of this independence, friendships evolve. 
Ghetto living can be a very rewarding experience 
that will continue throughout a student's life. 
-Jeff Quesenberry • 
U p for the jw:iip, these avid volleyball players struggle 
to keep the point in a game at an afternoon party. 
Tragedy struck the owners when these houses caught fire and 
barned down ln July. 
llllcbael Holbrook 
j ournalism · 
llllchelle Hub 
Management lrifo. 
Systems . . · 
Jennifer Huber 
History 
Juli& Buber 
Human Ecology 
CarC)IHumbert 
Public Relations 
S&rahBunt 
Biology 
Allee Hutzel 
Comm. _Management 
J&inaHyatt 
Broadc~ttng . 
llaiy·Beth l.ouzi 
CommunLcatton 
Elisabeth Irvio 
Comm. Mq.Ticigement 
Monica Iversen 
Coinm. )\.fariagE?menJ 
Jama Jaap 
_Engltsh 
Chrlatlne Juu1 .. 
Comm •. Management · 
Elabie JinMn 
Psychology 
·Robert Janna•• 
Computer Science 
Jama Jaye 
English 
Ann John•tOn 
Comm. Management 
illb.Jones 
law fi;nJorcemen( 
Duiiel Joi'clan 
·· Reltgfo'us $tudtes 
KeTin Jos'dan 
Pre.n:iedictn'e 
PaalJ~ILDg 
Economics 
. Brlan Kanieelr.i 
Comm. Management 
Stephen KarlovU:a 
Chemtstry 
BWKamatz 
H~t~ry . 
1.ame1 tleIIeher 
Comm. Management 
Ronald Keller 
Management InJo. 
Systems · 
CoUeen Kelly 
Preniedtcine 
Edward Kelly 
Political Sctence 
Ann Kenna 
Public Relattoris 
llU1tKenoe11 
Management 
GRADUATES 213 
Mlchele Kilroy 
Management 
Gary Klncald 
Comm. Management 
DavldKlng 
Finance 
Brent Kloster 
Engltsh 
Paul Knepper 
Computer Science 
MarkKnlght 
Premedictne 
Cb.rlatine Koebler 
Communtcatton 
Shelley Kohout 
Psychology 
Scott Koko~o 
Commercial Design 
PeterKope 
Comm. Management 
Karin Kowalllki 
Communication 
Joe Krumm 
Biology 
Jean Landbeck 
English 
Tamara Lanphere 
Psychology 
Elaine LaRou 
Management 
Ken Lasky 
Journaltsm 
Kelly Lathrop 
Psychology 
Laurence Leen 
Management 
Crate Leesman 
Psychology 
Brlan Leipold 
English 
Jobn Lenehan 
Political Science 
Julle Leviaear 
International Studies 
JobnLewla 
Psychology 
Amy Lindeman 
Medical Technology 
David Lindsley 
Computer Sctence 
Matt Lintz 
Communtcatton 
Cbrlstlna Litz 
Public Relattons 
Paul Logan 
Political Science 
BrlanLokai 
Biology 
Julianne Lonz 
Biology 
214 GRADUATES 
THE most important thing I learned was to 
depend on myself. Oh, sure, I depend on my 
parents, my brothers, my friends, and lots of other 
people. But through all the strange things that 
happened to me over the past few years, from 
bein~ left at Bellbrook High School after my first 
bancf performance freshman year to walking in 
the rain after my last clowning adventure this 
year, I learned I can do whatever I want to do. I 
can be whomever I want to be. And nobody is 
goin~ to stop me. Nobody. 
-Katny Ray• 
R eady to rifle the ball to bl• receiver, Quarterback Scott Hullinter tries to complete the pau aucceu-
fully. It took a belief in hi• ability for Scott to ezcel at 
football, Ju•t as it took aenion belief in their abilities to 
1raduate. 
Tina Lounaberry 
Communtcatt.on 
Paul Luenman 
Economtcs 
BrlCltta Luaaer 
Premedtctne 
Marci MacLaren 
Crtmtnal Justice 
Carol Matneu-Fink 
Commerctal Destgn 
David Maher 
Economtcs 
Lucienne Maimone 
Music _ 
Michael Manes 
Communtcatton 
Laura Mann 
Computer Sctence 
Marla Marten• 
Communtcatton 
GRADUATES 215 
216 
Don Martin 
English 
Elizabeth Martin 
Spanish 
Monica Martin 
International Studies 
Stephanie Martini 
Visual Art Education 
Marjorie Mascollno 
Mathematics 
TlmMasea 
Publlc Relations 
Pamela Mathias 
Psychology 
Lori Mathis 
English 
Becky Maus 
Management lrifo. 
Systems 
Patricia Mayer 
Comm. Management 
Michelle McCartney 
Management 
Terry McChrystal 
Management 
Katharine McClai:y 
Public Relations 
Cathy McElllstrem 
Biology 
Martin McGlnty 
Management 
GRADUATES 
I will now be entering the wild 
and wonderful world of 
uncertainty. 
-Ray Coll• 
A fter the speeches and the presentation of diplomas, 
each graduate has to face the future, whether it ls in 
sharp focus or a little blurry. 
Kathy MCGiynn 
Commercial Design 
Nell McGonlgle 
Psychology 
Neala Mclnemey 
Comm. Management 
Sean P. McKenna 
Economics 
Patrick McKean 
Comm. Management 
Christina McKeown 
Philosophy 
DanMcManua 
Management 
Martlo McNamara 
Comm. Management 
Molly Mee 
Public Relations 
T11lciMeece. 
Comm. Management 
Ll•Merkel 
Social Work 
Brian Metzinger 
Management 
Ll•Meyer 
Interior Design 
DonnaMeyen 
Commerctal Design 
Suan Middleton 
Management lrifo. 
Systems 
SUND Mlkulaki 
History 
Robert Millbouae 
Computer Science 
Joletta Minard 
Chemistry 
SUND IQnanll 
Psychology 
Kathleen Moffett 
Pub!tc Relations 
Mark Monaour 
Chemistry 
Gregory Moore 
Law Enforcement 
JO&DD Morelll 
Psychology 
George Morelle& 
Psychology 
Suaan Morgan 
Comm .. Management 
Sandra Moaltea 
Comm. Management 
Nancy Mottlce 
History 
Richard Mulligan 
Management 
Kevin Mullin 
Management 
Mike Mumma 
Biology 
GRADUATES 217 
218 
Terence Murphy 
Biology 
Kate Murray 
English 
Wilbert C. Murray 
Accounting 
Mlc~ele .Myen 
Public Relations 
William.Naber 
Pre medicine 
. Mark Naymlk 
English 
Liu Nelaen 
Communtcatlon 
Kelly Nelaon 
Public Relations 
Cbrl• Newlon 
Marketing 
LIA Nlebenke 
Mathemattcs 
David.Nl•t 
Psychology 
Joe Novello . 
Comm. Management 
Renee Novick 
Premedtc.tne 
Patricia. Nqent 
Comm. Management 
. KarenOakil 
Communication:. 
Joeeph Olller 
. English 
ErlcOlmon 
Predenttstry 
Stepbel) O'Neill 
Comm. Management 
Krlmtln Oravecz 
Communication 
Michelle O'Rourke 
Comm. Managemen~ 
Sllllall O.lnut 
Comm. Management 
JamemOtto 
Chemistry 
Karen Osford 
Sparitsh 
Joe Pahl 
History 
Mary:Patrouch 
International Str.¢tes 
Lori Penln•kl 
Comm. Management 
Joan Petenon 
Human Ecology 
Pat Petrillo 
Communication 
Jeffrey Pfeifer 
Comm. Management 
Kathy Phllllp• 
Comm. Management 
GRADUATES 
MY experience has been great, especially my 
senior year. The best part was oein~ in Delta Chi 
Omega and planning Senior Ball. Tfie social 
experience is awesome! UD has helped me to grow. 
-Michelle McCartney • 
I n the crowded Kennedy Union cafeteria, a group shares a few laughs over their lunch, courtesy of the Food Court. 
Beth Plekutowsld 
.Visual Art Education 
Michael Plenltowsld 
Studt.a Art 
Bill Placke 
Marketing 
Anlela Plummer 
International Studies 
l)ave Polomaky 
Chemistry 
Robert PontlcleUo 
Computer Scten:ce 
Patrice Power 
Psych0l0gy 
Thol:Qu Pownall 
Crtmtni:il Justtce 
Grtuelle Principe 
Marketing · 
Dan Profitt 
Management 
A.nil Quarle11 
Communtcatton 
Joe Raab 
Religl.ous Studies 
Stephen Ralteri 
English 
Mark Ramsey· 
Systems. Analysts 
Kathleen Ray· 
English 
GRADUATES 219 
220 
Edward Reiu-don 
Comm. Management 
Eileen Reilly 
.8tology 
-Michele Requ&"11 
Psychology 
TomReuwer 
Broadcasttng 
Danielle Rior-dan 
Internattona:l Studies 
Krlaten Rlvolra 
Psychology_ 
Lorri Rotilnaon 
. Psychology 
Mike Roche 
Mathemattcs 
Marla Roclrifaez 
Crtmtnal Justice 
Michael Rogers 
Communtcatton 
StevenR~th 
Mecflantccil Engtneertng 
Meg Rudemlller 
Public Relattons 
Anne Rufo 
Engltsh 
Alan.Ryan 
Amertcan Studtes. · 
Regina Sack 
Human Ecology 
GRADUATES 
OUR last semester is the hardest. It is hard 
to budget time for work, school, and interviewing. It 
adds a lot of stress. I wish I didn't have such a big 
course load - it would make things easier. 
-Kelly Kirwan• 
F or seniors, •prlng meant meant final ezams, resumes and interviews. A soon to be graduate enjoys the sun in the 
Plaza while catching up on some studying before ezams. 
Lynne Salivaras 
Public Relations 
Debra Samberg 
Broadcasting 
Amy Sandmann 
Comm. Management 
Chris Banter 
Commercial Design 
Brad Saum 
Comm. Management 
Blain Saunders 
Comm. Management 
Steve Saunders 
Corrections 
David.Savini 
Broadcasting 
Ellen Scanlon 
En;gllsh . . 
Joeliene Schaffer 
Studto Art 
Khn· Scherer 
Pl'emedtctne 
Roger Schmidt 
Psychology 
Kriaty Schutte 
Premedictne 
DollJla Sehw~m . 
Comm. Management 
Daisy Scotland 
Political Scierµ:e 
Sarah SCOtt 
BtolOg.y 
Andy Scil.esnik 
Commurlicatton 
Amy&lnior 
Co11tm. Management 
Debbie Shanahan 
Criminal Justtce 
Macy-Shaw 
Comm, Management 
o..n shieldS 
Premedtctne 
Ro~rt Shirkey 
Eeonomics 
Todd. Sidle 
Computer Scienci:,? 
Carol Silverberg 
Spanish 
David Silvey 
Premedicine 
Sharon Simmons 
Sociology 
Lilla Skarzynski 
Commercial Design 
Adam.Smith 
Commercial Design 
Angela Smith 
Human Ecology 
Brian Smith 
Premedictne 
GRADUATES 221 
222 
Matthew Smith 
Management 
MeliuaSmith 
Interior Design 
Chriatoa Snear 
Broadcasting 
David Soboelay 
American Studies 
Robert Socci 
Broadcasting 
Matthew Sor• 
Political Science 
Marisa Soto 
Public Relations 
Sheryl Spicer 
International Studies 
Lisa Spiker 
public Relations 
Steve Spiwak 
Chemistry 
Laura Spreck 
Journalism 
K.ren Springer 
Comm. Management 
Jeff Staab 
Religious Studies 
Vincent Stafford 
·polftlcal Science 
Sai'.ah Stelpleyer.· 
Social Wofk 
Janet Stein 
Communication 
· JeffStein 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
·· Debby Stirrup 
Public Relations 
Mary CarOl Stokes 
Comm. Management 
·· Jude Stratford 
p'remedictne 
Chriat.lna Strnat 
Commercial Design 
Clare SuUlvan 
Sociology 
Patrick Sullivan 
Communicatton 
Je~ySundra 
Sociology 
Joail Sweeny 
Criminal Justice 
JohnTalqa 
Comm. Management 
Patrice Taylor 
Comm. Management 
Robert Teply 
Psychology 
Jim Terbovich 
Law Enforcement 
Michelle Thees 
Soctql Work 
GRADUATES 
WHILE the classroom has been 
challengtng and necessary, most of my learning 
has been outside of my classes. The environment 
ts based both on classroom learning and outside 
experiences. 
-Patrick Enright • 
helping hand is what a fellow l(l'ad needs from her 
friends in adjusting her hood. 
\ 
Tom Thell 
Htstory 
KarenThomu 
Comm. · ~anagement 
Willlalii Thoma• ll 
Psychology Jae T.bompaon 
Crfrn.lnal Justice 
LaUta ThOmpjlon 
FtneArts 
Patti Treuler 
Commercial Destgn 
Tim Trandel 
Computer Sdence 
Amie T1irrlll 
Intertor Design. 
EllUbetb U•b 
Psychology 
Kathryn vanae1 
Und.eclared · 
Reed v:annem. 
Public Relations 
Cllffons Vuko 
American .Studies 
Lbette Vu:qaes 
Comm. Management 
Robert VeroJ:leal ... 
Comm. Management 
Terri Vpkocll 
Computer Science 
GRADUATES . 223 
224 
Mary Wahl 
Human Ecology 
Montgomery Walker 
Systems An(.llystS 
Pola .Walker 
Psychology 
AlezWalsh 
Public Relations 
Erin Walsh 
Communication 
Tina Watne 
Geology 
Dan Wehrle 
Comm. Management 
Wllllain E. Wehrman 
Pre medicine 
Joe Weidenbach 
English 
Gary Welk 
Computer Science 
GRADUATES 
YOU learl?- a lot when you're away "at 
school." ~ou learn that some people appear to be . 
"nerds" or "geeks" or "preps" or whatever labels 
you want to put on them. But behind all the labels 
and stigmas are people who laugh and cry a.nd 
"put their sweats on one leg at a time" just like 
you do. And realizing this makes you mo,re careful 
about those labels. because someday you just 
might be the one being labeled. 
-Kathy Ray• 
D ressed in their caps and gowns, the graduates silently 
walk down the aisle led by Chris Murry to accept t.,_eir 
diplomas from Brother Raymond L. Fitz during the April 
graduation ezercl.sea. 
Lillian Weisen~ 
Communication 
Paul Wei.a 
Psychology 
Joel Welde 
Comm. Management 
Gretchen Wel•hofer 
Comm. Management 
Bryan Wendeln 
Computer Science 
Richard Werner 
Comm. Management 
Edward Westerheide 
Pre medicine 
James West.on 
History 
Heidi White 
Comm. Management 
. Pa~cla Wicken• 
Communication 
Jennifer Wickham 
Public Relations 
Kristina Wiercin•ld 
Political Science 
JoeeWUey 
Biology 
Maria WillOUChby 
Premedtclne 
Janice \Vu8on 
Criminal Justice 
Wendy Wittenmyer 
~ineA.rts 
lllartba-Wittmann 
Comm. Management 
Dan Wood 
Broadcasting 
Shawn-wood 
PoltttcaL Science 
SaAJi WrfCht 
History 
John Yaglensld 
Broadcasting 
Jim Yanosko 
English 
Jim Yerldna 
Criminal Justtce 
Joelle z.Jac 
Pre medicine 
Deborah Zelch 
English 
Karen Zemnlcku 
· Comm~ Management 
111ar1ie Zumbrun 
Communication 
GRADUATES 225 
226 
Mohammed Al~Bamdany 
Electrical 
Jamil Saleh Al-Othnlan 
Chemtcal Process Tech. 
Abdulla Al·Zamaml 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Bill Andenon 
Civil 
JayAndenon 
Engtneertng Technology 
Scott Anrine 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
John Aapatin 
Mechantcal 
John Balley 
Electrtcal 
Tom Baudendlatel 
Mechanical 
Amy Bayer 
Electrical 
GRADUATES 
U .D. is a great 
vacation! 
-Vince Stajf ord • 
A beer with some buddies ls the perfect way to relaz on 
a sunny afternoon after classes for these "ghetto 
residents." Gatherings like thla were commonplace during 
the spring. 
I 
I 
' • 
l 
I 
JOllJJ Bena 
Engineering 
Steven Bera 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Jamee Bittner 
Mechanical 
Scott Blandford 
Electrical 
Maureen Boeblert 
Bio-Engineering Tech. 
John Book 
Chemical Process Tech. 
Jeffrey Boria 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Rodney. Bradshaw 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Joel Braun 
Electrical 
Jerry Brown 
Mechanical 
Greg Bruening 
Mechanical 
Shawn Buch 
Mechanical 
Megan Buh 
Electrical 
Anthony Cailonaco 
Electrical 
Eileen Carney 
lndu,strial Eng. Tech. 
JameeChuna 
Electrical 
Scott Clark 
Electrtcal 
Stephen Clark 
Electrical 
Valerie Daniel 
Mechanical 
Lynne Dant 
Chemical 
Dominic DeAngelo 
Mechantcal 
Joe Deatazio 
lnd.ustrtal Eng. Tech. 
Vincent Dicaprio 
Engineering Technology 
Brlali Didier 
Electrical 
LlaaDlz 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
DaklakDo 
Mechantcal Eng. Tech. 
Michael Don&llhey 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Ruaaell Donten 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
William Dove 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Robin Downard 
Chemtcal 
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Matt Dum•torf 
Electrical 
Mark Durbin 
Mechanical 
Paul Dunaway 
Electrical 
Brian Early 
Mechanical 
Mark Ellerbrock 
Mechanical 
DougErter 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Ken Fehrenbach 
Electrical 
Glen Feltham 
Mechanical 
Jeff Feitz 
Civil 
DrewFeuler 
Electrical 
Margo Fish 
Electrical 
Joe Frabotta 
Mechanical 
Greg Fronl•ta 
Electrical 
Ernnto Fuente. 
Chemical 
Joseph Gallagher 
Mechanical 
Chrl• GaJ'famone 
Mechanical 
Maureen Garvey 
Marketing 
Annette Gauner 
Chemical 
Edward Gau 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
David Gel• 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Dan Gorman 
Electrical 
Jim Grabowakl 
Mechanical 
Bruce Graham 
Mechanical 
Brian Grant 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Kevin Grant 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
, David Greuon 
Clvll 
Julie Grunwald 
Ctvll 
Jlll Gunderson 
Electrical 
Ladawn Gurley 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
BWHamllton 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
GRADUATES 
MY experiences have been great, and the four 
years have flown. I am ready to hit the work world 
and I am looking forward to the years ahead. I can 
say that I fondly look back on my four years at UD. 
-Beth Goldsmith • 
G radaation is not the end, it is only the beginning. The handshake Gretchen Welshofer gives a favorite pro-
feuor is as mach a thank yoa as a goodbye. 
Jason Hartkemeyer 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
Tarry Hatch 
Electrical 
Joseph Hinrichs 
Electrtcal 
Harold Hirz 
Electrtcal 
Dean Hofmann 
Chemical 
Michael Holland 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
KimHorroz 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
lllark Hutchins 
Ctvtl 
Brian Jonell 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Maureen Kane 
Industrial 
John Karkosiak 
Mechanical 
Rob Katzenbach 
Electrical 
Timothy Klawitter 
Chemical 
Kris Kilner 
Chemical 
Linda Klosterman 
Electrical 
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Anna Kneialy 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Gregory Kobak 
Electronlc Eng .. Tech. 
Michael Koch 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
John Konkoly 
Mechari(cal 
Shanno.n Korson 
Electrlcal 
Karen Kreutzjans 
Electrical 
George Labeau 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Jeanette Laclare 
Electric;:al 
.Michael Landry 
Electrical 
Juan Lewis 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Kurt Logsdon 
Chemical 
Mark Longendelpher 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Angela Longo 
ElectriCal 
Michelle Lopriore 
Mechanical 
Samer Maatouk 
Mechanical 
GRADUATES 
The times at UD have been a 
rewarding and growing experience. 
Thanks to all for the best years of 
my life! 
-Mary A. Toale • 
R eaching the heights. This is what a cheerleader does during a home soccer game. Reaching his potential is 
the goal of every graduate, whether it be through academics, 
athletics, or service. 
Marlr.Ma&alotti 
Electrical 
Patrick Magill 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
John Malone 
Ctvtl 
Dana Mamelll 
Mechanical 
Norman Maaae 
Electrical 
Michael McCloekey 
Mechanical 
David Meyer 
Industrial Technology 
CUmen Monnin 
Mechanical 
Lui• Morale 
Mechanical 
Antonio Mortera 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Emily Maechell 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Sidney New 
Civtl 
Marianna Niemer 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
Jean Nita 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Kim Nowacki 
Electrical 
JlllOhlU.,er 
Chemical 
Suaan O'Neil 
Comm. Management 
Jeff Onchell 
Electrical 
Wilmar Ortiz 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
KartO.walt 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Jonathan Owen 
Electrical 
Kenneth Padovani 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
Michael Pepiot 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Donald Perllln• 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Moc Pham 
Electrical 
Darryll Potter 
Clvtl 
Matthew Pyle 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
James Rademacher 
Mechanical 
Jomeph Randolph 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Dave Ream 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
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Paul Redder 
Electrical 
Wade Richards 
Mechanical 
Estelle Robinson 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
John Ruuell 
Chemical 
Kris Salerno 
Electrical 
Lori Sauer 
Medical Technology 
Craig Scachittl 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Karl Schlmmoeller 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Nancy Schlmmoller 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Dana Schwab 
Medical Technology 
Brent Seaman 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Rosemary Secoda 
Clvtl 
Dale Shouse 
Mechanical 
George Smith 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Sandra Smith 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Gregory Soller 
Mechanical 
Douglas Speelman 
Industrial Eng. Tech. 
Steve Spoutz 
Electrical 
Scott Szastak 
Mechanical 
Jon Tangeman 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Joe Tasto 
Electrical 
Jim Theodore 
Electrical 
Joseph Thomas 
Mechanical Eng. Tech. 
Sheryl Thurman 
Chemical 
Mary Toth 
Mechanical 
Todd Tracy 
Electrical 
Anthony Trapani 
Industrial Eng. Tech . 
Tim Vonderhaar 
Electronic Eng. Tech. 
Jack Vondrell 
Mechanical 
Robert Walch 
E lectronic Eng. Tech. 
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I dont' know, what 
are you gonna do? 
-Dave DelBene • 
L aundry in hand, John Groene walks back to his house 
in the ghetto. Like many seniors, John has no real idea 
of what he wants to do after he graduates. 
.John Walter 
Mechanical 
Treece Warren 
Chris Warwick 
Chemical 
Robert Weiman 
Electrica l 
Sara Welch 
David Welter 
Mechanical 
Paul Whitecar 
Electrical 
Paul Wilson 
Mechanical 
Todd Winslow 
Electrical 
Jeff Wolff 
.Mechanical Eng. Tech . 
TomWood9 
Electrical 
Andy Wyers 
Mechanical 
MeUssaZeiner 
Chemical 
Stephen Zeller 
Electrical 
GRADUATES 
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IF your first job seems very elusive and far off. 
visualize yourself working and enjoying an 
exciting new job. Dress in your best business 
fashion and spend a day in the city of your desired 
work place. Visualizing - through role playing -
wtll make you feel more comfortable with the idea 
of working in the real world. The more you can 
picture yourself doing work. the more confident 
you will become. And let's face it - the more 
cocky you feel. the better you will be able to 
challenge other candidates for your dream job. 
Getting that first job is never easy. so good luck 
and remember the first step is a big one. but the 
climb to the top will be rewarding once you find 
the ladder. 
-Mark Naymtk • 
Some people will go just about anywhere to study, in-
cluding Mary Kaczynski who found a cozy spot in one 
of the windows of Miriam Hall. 
Joanne Acerra 
Elementary 
.Sherllle Ampulsld 
Elementary 
cara Arledge 
Health 
Liu Bandsuch 
Eiementary 
William Bellus 
Phys teal 
Phyllis Bergman 
Education 
Deborah Binder 
Elementary 
Ltsa&gs 
.Elementary 
Dawn Boyer 
Elementary 
Kelly Burris 
Elementary 
Jennifer. Cameron 
Elementary 
Katen Capretta 
Elementµry 
Chrlatlne C&rdella 
Elementary · 
LeAnne Cayton 
Elementary . · 
Cheryl Chester 
Elementary 
Pau1c1&r11: 
Secondary 
Lauia Coleman 
Elementary 
Kathleen Connelly 
Elementary · 
SulllUl Corrtaan 
Physical 
William Corsello 
Secondary 
Collee11 Coughlin 
Secondary 
Molly Coazin• 
Elementary 
Kathleen Crawford 
Elementary 
S&lly Crawford 
Elementary 
David Cruey 
Elctrlcal Engineering 
TnicyJ>eter 
Elementary 
Terri DemptJey 
Elementary 
Son Do 
Electrical Engineering 
June Drach 
Elementary 
Thomas Dunnam 
Secondary 
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Kimberly Duritsch 
Elementary 
Anita Eckstein 
Elementary 
Laura Fischer 
Elementary 
Maureen Fitzgibbon 
Elementary 
Marcia Gangloff 
Elementary 
Lynn Garczynski 
Secondary 
Julie Garn 
Elementary 
Michael Gates 
Physical 
Linda Goddard 
Elementary 
Kathy Grey 
Elementary 
Sheryl Httjek 
Elementary 
Renee Hanna 
Elementary 
Leslie Harmeyer 
Elementary 
Teresa Hatfield 
Elementary 
Sally Jo Havas 
Visual Art 
Scott Helms 
Secondary 
Jann Herman 
Physical 
William Hickey 
Secondary 
Kurt Holtz 
Physical 
Jacqueline Hoyng 
Physical 
Beth Imwalle 
Elementary 
Jennifer Jefferies 
Elementary 
Brian Jeffries 
Secondary 
Barbara Johnston 
Elementary 
Mary Kaczynski 
Secondary 
Charles Kamehm 
-Elementary 
Karen Kazmaier 
Elementary 
Elizabeth Kelliher 
Elementary 
Kelly Keyes 
Elementary 
Annette· Kinser 
Elementary 
GRADUATES 
BEING a student at the University of 
Dayton creates many fond memories between the 
best of friends. Memories of wild weekends at the 
Ghetto, road trips, cramming for exams, Dayton to 
Daytona, dances, football and basketball games, 
and going to Tim's . But for some students, like the 
Mousers and the Spicers, campus life consisted of 
a lot more responsibility, and a lifetime of love. 
The life of being married at UD. 
Mike and Connie Mouser were married the 
summer of 1987 and had their son Christopher on 
February 24, 1988. Mike is currently co-oping 
with Robbins-Gioia, a computer contractor at 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, as well as 
working part time with Merrill Lynch. He will 
graduate in the spring of 1990 with a Bachelor's 
in Management Information Systems. Connie is a 
full time student at Carousel Beauty College. She 
will be graduating in October of 1989 and working 
in a beauty salon. Connie attended UD from 1985-
1987 prior to.her marriage. (cont.) 
T he Mousers: Mike, Connie, and their son Christopher. 
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ALSO happily married and enjoying the 
love and support of a family life in college are 
Patrick and Judy Spicer, and their daughter 
Megan, who was born September 13, 1988. 
Patrick is a senior Physical Education Major who 
graduated with a Bachelor of Science in April of 
1989. Judy is currently working as a waitress at 
the Brown Derby in Kettering. She attended UD 
from 1985-1988, and will complete the 
requirements for her degree in Education after her 
husband graduates. Patrick hopes to teach in 
Columbus while Judy attends class at Ohio State 
University. 
Every senior who leaves UD leaves with many 
memories of special moments with friends . The 
Mousers and the Spicers leave with moments like 
these, but they also leave with beautiful family 
moments, which made their time at UD even more 
special. 
-Brian Leipold • 
T he Splcers: Patrick,· Judy, and their daughter Megan. 
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Deborah Rle.der 
Secondary 
Mary Beth Rlzner 
Elementary 
SuaanRollln• 
Secondary 
Sandy R08holt 
Elementary 
PaulRozzo 
Elementary 
Chri•tlne. Ruuo 
Elementary 
MaryR11M9 
Ex.erctse Sctence 
KarolYQ. Sainartlno 
Elementary 
Judith A. Sauter 
Secondary 
Katie Schmidlin 
Elementary 
Karen .Schnell 
Elementary 
Karen Sch•elllef~ 
Elementary 
Patti Sebesta 
Elementary 
jmeen Shanley 
Elementary 
8$n .. Sbay, 
Eletnenta,.Y 
j09eph Shnpmon 
Secondary 
Lorett!!. Sprenger 
Elemfintary 
Katherine Steffen 
Secondary 
Ell~b~ Stewart 
AcQ01.mttng 
Karen Stack 
Elementary 
Kathleen Sullivan. 
· · E;lementary 
Cbrl•tine .Teer 
Secondary 
Dlailne Vier 
Elementary 
Nancyvo1e1 
Elementary 
Chri•tina Watraa 
Secondary 
Dan Weirich 
Secondary 
JDdy .. we.DDJne. 
Elementary 
lllaty WUklnnn 
Elementary 
Lori Wllliams 
Elementary 
Suaa.n Wittmer 
Elementary 
GRADUATES 
NEVER, ever, live with five gradua,ting 
seniors when you are not graduating. During the 
second semester, I was given an early dose of 
senioritis. 
While blowing off classes and homework allowed 
me to have some great times with my housemates, 
my classes suffered. We spent our weekends at Glen 
Helen, Young's Dairy, on the roof, or at other Dayton 
social establishments. Studying was outlawed at 119 
Evanston. 
Exam week was the worst! My housemates' finals 
ended Tuesday- mine didn't. Luckily, my exams 
were over soon after and I didn't need to barricade 
myself in my room armed with a squirt gun to study. 
Once finals were over I was able to spend more 
time with my housemates who would soon spread 
throughout the country in pursuit of Jobs or a higher 
degree. Although my grades could have been better, I 
would never give up the days I spent with my 
housemates. There's more to college than classes. 
-Nainsi Houston• 
C rowded around the tap, senlo~ share what might be some of the last conversations they will have with each other 
before they depart after graduation. 
Jeanine YobJtf 
··Elementary 
Mark Yo~ 
Physical, · 
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Y 0 U wait outside the garage peering down 
the street only to find that your letter carrier is 
late. You then get in your car and drive down the 
street, stalking anyone dressed in blue. While you 
are gone the mail arrives. When your return to 
your mailbox, you find several pieces of 
stationary. With little hesitation, you rip open the 
l.etters - "We appreciate your interest, but .. . 
Your resume is very impressive, however ... " 
Now you wish you were a dog and that postal 
workers have been declared open game. 
When you find rejection running amuck in your 
mailbox, do not blame the one who delivers the 
mail. Instead, save these letters. Often, standard 
rejection letters are used to screen and discourage 
the faint of heart. And in many cases, your 
resume was not even reviewed by anyone in the 
position to interview you as a potential candidate. 
Persistence will pay. Do not let this type of 
response from an employer discourage you. 
Continue to call and write letters to the company. 
As a recent college grad, you will never again have 
the luxury of bothering companies without 
recourse from authorities. 
-Mark Naymik • 
It takes money, time, and~ lot of hard work to get where 
Amy Senior stands proudly. After graduation, most of 
the students will enter the work force, where they will put in 
practice the theory they have been mastering for four years. 
Matt Abram• 
Marketing 
Tim Ackerman 
Accounting 
Ken Akmteu 
Finance 
Rafael Alvarez 
Marketing 
Mark AnderHn 
Finance 
su .. nne Apprill 
Marketing 
Jim Arku• 
Marketing 
Pat Bach 
Marketing 
Marie Bach 
Marketing 
Amy Bachmann 
Accounting 
Dan Bak 
Accounting 
Thoman Baumann 
Management 
Treffiey Bedard 
Finance 
Bethan Bergman 
Management lrifo. 
Systems 
Chry9ta Bolinger 
Management 
AliHn Brand• 
Finance 
Jane Brown 
Accounting 
Francine Burrow• 
Marketing 
Bryan Carey 
Finance 
Beth Carney 
Accounting 
Willian Che.Dey 
Management 
DebChildeH 
Accounting 
Daniel Coe 
Marketing 
Michael Colavita 
Marketing 
Ray Coll 
Marketing 
Patrick Collier 
Ftnance 
Rob Collura 
Marketing 
Bradley Crow 
Management 
Dan Crowley 
Finance 
Michael Cruz 
Management 
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Carol Culll:ian 
Murk el ln<J 
Deborah Culver 
Vlrt<1ncr1 
Craig Cummlnll• 
/<'lrw.nce 
Tim Cutter 
Markellng 
Karen Daly 
Vlnunr:e 
Mark Decarlo 
At:<:()Urtl Ing 
Doug Delaney 
Ac<:ounl.lfl<J 
David Delbene 
Murk<1I Ing 
Michael Dickerson 
Ac:c:()1u1llrt'1 
Jennifer Dlrblnll 
Ai:cow1l l119 
Matthew Doorley 
Mwwyeuwnl lr!/<1. 
Systnn.'> 
Roaemary Dop 
A<:counl l11y 
Ronald Dowd 
l'lnuru:e 
Francia Dunajaky 
Murkel Ing 
Joe Durk«Hke 
Murk et Ing 
Karen Durnbauih 
Marketing 
Barb Evanlck 
Mark<~/ Ing 
Nancy Fariello 
Murkellng 
David Feeney 
Flnurtc:e 
.Dawn Felt. 
Murkf'llny 
Mel Fetlck 
Marketing 
Krlatln Fl1&1&e 
A<:coun/lng 
Eric Fiacua 
l'lnanc:e 
Steve Flanl1&an 
Marketing 
Michael Flower'a 
A c:c:()Uflllng . 
Kevin Foley 
J"tnanc:e 
Peter Foraee 
Acc:ounllng 
Jiil Fox 
Marketing 
Carolyn Freeland 
Marketing 
Cheryl French 
Marketing 
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THE best part of college Is meeting many 
different people, an experience which will be 
greatly missed after college. Senior year has been 
full of many social activities which Include Senior 
Ball, St. Patrick's Day at Flapagan's, llappy Hour 
at I.he Marriott, and OaytoR'to Daytona. The past 
four years have been the best! 
-Carolyn Freeland • 
T ry it, you might like It! Joining club •porta and or-
ganization• waajuat one way the aenior• got involved. 
The Lacroaae Club wa• ju•t one of theae club•, and •ome 
player• relu: after a tough match at Baujan Field. 
Tom Friedl 
Accounting 
Ken Fro•t 
Accounting 
Michael Frye 
Accounting 
Ellen Galla&her 
Finance 
Bill Galvin 
Economics 
Michele Garland 
Marketing 
Stephen Glllottl 
Accounting 
Kathy Goldkamp 
Finance 
Beth Goldamlth 
Marketing 
su .. nGordon 
Marke ling 
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Mlchael Grant 
Management 
Edward G.-aubart 
Marketing 
Robert GreaMr 
Marketing 
Michael Groden 
. · Accounting 
Craig Ganther 
Finance 
Jim Hagerty 
Economics 
Johnllagi 
Accounting 
Diana Hall 
Accounting 
Tom Hamilton 
Finance 
Tracy Hanne~en 
Management 
G.RADUATES 
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at the University of Dayton has 
gone by faster than I ever imagined. Living in 
Marycrest Hall four years ago seems just like 
yesterday. I remember the anxiety and 
anticipation I had about college. I worried about 
classes and making friends. I never would have 
guessed that I woufd meet my best friend in the 
funch line at Kennedy Union! 
After three years of living in the ghetto and 
joining a sorority, I have made some special 
friends and have many fond memories. It's going 
to be hard to leave this place - I'm really going to 
miss UDI . 
TIME 
-Susanne Apprill • W hat more could these seniors ask for than a day in 
_the sun with their friends? One of the hardest 
thin&• about graduating for the seniors was leaving the 
friends they ha~ made In their years at UD. 
Grant Barbrecbt 
E conomics 
Paul Hasting• 
Marketing 
Marla Havel 
Management 
Michelle Hawk 
Marketing 
Terence Hebda 
Finance 
Brian Heffron 
Marketing 
Allison Hemming 
Marketing 
Brian Bermee 
Economics 
Edna Hobbs. 
Marketing 
Darlene Hoff 
Finance 
Heather Holfllnger 
Marketing 
Donald Holtmann 
Economics 
Lorie Homan 
Marketing 
Robert Itterly 
Finance 
Lana Jacobs 
Marketing 
Brian Jama 
Marketing 
Kevin Kenneally 
Marketing 
Brian Kennedy 
Management 
Robert Kennedy 
Finance 
Shan Kenny 
Marketing 
Jama Key• 
Marketing 
Tberue Kilbane 
Marketing · 
Tboina• Kilbane 
Finance 
Brian Kirby 
Finance 
Kelly Kirwan 
Marketing 
DoUC Kllngen91Dltb 
Marketing 
Kathleen Knae 
Finance 
Jama Kronk 
Marketing 
Jamee Kunz 
Management 
Sean Lackey 
Accounting 
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Michael Langenfeld 
Marketing 
BUI Leffew 
Finance 
Trevor Lemmel 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Donna Marie Llchtenthal 
Finance 
Charles Lltgen 
Marketing 
Danette Locke 
Music 
.._ Julie Long 
Management Irifo. 
Systems 
Scott · Lumsden 
Finance 
Brian Lynch 
Accounting 
Heather MacAulay 
Marketing 
Chrl•topher Maimone 
Finance 
Tom Main 
Marketing 
Maureen Malloy 
Accounting 
David Mantle 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Franct. Martin 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Kevin Martin 
Marketing 
Anne Ma•trangelo 
Md.rkettng 
Julie Matthew• 
Finance 
Sharon Mayer 
Accounting 
Colleen McHagh 
Finance 
Nilda Medina 
Accounting 
David Miller 
Finance 
Michael Miller 
Management 
Matthew Mlrgaet 
Finance 
Kevin Morrell 
Finance 
Mike Mouser 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Margaret Mucci 
Marketing 
Tim Mu•selman 
Accounting 
Dan Neu 
Finance 
Edward Nlchol80n 
Accounting 
GRADUATES 
I've had a great 
time but I'm out of 
here! Good luck to 
the rest of you! 
-Gustavo A. Delvalle• 
I n the nick of time, a graduate proudly announces that she 
graduated on time. Some seniors, whether because of co-
op jobs or changing majors, graduated a few semesters late. 
Edward Ninestlne 
Accounting 
Brigid Nix 
Finance 
Cbrle Ober.holzer· 
Finance 
ScottOboy 
Accounting 
Erle Oe8ll 
MarkeUng 
Terry Offenbeqer 
Accounting 
William Ogden 
Management 
William O'Leary 
Finance 
l)laneOtto 
Marketing 
Llsa Parris 
Accounting 
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Dianne Paulqa 
Accounttng 
RebeC~ .~llegrin 
Fina.nee 
Edgardo•Peres 
Finance 
Janies Petrella 
Accounting 
Timothy Pinkehp~ 
Economics 
Finance 
Jeffrey Quesenberry 
Marketing 
Tim.Quinn 
Finance 
Joe .Ragan 
Marketillg 
Patrick Reardon 
· Acqounttn9 
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THE Children's Center Is the greatest 
place In the world for a stress-filled senior year. 
Although I dldn 't work there and was just a 
visitor, there Is nothing that puts things Into 
perspective more vividly than playing "Pirate 
Ship" on the jungle gym with a bunch of four year 
olds. Or playing "The Jell-0 Monster" for the 
3,456th time. Or holding a six-month old as he 
takes his mid-morning bottle and smiles. If you've 
never been there, I suggest you go. 
-Kathy Ray• 
A and for your enjoyment, presenting Rudy Flyer! 
Rudy, played by senior Jeff Flaherty, entertains the 
crowd at a men's soccer game. Something about Rudy 
brought out the kid in everyone present. 
Conatance Renaple 
Finance 
Paul Riese 
Marketing 
Brigid Roarty 
Marketing -
Richard Rollnald 
Finance 
BWRomer 
Markettng 
Thoma• Royce 
Finance · 
James Saa• · 
Marketing 
John 8acbteder. 
Finance ; 
Jay Sanborn 
Management 1rifo. 
Systems 
Vaneua Sanches 
Marketing 
Rosanne Sant 
Finance 
Frank 8antc>ro 
· Markettng 
Jennifer 8a11er 
Markettng 
lllichelle Scania~ 
Marketing · 
CetolJll Schaefer 
Managem,ent 
Clirla Schell 
Marketing 
LlDQ Scherzln8er 
·Finance 
Kathryn Schuetz 
Finance 
Jam.ea 8chweltzer 
Management Info. 
Systems 
Bdan Seedh0ue 
Ftnance 
Rick Seitz 
Managerrient Irifo. 
Systems · 
JoeU. Shaffer 
Accounting 
JlmShapho 
Marke.Ung 
JaQJ,ea Shea 
M(111Clgement 
JlmShea 
·Managerllent 
Michael .Shock 
-Accounting 
Jame11 Skelton 
Finance. 
Kevin Smith 
Marketing 
Dan .Solano 
Accounttng 
Richard Soller 
Management Irifo~ 
Systems 
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Greg Souza 
Accounting 
Peter Spanorigas 
Accounting 
Chria Stanley 
Finance 
Dan Stewart 
Accounting 
Trent Swisher 
Accounting 
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GRADUATES 
REFLECTING back on the 
last four years and lookin~ forward to more at 
Ohio State Medical Schoof. I can only smile and 
hold my head high! , 
I have to smile about the "good times" that .I had 
in the Ghetto, in Alpha Epsilon Delta, with art 
enthusiastic faculty and all of the friends I have 
here. 
I hold my head high because of the pride I feel In 
my accomplishments. I will succeed because I 
have worked hard and been supported by many 
people. Only at UD can a person can have so 
much fun and learn so much! 
-Ed Westerheide• I n atep, some fraternity members perform at the Alpha 
Phi Alpha Step Show in O'Reilly Hall. The Greeks were 
juat one of the many oraantzationa atudenta joined for a well 
rounded collece ezperlence. 
Juli Willta . . 
Management Iirjo. 
Sys~ems . 
Ml~hael Wilaoll 
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Steve- Wtuman 
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Dayton, OH 45469; (513) 
229-3227. . 
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Also, special thanks .to: Tom Wildt, Andy 
Pax, Mike Melanson, and Michael 
Burdett, Photo Editors; Kim Kocick; 
Patrick'. Rybarczyk; Jenny Zgutowlcz; 
Ann Kenna; Nancy Rattenbury; Mary 
DeBauche; Cathy Warth; Bern Connelly; 
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P lcture perfect Daytonlan S~aff Members: Kim Koc!Ck, Colleen Pero, Kim Kelly, Patricia Brockman, Judy 
Butkiewicz, Terri Pulley. Carolyn Fain, and Valerie Camp· 
bell. 
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W~ e did ill We made it through one more year of school. And we had to hurdle some incredible obstacles to do it. 
Many of us struggled through second 
semester, keeping up with classes and 
friends and our future. But our persistence 
and hard work paid off. We were successful. 
,, 1989 holds something special for all of us. 
Through the good times and the bad, we 
survived ... 
With Flying Colors! 
A mid porn-porns, cheerleaders congratulate fellow teammate 
1989 Homecoming Queen, Shelly Orr. 
L ittle Mary Sunshine, starring Gabrielle Paquette, was the final 
PVA production of the year. 
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G ingerly wiping the eyes of an-other mud-covered victim, a 
participant In the first Watermelon 
Bust on Founders Field Is ready to dive 
In for more. 
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